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ADVERTISEMENT. 

IN offering a new edition of this Catalogue to our friends and patrons, we have the 
pleasure of announcing that our general stock of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and 

Plants, has never been so extensive, or so complete, in every department, as it is at 

this time. Everything has been well and carefully grown, as regards health, beauty 
and vigor, as well as accuracy, and we solicit its inspection, by gentlemen or their 

gardeners, nurserymen, dealers, and all parties interested in Ornamental planting. 

During the past few years, much attention has been given in Europe, as well as in 

our Own country, to the collection of trees, with peculiar or remarkable habit or foliage, 

such as Weeping and Drooping trees, Purple leaved, Cut leaved, and Variegated 

leaved trees. New varieties of each of these classes are now annually brought to notice, 

and they have become so numerous, and attract so much attention, that we have 

thought it desirable, for the sake of convenience, te arrange them in separate classes. 

We invite special attention to this arrangement. Many of the new trees in these 

classes promise to be valuable acquisitions to our list of Ornamental trees. 

Several of the most important species of Ornamental plants, such as the Rose 

Peony, Phlox, Dahlia, Chrysanthemum, &c., are changing annually by the introduc- 

tion of new varieties, and our aim, in regard to these, is to obtain all the new varie- 
ties, which are real improvements, and discard the older and poorer ones. Thus our 

collections of these families change more or less every year. 

The taste for hardy perennial border plants is growing, and we have for some 
years been paying special attention to this class. Our collection now embraces the 

most ornamental species and varieties in cultivation, as far as we have been able to 

procure them. 

We desire to call particular attention to our collection of Evergreens, which em- 
braces not only all the popular and well known species, but the finest of the Califor- 
nia Pines, and others. All have been frequently transplanted and prepared for 

successful removal. 

All trees and plants are carefully labelled, and packed in the best manner for any 

part of the United States, Canada, or Europe, for which a moderate charge is made, 

and no charge is made for the delivery of packages at the Railroad or Canal. 

It is requested that explicit directions for marking and shipping packages accom- 

pany each order. Where it is ieft to us to choose the mode of conveyance, we will 
exercise our best judgment; but in all cases the articles are at the risk of the purchaser 

after being SEDs and if delay or loss occurs, the forwarder alone nvust be held respon- 

sible. 

All orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied with a draft on 

some of the principal cities for the amount, or reference that will be satisfactory. 
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Our customers are requested to notify us instantly of any errors that may be com- 

mitted in filling their orders, in order that we may at once make ample amends, as we 

desire to conduct our business in all respects satisfactorily to those who fayor us with 
their confidence. 

The following Catalogues will be sent pre-paid upon the receipt of postage stamps 

as follows: Nos. 1 and 2, ten cents each; No. 3, five cents; No. 4, three cents. 

No. 1.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Fruits. 

No. 2.—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, 
Roses, &c,, &c., &c. ; 

No. 3.—A Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Petunias, and select new Green-house 

and Bedding Plants, published every spring. 

No. 4.—A Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List. 

ELLWANGER & BARRY, 
MOUNT HOPE NURSERIES, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 



ORNAMENTAL TREES. 

IN FIVE CLASSES. 

CLASS 1.—DECIDUOUS TREES. 
CLASS 2.—DECIDUOUS, WEEPING OR DROOPING TREES. 

CLASS 3.—DECIDUOUS TREES WITH REMARKABLE FOLIAGE, IN | 
THREE SECTIONS—CUT-LEAVED, VARIEGATED, AND PURPLE. 

CLASS 4.—EVERGREEN TREES. 

CLASS 5.—NEW AND RARE EVERGREEN TREES. 

———_ oo 

Our object in the above classification is to lessen the labor and difficulty, as far as 
possible, of making selections adapted to particular purposes. 

EXPLANATION.—As most people are more familiar with the English than Botanical 
names, we place the English first and in alphabetical order, but the butanical name 

follows in parenthesis. The name of the genus or family is in full faced, conspicuous 
type, and the species and varieties in capitals, 

———— oo 

CLASS 1—DECIDUOUS TREES. 

Those preceded by a * are the most suitable for parks, ayenues, streets, &c. ° They 

are propagated in large quantities, and can be furnished at low rates. 

PrIcE.—For trees of the usual size, (except otherwise noted,) 50 cents. Extra sized 

trees, selected in the Nursery, charged for in proportion to size. 

Abele, (POPULUS.) 
*SNOWY MAPLE LEAVED, (alba‘ 

acerifolia.) A tree of wonderful 
rapid growth, leaves large, lobed, 
glossy green above and white as 
snow beneath; prefers a moist soil, 
but flourishes anywhere. 20 to d0c. 

Almond, (AM\GDALUS.) 
LARGE DOUBLE FLOWERING, 
(communis pleno.) A beautiful tree 
in April, covered with double rose 
colored blossoms like small roses. 

STRIPED BARKED. 
For Dwart varieties, see ‘‘ ornamen- 
tal shrubs.” 

*Ailantus. 
CHINESE AILANTUS OR CELES- 
TIAL TREE, (glandulosa.) A 
lofty, rapid growing tree, with long, 
elegant feathery foliage. An excel- 
lent street and park tree. Exempt 
from all diseases and insects. 

ma ine (ROBINIA.) 
CASPIAN, (caspica.) A strong, ir- 

regular, thorniess tree, with large 
fohlage. 

SPREADING,(horizontalis.) A hand- 
some, compact growing sort, with a 
drooping habit; will make a beau- 
tiful lawn tree when grafted on the 
common sort. $1. 

HONEY LOCUST, OR THREE 
THORNED , (triacanthos.) A rapid 
growing tree with powerful spines, 
and delicate foliage,used for hedges, 

GLOBE ACACIA, (inermis or um- 
braculifera.) ‘Thornless; a remark- 
able and pretty tree, with a round, 
regular, dense head like a ball. $1. 

YELLOW LOCUST, (pseudacacia.) 
A valuable, rapid growing timber 
tree, and quite ornamental; has 
elegant long bunches of pale yel- 
low, fragrant flowers. 25c. 
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Acacia, (ROBINIA.) | 
DECAISNIANA. A variety of the 

preceding, with delicate pink flow- 
ers; very fine. $1. 

BESSONIANA. A variety ofstrong 
growth, and without thorns, foliage 
dark green, heavy and luxuriant. 
We regard it as the most ornamen- 
tal of all this family. $1. 

BULLATUM. A variety of the pre- 
ceding, more compact. Dark 
lossy foliage, hardy. $1. 

PYRAMIDAL, (pyramidalis.) An 
upright variety with very dark 
foliage. $1. 

REVOLUTA. A variety with fine, 
delicate foliage; young wood twist- 
ed; growth loose and straggling. $1. 

GUM, OR ROSE FLOWERED, 
(viscosa.) Has beautiful rose colored 
flowers, branches gummy, quite or- 
namental. 

PROFUSE FLOWERING, (viscosa 
floribunda.) Resembles the pre- 
ceding. 

VISCOSA AMCENA. Flowers pale 
pink, changing to flesh color. $1. 

VISCOSA BELLA ROSEA. Flow- 
ers flesh colored,tinged with yellow, 
vigorous grower, fine dark foliage, 
‘no thorns. $1. 

Ash, (FRAXINUS.) . 
EUROPEAN, (excelsior.) A lofty 

tree with pinnate foliage and 
spreading head. 

GOLD BARKED, (aurea.) A fine 
conspicuous tree in winter; growth | 
irregular. Rach 

WILLOW LEAVED, (salicifolia.) 
A remarkable and beautiful varie- 
ty, with narrow, wavy leaves. A 
robust, rapid grower. 

VARIEGATED WILLOW LEAY- |: 
ED, (salicifolia var.) A variety of 
the preceding, with beautiful foli- 
age, striped with white. $1. 

MYRTLE LEAVED, (viridis or myr- 
tifolia.) A very remarkable tree, 
of a low stunted growth, and dark 
green, small myrtle like leaves. 

DARK GREEN, (atrovirens.) Re- 
markable for its very dark green 
foliage. $1. ; 

ELDER LEAVED, (sambucifolia.) 
The American Black Ash. 

BOSC’S, (Bosci.) A scarce American 
species, with dark, glossy foliage 
and brown wooly shoots, distinct 
and fine. 

Ash, (FRAXINUS.) 
AUCUBA LEAVED, (aucubafolia,) 
A beautiful tree, with gold blotched 
leaves like the Japan Aucuba. $1. 

GOLD SPOTTED LEAVED, (punc- 
tata.) A variety with rich golden 
spotted foliage; much brighter 
than the preceding. $1. 

WALNUT LEAVED ,(juglandifolia.) 
SINGLE LEAVED, (monophylla.) 

Instead of pinnate leaves like most 
of the ash it has single broad leaves; 
A fine tree. $1. 

DWARF GLOBE HEADED.—A 
seedling of ours—of delicate globu- 
lar growth and smali myrtle like 
foliage; worked 6 or 8 feet high it 
makes a very pretty tree. $1. 

FLOWERING, (ornus europeus.) A 
very ornamental, smail tree; flow- 
ers fringe like, greenish white, pro- 
duced early in June, in large clus- 
ters on tke end of the branches. 

LARGE LEAVED, (ornus Europzus 
macrophylla.) A variety with lar- 
ger foliage, stronger growth, and 
larger clusters of flowers than the 
common sort. 

ELONZA JAPONICA.—From Ja- 
pan—a variety with slender branch- 
es and delicate foliage. $1. 

PLATYCARPA.—A very remarka- 
ble variety, readily distinguished by 

its leaflets which are nearly round; 

young wood downy. 

RUFA.—An upright variety with 
dark green single leaves ; occasion- 
ally in threes. $1. 

PANNOSA.—Resembles Bosci, but 
more downy and foliage much 
larger. $1. 

For Weeping varieties see class Ii, de- 

signated as “ weeping trees.” 

Alder, (ALNUS.) 
CUT LEAVED, (lasciniata.) A very 

ornamental variety with dark green 
and deeply serrated foliage. $1. 

IMPERIAL CUT LEAVED, (las- 
ciniata imperialis. A new and 
beautiful tree; foliage large and 
deeply cut; quite distinct from the 
preceding; perfectly hardy and 
vigorous; one of the finest cut 
leaved trees in cultivation. $2. 
See cut, page 7. 



CUT LEAVED ALDER. 

Apple, CHINESE DOUBLE FLOW-, Apple, RIVERS’ SEMI-DOUBLFE. 
ERING, (Pyrus malus spectabilis. ) AUCUBA LEAVED, (aucubafolia.) 
Has beautiful double rose colored Si. 
flowers in clusters; blossoms with VARIEGATED LEAVED, (varie. 
other apples. gata.) $1. 

DOUBLE WHITE FLOWERING. 



Apple, CARNEA PLENA, (new.) A 
beautiful variety with delicate flesh 
colored, double flowers. $1. 

Beech, (FAGUS.) 

CUT LEAVED, (incisa.) A fine, 
erect, free growing tree, with strik- 
ing aud beautiful toliage. $2. 

FEKN LEAVED,(heterophylla.) Re- 
sembles the preceding, but the 
foliage is more variously cut; a 
very desirable tree. $2. : 

PURPLE LEAVED, (purpurea.) A 
remarkable tree with dark, purplish 
red foliage; contiasts finely with 
the green of other trees. $2. 

CRESTED LEAVED, (cristata.) Cu- 
rious foliage. $2. _ 

SILVER Si RIPED LEAVED, (Fol. 
var.) $2. 

LARGE LEAVED, (macrophylla.) 
A vigorous variety with very large 
foliage; distinct and fine. §2. 

For Weeping varieties see ‘Weeping 
Trees.” 
Birch, (BETULA.) 

AMERICAN CHERRY, or MA- 
HOGANY BIROH, (lenta.) <A re- 
markable variety with large foliage 
and brilliant golden yellow bark. 

PUBESCENS.—Resembles the Amer- 
ican White Birch, but more vigor- 
ous; branches slightly pendulous. 

For Weeping varieties see that section. 

Bird Cherry, (PRUNUS PADUS.) A 
rapid growing, beautiful tree, with 
glossy foliage, has long bunches of 
white flowers in May, succeeded by 
clusters of fruit like black currants. 

VARIEGATED, (variegata.) A. 
handsome variety, with variegated 
foliage. 

AUGUBA LEAYVED, (aucubafolia.) 
A very fine variety with large foli- 
age sprinkled with white blotches. 

Catalpa. 
SYRINGA LEAVED, (syringafolia.) 
A showy, rapid growing, beautiful 
tree, with very large heart-shaped 

. leayes,and large pyramidal clusters 
a foot long, of white and purple 
flowers; blooms latter end of July, 
when few trees are in blossom. 

BUNGEI. A dwarf variety, with 
large, glossy foliage; flowers in 
large clusters one toot long. $1. 

UMBRACULIFERA. A dwarf spe- 
cies from China. $1. 
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Catalpa, KC@MPFERI—A _ dwarf 
variety; flowers resembling the 
common, but clusters more dense; 
foliage glossy and of a deep green. 

Cherry, LARGE DOUBLE FLOW- 
ERING. A variety of the heart 
cherry, with pretty, double white 
flowers. 

DWARF DOUBLE FLOWERING. 
A. variety of the Morello, with 
double white flowers; both this 
dnd the preceding are quite orna- 
mental. 

See Weeping Trees. 

Cornus. 
WHITE FLOWERING, (Florida.) 

Has large, showy white blossoms 
in the early spring; very orna- 
mental. 

Cypress, (CUPRESSUS.) SOUTHERN 
oR DECIDUOUS, (disticha) A 

beautiful, stately tree, with small, 
elegant yew-like foliage. 

Elm, (ULMUS.) 
*KEINGLISH, (Campestris.) An erect, 

lofty tree, with rather small leaves. 
*SCOTCH or WYCH, (montana.) 
A fine spreading tree of rapid 
growth; foliage large. 

PURPLE LEAVED, (stricta pur- 
purea.) A striking variety of the 
English with erect branches and 
small purplish leaves. §1. 

SLENDER TWIGGED, (viminalis.) 
A distinct, slender branched, small 
leaved variety; somewhat pendu- 
lous. $1. 

DAMPIERRES PYRAMIDAL, 
(pyramidalis.) A new,elegant, pyra- 
midal growing variety. $1. 

NETTLE LEAVED, (urticifolia.) A 
beautiful tree. $1. 

SIBERIAN EVERGREEN ,(semper- * 
virens siberica.) A variety with 
stiff, erect habit; small leaves, but 
not evergreen here. §1. 

BLANFORD, (superba.) Spreading 
branches, and remarkably large 
leaves; distinct and fine. 75 cts. 

*AMERICAN WHITE, or WEEP- 
ING, (Americana alba.) The noble, 
spreading and drooping tree of our 
own forests. rm 

HUNTINGDON. A rapid growing, 
fine tree, large foliage. 76 cts. 

VARIEGATED LEAVED,(fol. var.) 
Has very well marked foliage. $1. 
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Elm, (ULMUS.) The Smooth Fruited Horse Chest- 
ASH COLORED, (cinerea.) A very nut, (PAVIA.) 

vigorous grower, fine, large, rich PENDULOUS DWARF RED, (pu- 
foliage. $1. mila pendula.) This makes a beau- 

CORNISH. A fine, upright variety ' tiful tree when grafted high on the 
of the English—of more vigorous other sorts; on its own roots it is 
growth. merely a straggling shrub. $1. 

SERRATED LEAVED(serratifolia.)| . PURPLE, (purpurea.) A variety of 
A beautiful, compact grower, with | the rubra with purplish red flow- 
dark foliage. $1. ers; of dwarf habit. $1. 

KACKII.—A new variety with large, RUBRA ATROSANGUINEA. — 
smooth, glossy leaves, deeply den- Flowers dark red, young wood and 
tated, very upright; distinct. $1. rae ane smooth; of dwarf 

For Weeping Elms see “ Weepin Bae Oe 
Trees.” ee DOWNY Be ED, (carnea pube- 

; ik Scens. ) variety of the rubra with 
Horse Chestnut, (42SCULUS.) flesh colored flowers. $1. 

*WHITE rt Poe ae con CARNEA SUPERBA.—A dwarf 
mon, weil KNOWN Species ; a hardy, variety of the preceding, with much healthy tree, free from all diseases ; se t oe 
Seo in June with magnificent, darker flowers ; Meryl distinct. $1. 

erect spikes or panicles of flowers, | Hornbeam, (CARPINUS.) 
white, lightly marked with red. AMERICAN, (Americana.) 

DOUBLE WHITE. A variety of| Judas Tree, orn RED BUD, (eercis 
the preceding, with double flowers; canadensis.) Red flowering, cov. 
very rare. $1. ered with fine, delicate, purple 

RED FLOWERING, (rubicunda.) A flowers before ‘the leaves appear; 
splendid tree, with showy red flow- leaves very large, roundish, dark; 
ers; blooms a little later than the very ornamental. 
white, and the leaves are of a deeper Kentucky Coffee Tree, (Gymnocla- 

green. $1. dus canadensis.) A fine tree, with 
VARIEGATED, (fol. aurea.) A vari- long feathery toliage; stiff, blunt 

egated leaved variety of rubicunda. shoots; grows rapidly. 

Kolreuteria, PANICULATA. A 
small tree, with fine lobed leaves 
and large panicles of showy yellow 
flowers in the latter end of July; 
leaves change in Autumn to a fine 

foliage. $1 yellow ; deserves much more atten- 

SMOOTH LEAVED AMERICAN, tion than it receives, 
Jabra.) The Buckeye has smooth | Larch, (LARIX.) 

eee Can large panicles of pale EUROPEAN, (Europeus.) An ele- 

$1. 
WHITLEY’S RED, (whitlejii cocci- 

nea.) A variety of the rubicunda. 
116 

Gur LEAVED), lasciniata.) A curi- 

ous variety, with delicate fern-like 

yellow flowers; blooms before the gant, rapid growing, pyramidal 
others. tree; valuable for timber, small 

DWARF DOUBLE FLOWERING, branches,drooping. See cut page 10. 
(nana fl. pl.) A dwarf variety with GOLDEN, (Kempferi.) A new va- 
large foliage and. very compact riety from Japan; foliage when 
head ; never attains more than 8 to young of a light green, changing 
10 feet in height. to a fine golden yellow in Fall. $1. 

The Smooth Fruited Horse Chest- | Laburnum, (CYTISSUS.) 
‘nut, (PAVIA.) ENGLISH, (Laburnum.) A beauti- 

RED FLOWERED, (rubra.) <A ful tree, with long pendant racemes 
small sized tree, with brownish red of clear yellow blossoms in June, 
flowers. and smooth, shining foliage. 

YELLOW FLOWERED, (fava) SCOTCH, (alpinus.) Resembles the 
Has pale green, downy leaves, and preceding, but blooms later and has 
yellow flowers. $1. much larger foliage. . 



THE EUROPEAN LARCH. 

Linden, (TILIA.) 
*WHITE LEAVED, (alba.) <A vig- 

orous, handsome growing tree, one 
of the best; foliage quite gray. $1. 
See cut, page 11. 

*EUROPHAN, (Europea.) A very 
fine pyramidal tree, with large 
leaves and fragrant flowers. 

GOLD BARKED, (aurea.) A variety 
conspicuous in winter by its yellow 
bark. $1. 

*RED TWIGGED. Branches red 
as blood; contrasts finely with the 
preceding. 

*BROAD LEAVED, (macrophylla.) 
Has immense leaves, probably a 
variety of the Basswood. 

Linden, (TILIA.) 

*AMERICAN, OR BASSWOOD, 
(Americana.) A rapid growing, 
beautiful native tree, with very 
large leaves and fragrant flowers. 

FERN LEAVED, (lasciniata.) <A 
curious and beautiful variety, with 
cut leaves. $1. 

GRAPE LEAVED, (vitifolia.) A 
vigorous growing variety of the 
red twigged, with very large foliage; 
young wood bright red; distinct 
and fine. 75 cts. 

*Magnolia, CUCUMBER TREE, (acu- 
minata.) A noble, beautiful tree, 
with very large leaves and yellow 
flowers, tinted with bluish purple. 
See cut, page 12. 



WHITE LEAVED LINDEN. 

50 cts. to $1. 

tela.) A small sized tree, with im- 

June. 

mense leaves, and large white 

flowers, four to six inches in di- 

ameter. 
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Magnolia, VARIEGATED, (acumina- , Magnolia, UMBRELLA TREE, (tripe- 
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MAGNOLIA ACUMINATA. 

Magnolia, LARGE LEAVED, (macro- | Magnolia, SOULANGES, (Soulangea- 
phylla.) Leaves two feet in length, na.) <A variety of the preceding, 
flowers dull white, very large, with with white and purple flowers; 
a sweet odor. June. $1 to $5. very fine. April and May. §$2 to 

CHANDELIER OR YULAN, (con- $3. See cut, page 13. 
spicua.) A beautiful chinese varie- NORBERTTS, (Norbertiana.) 
ty, with large, white flowers, that beautiful variety with large ee 
appear before the leaves; tree of purple flowers,very fragrant; showy 
small size. Apriland May. $2 to $3. and fine. $2. 
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MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA. 

Magnolia, SHOWY FLOWERED, 
(speciosa.) Resembles the Soulange- 
ana in* growth and foliage, but the 
flowers are smaller, of a lighter 
color, and fully ten days later ; very | 
fragrant and showy. $2. 

SUPERB, (superba.) Differs little 
from Soulangeana; flowers a trifle 
darker. $2. 

GLAUCOUS, OR SWAMP LAU- 
REL, (giauca.) A small tree indige- 
nous to New Jersey ; leaves shining 
above, glaucous or whitish beneath, 
flowers white, with a very sweet 
and pleasant edor. May and June. 
$1. 

Magnolia, THOMPSON’S,(Thompsoni- 
ana.) Afine, distinct hybrid variety 
of the glauca and tripetela. $2. 

Maple, (ACER.) 
*SUGAR, (saccharinum.) A weil 
known native tree, valuable both 
for the production of sugar and for 
its wood; its stately growth, fine 
form and foliage, make it desirable 
as an ornamental and shade tree. 

*SILVER LEAVED, (dasycarpum. ) 
A variety of the preceding, leaves 
white underneath, growth very 
rapid; a valuable street and park 
tree. 
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PURPLE LEAVED MAPLE. | 

Maple, (ACER.) Maple, (ACER.) EL | 
*SCARLET, (rubrum.) A rapid grow- Meroe = eaigeans 5 pancty | 

: ; . of the Silver Maple, with delicately | 
ees with red flowers very early cut foliage; very distinct and re- 

ring. markable. $1. | 

| 
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Maple, (ACER. 
SUROPEAN SYCAMORE, (pseu- 

do platanus.) A variety of rapid 
growth, with a smooth, ash gray 
bark, and spreading branches. 

PURPLE LEAVED, (purpurea.) A 
beautiful variety of the preceding ; 
leaves purplish red underneath. $1. 
See cut, page 14. 

GOLD LEAVED, (fol. aurea.)— 
Another variety of the European 
Sycamore; foliage shaded and 
clouded with bright yellow; very 
distinct and fine. $1. 

LEOPOLD, (Leopoldi.) A new va- 
riety of the Sycamore; foliage 
freely marbled with purplish red, 
changing to a rosy pink, while the 
green parts have a bronzy tint. $2. 

STRIPED BARKED, (striata.) A 
small, handsome tree, with distinct- 
ly striped bark. 

NORWAY, platanoides.) A fine Eu- 
ropean species, with broad foliage. 

CUT LEAVED or HAGLE CLAW. 
(lasciniata.) Anew and curious 
variety of the Norway, quite orna- 
mental. $1. 

LOBEL’S (Lobelii.) A fine, upright 
variety, very distinct; foliage a 
glossy pea green, which it retains 
until the frost. $1. 

DISSECTUM.-—-A very compact tree, 
with dense, dark green foliage, 
which is deeply cut,so as almost to 
divide the leaf into three parts; 
one cf the finest Maples. $1. 

LARGE LEAVED, (macrophylla.) 
A graceful and beautiful tree, with 
very large foliage, sometimes cut to 
the base; distinct and fine. §1. 

THREE COLORED, (tricolor.) A 
beautiful variety of the European 
Sycamore, distinctly marked with 
white, red and green. $1. 

VARIEGATED LEAVED, (fol. va- 
riegata.) Also a variety of the 
European Sycamore; foliage large 
and showy, distinctly marked with 
white. $1. 

SILVER STRIPED LEAVED, (va- 
riegata.) Remarkable for its varie- 
gated foliage. $1. 

MONSPESSULANUM, the Mont- 
pelier Maple. 

ASH LEAVED, (negundo fraxinifo- 
lia,) (Box Elder.) A fine tree. 

ENGLISH, (campestris.) A slow 
growing, stocky tree, of compact 
roundish habit. . 

eee (AMELANCHIER,) 

Maple, (ACER.) | 
COLCHICUM RUBRUM. Young 

foliage deep purplish red. $1. 

NOWY, (Botryapium.) <A _ very 
early white flowering tree, some- 
times called ‘‘ shad blow.” 

OVAL LEAVED, (ovalis.) A dis- 
tinct and pretty variety ; makes a 
very handsome small tree, when 
grafted five or six feet high. $1. 

Mountain Ash. (PYRUS SORBUS) 
“EUROPEAN, (aucuparia.) A fine, 
hardy tree, head dense and regular, 
covered from July till winter with 
great clusters of bright scarlet ber- 
ries. 

*AMERICAN,(Americana.) A tree 
of coarser growth and foliage, and 
larger and lighter colored berries. 

*OAK LEAVED, (quercifolia.) <A 
variety with large hoary, lobed 

leaves, distinct and fine. See cut, 
page 16. 75c. 

LARGE LEAVED, (hybrida.) A 
variety of the preceding, with larger 
leaves of a downy white; very dis- 
tinct. 75 cts. 

DWARF HYERID.—A dwarf vari- 
ety of the Oak leaved; growth up- 
right ; foliage deep green ; distinct. 
7) cts. 

ELDER LEAVED, (sambucifolia.) 

WHITE BEAM, (Vestita.) <A vig- 
orous growing tree, with foliage 
and young wood downy; fruit 
rayish brown. 

TRUE SORB, (domestica.) Foliage 
like the American, but more ser- 
rated ; large brown fruit. 

GOLD STRIPED, (aurea striata.) 
A slow growing variety with small 
leaves, silvery white on the under 
side, and glossy green above; fruit 
striped. $1. 

GOLDEN HYBRID, (aurea hybrida.) 
A vigorous variety with large cor- 
date leaves, very white and downy ; 
fruit large, yellowish brown and 
spotted ; distinct and fine. $1. 

DWARF, (nana.) A dwarf variety 
of the American ; makes a_ hand- 
some small tree. 

DEPRESSED, (depressus.) A beau- 
tiful small tree when worked on 
the common Mountain Ash; has 
bright scarlet berries in the Fall 
and early part of Winter. $1. 
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OAK LEAVED MOUNTAIN ASH. 

Mountain Ash, (PYRUS SORBUS.), Mulberry, (MORUS.) 
DWARF PROFUSE FLOWER- MORETTI. A fine rapid growing 
ING, (nana floribunda.) Aremark-| - tree, with large foliage. 
able dwarf variety with oakshaped |Nettle Tree, (CELTIS OCCIDEN- 
leaves. Makes a handsome small TALIS.) A rare native tree with 
pe when worked 4 to 6 feet high. numerous slender branches, which 
@i. spread out horizontally, and thick, 

rough bark. 
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Oak, (QUERCUS.) 
SCARLET, (coccineus.) 

AMERICAN WHITE, (albus.) 
ENGLISH, (robur.)— The Royal Oak 

of England—a well known tree ; 
very valuable for ornamental plant- 
ing. 

VARIEGATED, (robur var.) <A variety 
of the preceding, with foliage mar- 
gined with white; very distinct 
and pretty. $2. 

TURKEY, (cerris.) A pretty round 
headed tree of quicker growth than 
the English, and foliage deeper cut. 

GOLD STRIPED, (cerris variegata.) 
A variety of the preceding, with 
golden variegated foliage ; one of 
the best.” $2. 

*Poplar, BALSAM, (balsamifera.) A 
remarkable rapid growing, luxuri- 
ant tree, with iarge glossy foliage. 

LINDLEY’S CRISP or CURLED 
LEAVED, (new.) A singular va- 
riety ; the bark on the young wood 
being raised in furrows. 

TREMULUS VARIEGATA, (new.) 
The leaves are striped, and some- 
times the whole is white. ‘5c. 

Plum, (PRUNUS DOMESTICA.) 
GOLD LEAVED, (fol. aurea.) A 

variety with yellow variegated foli- 
age; bears good fruit. $1. (For 
others, see shrubs.) 

Sophora, JAPAN, (japonica.) <A 
beautiful tree, like the Acacia ; 
quite erect, with deep green pin- 
nate leaves and white flowers. $1. 

/ 

Pane US): or Sycamore, (PLATA-| galisburia, or MAIDEN HAIR TREE, 

AMERICAN, (occidentalis. ) 
Button Wood. 

*Pawlonia, IMPERIAL JAPAN, (Im- 
perialis.) A magnificent tropical 
looking tree. surpassing all others 
in the size of its leaves; 12 to 14 
inches in diameter; quite hardy 
here, but the flower buds are killed 
during severe winters ; growth ex- 
tremely rapid. 

Peach, (AMYGDALUS.) 
DOUBLE FLOWERING, (persica 

plena.) A highly ornamental tree, 
flowers double, rose colored like 
small roses. 

DOUBLE WHITE, (alba plena.) 
Very ornamental; flowers pure 
white, and double ; perfectly hardy. 

DOUBLE CRIMSON, (sanguinea 
plena.) Flowers semi-double, not 
quite as hardy as the preceding. 
$1. 

CARNATION FLOWERING. Beau- 
tifully striped like a carnation. 

VARIOUS COLORED, (versi-color 
fi. pl.) The most singular of all 
our flowering trees ; flowers vari- 
ously white and red or variegated 
on the tree at the same time; flow- 
ers early, and perfectly hardy. 

*Poplar, (POPULUS.) 
LOMBARDY OR ITALIAN, (fasti- 

giata.) Well known, and remark- 
able for its erect, rapid Sues and 
spiry form. 

The 
(adianthifolia.) A rare, beautiful 
tree, with remarkable fan-like foli- 
age. $1 to $2. See cut, page 18. 

Sweet Gum, (Liquidamber styr aciflua.) 
A fine native, ornamental tree with 
foliage resembling the Maple, which 
changes to a bright red in Autumn. 

*Tulip Tree, (Liriodendron tulipifera.) 
A mavnificent native tree, with 
broad, glossy, fiddle shaped leaves, 
and beautiful, tulip-like flowers, al- 
lied to the Magnolias. and like 
them, difficult to transplant, unless 
of small size. 

Thorn, (CRATAGUS.) 
WHITE, (oxycantha.) The celebra- 

ted English hedge plant. 
DOUBLE WHITE, (oxycantha 

plena. ) Has small double white 
flower 

PINK FLO WERING, (rosea.) Rose 
colored, fragrant flowers. 

SCARLET, (punicea.) A very showy 
variety. 

DOUBLE RED OR SUPERB, (pu- 
nicea plena.) Bright red double 

_ flowers. 
DOUBLE SCARLET (coccinea fi.pl.) . 
A new variety ; flowers deep crim- 
son With scarlet shade, very double 
and much larger than the double 
red ; fine rich foliage. The great- 
est acquisition of this kind that has 
been obtained in a long time. $1. 

APPLE LEAVED, (malifolia.) 
AZEROLE, (azerolus.) 
BLACK FRUITED, (nigra.) 
CUT LEAVED, (incisa.) 
DOUGLASS, (Douglassi.) 
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SALISBURIA, OR MAIDEN HAIR. 

Thorn, (CRATAGUS,)- 
MEDLAR LEAVED, (mespilus.) 
MAPLE LEAVED, acerifolia.) 

Thorn, (CRATZGUS.) 

HYBRID, (hybrida.) Smooth leaved. 
NEAPOLITAN, (Neapolitana.) OBLATE LEAVED, (oblatifolia.) 
OBTUSE LEAVED. (obtusifolia.) SHINING LEAVED, (lucida odor- 
PARSLEY LEAVED, (apii folia.) ata.) 
SMOOTH LEAVED, (glabra.) FRAGRANT, (odoratissima.) 

TANSY LEAVED, (tanacetifolia.) 
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VIRGILIA LUTEA. 

Thorn, (CRATZGUS.) F arieties, see weepin 
SPOTTED, (punctata striata.) Re ei day a2 eal na ping 
RED WOODED, (sanguinea. trees. : 
The aye amt eh ihe tat ie wel.-|' Virgilisy OR, YELLOW WOOD, (v- 
known, beautiful flowering, small tea.) One of the finest American 
trees. The others are desirable on trees, resembling the Robinias, with 
account of their peculiarities of. long, graceful racemes of white, 
growth, foliage and fruit. They sweet scented flowers inJune. $1. 
offer a great variety and strong See cut. 
contrasts, 
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ROSEMARY LEAVED WILLOW 

(SALIX.) 
VARIEGATED LEAVED, (caprea 

Willow, 
N. A beauti shin- ? ful HUNTINGDO 

forms var.) A variegated variety ; 
headed tree for a lawn, 

when worked 5 feet high. 

LAUREL LEAVED, (laurifolia.) A 
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or.) A variety with three distinct 
THREE COLORED, (caprea tricol- 

colors; worked 5 feet. ‘ trees. 
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EUROPEAN WEEPING ASH. 

Class 2-WEEPING OR DROOPING DECIDUOUS TREES. 

This is such an interesting class of ornamental trees, and the species and varieties 
are now so numerous, that we have, for the purpose of enabling purchasers the more 
readily to make selections, separated them from the general list and placed them in 
a Class by themselves. 

The following list comprises the most graceful, drooping trees known. Price $1 
each, except otherwise noted, for trees of usual size. Extra sized Specimens selected 
in the Nursery charged for in proportion to size and beauty. 
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EVER FLOWERING WEEPING CHERRY. 

Ash, (FRAXINUS.) Ash, (FRAXINUS.) 

GOLD BARKED WEEPING, (au-| EUROPEAN WEEPING, (excelsior 
rea pendula.) A new and singular pendula.) The common, well- 

pata , bark in winter yellow as known sort, one of the finest lawn 
BOLE he and arbor trees; covers a great 

LENTISCUS LEAVED WEEPING space and grows rapidly. See cut, 
(lentiscifolia pendula.) A new, ele- page 21. 
gant, drooping, slender branched > 
variety; glossy, fine foliage and| Beech, (FAGUS.) 
dark colored bark. WEEPING, (pendula.) A variety of 

GOLD STRIPED BARK WEEP- the European Beech, with a deci- 
ING. A novel variety, with dis- d an 
tinctly variegated foliage’and weep- ded drooping habit; a very grace- 
ing habit. ful tree. $2. 
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CUT LEAVED WEEPING BIRCH. 
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. CAMPERDOWN WEEPING ELM. 

Birch, (BETULA.) 
EUROPEAN WEEPING, (pendula.) 
A charming, drooping tree, after 
four or five years’ growth; erect 
when young. d0c. 

CUT LEAVED WEEPING, (lasci- 
niata pendula.) An elegant, erect 
tree, with slender,drooping branches 
and delicately cut leaves. See cut, 
page 23. $1 to $2. 

Cherry, (CERASUS,) 
DWARF WEEPING, (pumila.) 

Grafted standard high; this makes 
a curious and beautiful little round 
headed, drooping tree, difficult to 
work, and always scarce. 

Cherry, (CERASUS.) 
EVER FLOWERING WEEPING, 

(semperfiorens.) A very fine, droop- 
ing variety that bears flowers and 
fruit allsummer. See cut, page 22. 

AVIUM PENDULA. A variety of 
the Morello, with drooping 
branches. 

Cypress, (CUPRESSUS.) 
GLYPTOSTROBUS PENDULA. 
A beautiful variety with hurizontal 
branches; young shoots slender 

. and drooping. 
Elm, (ULMUS.) A 

SCOTCH WEEPING, (montana 
pendula.) A vigorous growing 
tree, with graceful, drooping 
branches, very distinct. 
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WEEPING LINDEN. . 

Elm, (ULMUS.) Elm, (ULMUS.) 
CAMPERDOWN. The most grace- HERTFORDSHIRE WEEPING, 

ful weeper of all the Elms; foliage (glabra pendula.) An English va- 
large, of a deep green; very orna- riety, with smooth, glossy leaves 
mental. See cut, page 24. and drooping branches. 
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WEEPING MOUNTAIN ASH. 

‘Elm, (ULMUS.) 
ROUGH LEAVED, (Rugosa pendu- 

Linden, or Lime Tree, (TILIA.) 
WHITE-LEAVED WEEPING, (ai- 

la.) R bles tl dine. but ba pendula.) A very beautiful tree 
ie leaves aE EES Gee Sot: with large foliage and slender, the leaves are larger and rougher. ; Z 

S % - drooping shoots. See cut, page 25. 
Buonymus, PENDULA. A pretty | wountain Ash, (SORBUS.) 

drooping shrub with bright red WEEPING, (aucuparia pendula.) A 
fruit. beautiful French variety, of rapid 

Honey Locust, (@LEDITSCHIA TRI- growth, and decidedly pendulous. 
ACANTHUS.) See cut. 

WEEPING, (Bugoti pendula.) “ A 
new variety with graceful droop- 
ing branches, very .distinct and 
fine. §2. 

Larch, WEEPING. A variety of the 
European, with drooping branches; 

one of the finest trees of this 
section. $2. 

Poplar, (POPULUS.) 
WEEPING, (tremulus pendula.) A 

fine variety of the Aspen, with a 
drooping habit. See cut, page 27. 

GRANDIDENTATA -PENDULA. 
A variety with long, slender 
branches drooping gracefully to 
the ground; foliage large and 
deeply serrated. 
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WEEPING POPLAR. 

Thorn, (CRAT AGUS ) , 
_ NEW WEEPING, (nova pendula.) 

A slender branched variety with a 
very drooping habit. 

PYRACANTHA LEAVED WEEP- 
ING, (pyracanthifolia pendula.) A 
drooping variety with small, bright 
green, glossy foliage. 

VARIEGATED WEEPING, (varie- 
gata pendula.) <A variety with fine 
variegated foliage and drooping 
habit. 

Willow, (SALAX.) 
WEEPING, (Babylonica.) Our com- 
mon and well-known weeping wil- 
low. 90 cts. 

Willow, (SALAX.) 
AMERICAN WEEPING, (Ameti- 

cana pendula.) An American 
dwarf, slender branched species, 
grafted 5 or 6 feet high; it makes 
one of the most ornamental of 
-small weeping trees—more hardy 
than the Babylonica. See cut, 
page 29. 

KILMARNOCK WEEPING, (cap- 
rea pendula.) A new and exceed- 
ingly graceful tree, with ‘brown 
branches and large glossy leaves. 
One of the finest of this class of 
trees; very hardy. See cut, page 
28. Price $1 to $2. 
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THE KILMARNOCK WEEPING WILLOW. 

Class 3—-TREES POSSESSING REMARKABLE CHARACTERIS- 

, DESCRIBED IN THEIR RESPECT- 

IVE PLACES IN THE CATALOGUE 

TICS OF FOLIAGE 

IN THREE SECTIONS. 

SEC. I-CUT LEAVED TREES COMPRISING THOSE WITH CURIOUSLY 

LOBED OR SERRATED FOLIAGE. 

Alder, (Aunus.) Cur Leavep 

3 

, (heter- Beech, (Facus.) FERN LEAVED (lascini- ? 

ophylla.) 
Cut LEAVED, (incisa.)} 

ata.) 
IMPERIAL Cut LEAVED 

CRESTED LEAYED, (cristata.) 
is ] imperia 

. 

( ) 

lasciniata.) 



Birch, (Betuta.) Cut LEAVED, (lascin- 
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THE AMERICAN WEEPING WILLOW. 

iata.) ciniata.) 
Elm, (Utmus.) Nerriep LEAVED,(urti-| Maple, (Acer.) Cur LEAVED oR 

cifolia.) EAGur’s CLAW, (lasciniata.) 
Elder, (Sameucus.) Cur LEAvED, (las- WAGNERU LASCINIATA. 

ciniata. ) Mountain Ash, (Sorsus.) EUROPEAN 
Filbert, (Coryius.) Cut LEAvEn, (las- Oak LEAVED, (quercifolia.) 

ciniata.) Thorn, (CRataeus.) Curt LEAVED, (in- 
Horse Chestnut, (4iscutus.) Cor cisa. ) 

LEAVED, (lasciniata.) PARSLEY LEAVED, (apii folia.) 
TANSEY LEAVED, (tanacetifolia.) 

Linden, (Tin14.) Fern LEAvVED, (las- 



Almond, 

Ash, (FRAXINUS.) 

Apple, 

Elm, (ULMvs.) 

Beech. (Faavs.) 

Berberry, 

30 

SEO, I.—TREES HAVING CURIOUSLY VARIEGATED FOLIAGE. 

(AMYGDALUS.) 
BARKED. 

LEAVED, (aucubafolia. ) 
VARIEGATED LEAVED, (variegata.) 
SPoTTED LEAVED, (punctata.) 

(Pyrus MALtuvs.) 
LEAVED, (aucubafolia.) 

VARIEGATED LEAVED, (variegata.) 
Beech, (Facus.) SimLveR SrrrPep, (fol. 

var.) 
Bird Cherry, (Prunus Papus.) Va- 

RIEGATED LEAVED, (variegata.) 
SpoTTED LEAVED, (aucubafolia.) 

(maculata. ) 

SPOTTED | , 

Oak, 

BuLorcHED LEAVED, 

STRIPED | Horse Chestnut, (#scutvus.) VARIE- 
GATED LEAVED, (fol. var.) 

GOLDEN BLorcHED| Maple, (Acrer.) SimLveR STRIPED, (va- 
riegata. ) 

GOLDEN LEAVED, (fol. aurea.) 
VARIEGATED LEAVED, (fol.variegata.) 
THREE COLORED, (tricolor.) 
LEOPOLD, (Leopoldii.) 

(QuERCUS.) SILVER STRIPED 
LEAVED. 

GOLD STRIPED LEAVED. 
Plum, (Prounus.) GoLp LKAvED, (fol. 

aurea. 

Willow, (Saitx.) VARIEGATED LEAVED, 
(caprea var.) 

THREE COLORED, (caprea tricolor.) 

SEC, III.—TREES WITH PURPLE OR VIOLET COLORED FOLIAGE. 

(purpurea. ) 
(BERBERIS. ) 

LEAVED, (purpurea.) 
Elm,'(Utmus.) Purpte LEAVED ENG- 

LISH, (stricta purpurea.) 

PURPLED LEAVED, Filbert, (Coryius.) PurPpLep LEAVED, 
(purpurea. ) 

PuRPLE | Maple, (AceR.) PURPLE LEAVED Syca- 
- MORE, {pseudo platanus purpu- 
reus.) 

Class 4.—EVERGREEN TREES. " 

The trees comprising this class have proved perfectly hardy at this point. Such 
as have not been well tested in this respect, being placed in class 5. Those marked 
with a * are very small trees, or rather shrubs, attaining from 3 to 6 feet in height. 
We place them here instead of among shrubs, for the purpose of haying them all 
together. 

PRICE—50 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT OTHERWISE NOTED, FOR TREES OF THE USUAL 

SIZE. EXTRA SIZED SPECIMENS CHARGED FOR IN PROPORTION. 

‘\. Arbor Vite, (THUYA.) 
AMERICAN, (occidentalis,) often 

called ‘“ white cedar.” A fine, erect 
tree, with horizontal branches and 
flat foliage, excellent for screens 
and hedges. 

CHINESE, OR ORIENTAL, (orien- 
talis.) A small, elegant tree, with 
erect branches, and dense, flat, light 
green foliage, becomes brown in 
winter. 

GOLDEN, (aurea.) A variety of the 
Chinese, with a yellowish hue, very 
beautiful and hardy. $1... : 

COMPACTA. A variety of the 
Chinese, but more dwarf and com- 
pact, with a conical head of a bright 
green color; perfectly hardy; a 
native of Japan. $1. 

Arbor Vite, (THUYA.) 
GIGANTEA. The giant Arbor Vite. 
A fine, graceful tree, found on the 
northwest coast of America and 
California, growing from 40 to 50 
feet high, with long, flexible 
branches; perfectly hardy. $1. 

HOVEYI. A seedling from the com- 
mon American,raised by Mr. Hovey, 
of Boston. 

SIBERIAN, (siberica wareana.) The 
best of all the genus, for this coun- 
try—exceedingly hardy, keeping 
color well in winter, growth com- 
pact and pyramidal, makes an ele- 
gant lawn tree, of great value for 
ornamental screens and heages. 
50c to $1. See cut, page 31. 
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SIBERIAN ARBOR VITA. 

Arbor Vitz, (THUYA.) 
PLICATE, OR NEBPR’S, (plicata.) 

Color dark green; distinct habit ; 
from Nootka Sound. 

MACULATA. A blotched leaved va- 
riety of the American. $1. 

TARTARIAN, (tartarica.) A variety 
of the Chinese, branches horizon- 
tal like the American. 

Juniper, (J UNIPERUS.) 
SWEDISH, (suecia.) A small sized 
handsome pyramidal tree, with 
bluish green foliage. $1. 

Juniper, (J UNIPERUS.) 
VIRGINIAN, (Virginica.) The RED _ 

_.._ CEDAR. A well known American ~ 
tree, varies much in habit and color 
of foliage, some being quite stiff, 
regular and conical, and others 
loose and irregular. It makes a 
fine ornamental hedge plant. 

*VIRGINICA PYRAMIDALIS. An 
upright growing variety of the pre- 
ceding, very compact; distinct and 
fine. $1. 



AUSTRIAN, OR BLACK PINE. 
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Juniper, (JUNIPERUS.) 
ENGLISH, on COMMON, (commu- 

nis.) A handsome, compact, small 
tree. 

*TRISH, (Hibernica.) 
pretty little tree. $1. 

*CHINESE, (chinensis.) A small tree 
or shrub, with spreading branches, 
$1. 

*TRAILING JUNIPER. A low, 
spreading, trailing shrub — quite 
unique, thrives in the poorest soils. 

COMMON AMERICAN, (canaden- 
sis.) A free growing, fine tree, re- 
sembles the Swedish ; would make 
good hedges. 

*SAVIN, (Sabina.) A low spreading, 
dark green shrub; thrives in the 
poorest soils. 

*CREEPING, (repens.) A slender 
branched, trailing shrub, suitable 
for rock work, 

Pines, (PINUS.) 
AUSTRIAN, OR BLACK, (Austri- 

aca.) A remarkably robust, hardy 
spreading tree, leaves long, stiff and 
dark green, growth rapid; valuable 

A tapering, 

for this country. 50c. to $1. See 
cut, page 382. 

CEMBRIAN, (Cembra.) A _ hand- 
some and distinct European species, 
of a compact, conical form, foliage 
short and silvery, grows slowly 
when young. $1. 

DWARF, OR MOUNTAIN, (pumi- 
lis.) A low, spreading, curious 
species, attaining only the size of a 
bush, foliage similar to that of the 
Scotch. $1. 

LOFTY BHOTAN, (excelsa.) A 
graceful and elegant tree, with 
drooping silvery foliage, resembling 
that of the White Pine, but longer 
and more pendulous; hardy and 
vigorous. $1 to $2. 

CORSICAN, (laricio.) A beautiful 
Kuropean Pine, in appearance be- 
tween the Pineaster and Austrian, 
pale green, leaves somewhat twist- 
ed and irregular, and finer than 
those of the Austrian or Scotch. 

SCOTCH PINE, (sylvestris.) A fine, 
robust, rapid growing tree, with 
stout, erect shoots, and silvery green 
foliage. 

WHITE PINE, (strobus.) The most 
ornamental of all our native Pines, 
foliage light, delicate or silvery 
green, flourishes in the poorest soils. 

Pines, (PINUS.) 
THE RED PINE, OR NORWAY 
PINE, (resinosa.) A fine native 
species, distinguished by its reddish 
bark, the leaves are a dark green 
and generally in bunches at the 
ends of the branches. $1. 

BENTHAM’S PINE(Benthamiana.) 
From the elevated districts of Cali- 
fornia; a noble tree, attaining the 
height of 220 feet, with a circumfer- 
ence of 28 feet, and leaves 10 inches 
long. It is a rapid growing tree, 
as hardy as our Northern pines, of 
a fine dark green color. It is said 
to be the most valuable of all the 
California Pines for timber. From 
$2 to $d. 

HEAVY WOODED PINE, (P. pon- 
derosa.) This also is a noble tree, 
attaining the height of 100 feet, 
found abundantly on the Northwest 
coast of America and in California. 
It is perfectly hardy here. Speci- 
mens in our grounds are upwards 
of 20 feet in height. It is a rapid 
grower; the leaves 8 to 10 inches 
in length, and of a silvery green 
color. The wood is said to be very 
heavy and valuable. From $2 to $5. 

The Silver Firs, (PICEA.) 
EUROPEAN, OR COMB LIKE, 

(pectinata.) A noble tree, with 
spreading, horizontal branches, and 
broad, silvery foliage. 50c. to $1. 

BALSAM FIR, (balsamea.) A very 
erect, regular, pyramidal tree, with 
dark green sombre foliage; grows 
rapidly. 

GREAT SILVER FIR, (grandis.) 
From Northwest America. $2. 

HUDSON’S BAY FIR, (Hudsonica.) 
From Northwest America. $2. 

NOBLE FIR, (nobilis.) From North- 
ern California. $2. 

PINSAPO SILVER FIR, (pinsapo.) 
An elegant tree. with singular 
roundish, sharp pointed leaves all 
around the branches and shoots; 
quite distinct and hardy. $2. 

CEPHALONIAN SILVER FIR, 
(Cephelonica.) A very remarkable 
and beautiful species, very broad 
for its height, leaves silvery and 
dagger shaped, with a spine on the 
point ; quite hardy and vigorous. 

Je 
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The Spruce Firs, (ABIES.) 

NORWAY, (excelsa.) A lofty, ele- 

gant tree, branches droop when the 

trees attain the height of 15 or 20 

feet ; some varieties are more droop- 

ing than others. See cut, page 34. 

BLACK, (nigra.) A pyramidal com- 

pact tree, with smooth, blackish 

bark and bluish leaves. 

WHITE AMERICAN, (alba.) A tall 
tree with loose, spreading branches 
and light green foliage. 

RED, (rubra.) An erect tree with hori- 

zontal branches, bark and cone light 

colored, leaves slender and sharp. 

The Spruce Firs, (ABIES.) 
DOUGLASS’ SPRUCE, (Douglas- 

sii.) Introduced by Dotglass in 
1826, from Northwest America, 
where it attains 100 to 180 feet in’ 
height, 10 feetin diameter ; a speci- 
men has been found on the Co- 
lumbia: river, 48 feet in circumfer- 
ence three feet from the ground; the 
leaves are narrow, flat, dark green 
above, and silvery beneath ; habit 

\, . erect and conical. §2. 
“HEMLOCK, OR WEEPING, (cana- 

densis.) An elegant pyramidal tree, 
with drooping branches, and deli- 
cate dark foliage, like that of the 
Yew, distinct from all other trees. 
It is a beautiful lawn tree, and 
makes a highly ornamental hedge. 

The Yew Tree, (TAXUS.) 
ENGLISH, (baccata.) 

Class 5—-NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS. 

Notr.—Those which have been sufficiently tested in the open air here, and proved 
hardy, are designated by a *. 

Cupressus, (THE CYPRESS.) 
ERICOIDES, or Heath like Cypress. 

50e. to $1. 
*LAWSONIANA. lLawson’s Cy- 

press, from California ; one of the 
most beautiful of all. $1 to $2. 

*LAWSONIANA PYRAMIDALIS. 
A variety of the preceding, but 
more dense and upright. $1 to $2. 

*PYRAMIDALIS, (Pyramidal.) 50 
cts. to $1. 

*NUTKAENSIS. Nootka Sound 
Cypress, (Thuiopsis Borealis.) One 
of the finest of our evergreens ; fol- 
iage a glossy dark green, sometimes 
a little glaucous when young, on 
the upper side, and pale dull green 
‘below. §1. 

Cedar, (CEDRUS.) 
DEODAR, OR INDIAN, (Deodara.) 
One of the most elegant of all ever- 
green trees, of rapid growth 
branches drooping, foliage light 
bluish, or glaucous green, endures 
our winters here if in a north ex- 
posure, but loses its foliage if ex- 
posed to sun in winter. $1 per 

_ foot in height. | 

CEDAR OF LEBANON, (Libani.) 
One of the most celebrated and in- 

teresting trees. Itisofslow growth 
and forms a wide spreading, flat 
head, somewhat hardier than the 
Deodar. $1 per foot in height. 

Cedar, (CEDRUS.) 
AFRICAN, OR SILVER CEDAR, 

(Africanus.) Resembles the Leba- 
non, and is probably only a variety 
of it; grows more rapidly and 
erect. $1 per foot. 

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, OR 
JAPAN CEDAR. This has been 
styled the “ Queen of Evergreens,” 
on account of its exceedingly grace- 
ful, drooping habit It grows rap- 
idly and in most parts of this coun- 
try, will be perfectly hardy, re- 
quires protection at Rochester, at 
least while young. $1 per foot. 

Juniper, (JUNIPERUS.) 
*ECHINIFORMIS, A small globu- 

lar plant, quite unique. 50c. to $1, 

*SQUAMATA. Low and spreading. 
50c, to $1. 

*SABINA TAMARISCIFOLIA.— 
Tamarix leaved Savin; trailing. 
50c. to $1. 

*TRIPARTITA. A beautiful spread- 
ing variety of a deep green, very 
dense ; distinct and fine. 50c. to 
$1. 

*REEVESII. A variety of the Chi- 
nese, branches somewhat spread- 

ing, very ornamental. 0c. to $1. 
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Juniper, (JUNIPERUS) 
*THURIFERA. Resemblesthe pre- 

ceding but more upright and dense, 
one of the most ornamental of this 
Class, 50c. to $1. 

*FORTUNEI. (Fortune’s new Chi- 
nese Juniper.) Very strong, stout 
foliage; a vigorous grower. $1. 

“VIRGINIANA PENDULA. A 
Weeping variety of the Red Cedar. 
Young shoots very long and slen- 
der. $1. 

*BEDFORDIANA. A variety of the 
Red Cedar, with slender branches ; 
slow grower. $1. 

*EXCELSA. The tall Crimean Juni- 
per. A fine upright grower. $1. 

Libocedrus, DECURRENS, (of Tor- 
rey,) from California. A very beau- 
tiful tree 1. 

CHILENSIS, Chili Liboecedrus, or 
Arbor Vite; distinct silvery foli- 
age. $1. 

Pinus, (THE PINE.) 
*JFFFREYL $2. 
*LAMBERTIANA. $2, 
SABINIANA. $2. 
TUBERCULATA. $2, 
*INOPS, or Jersey Pine. $1. 
*MONSPELIENSIS, (Salzmann’s 

Pine.) $1. 

*MUGHO. Dwarf. $1: 
STROBUS, (Nana.) <A fine dwarf 

variety of the Weymouth Pine. §2. 
*MUGHO ROTUNDATA. A beau- 

titul upright tree from the Tyrol 
Mountains, of dwarf habit, never 
exceeding 10 feet in height. $1. 

Podocarpus, (THE BROAD LEAV- 
ED YEW.) 50 cents each. 

FORTUNEI. New and distinct, 
JAPONICUS. Japan. 

These are very handsome Evergreen 
Trees, but not sufficiently hardy for the 
climate of the Northern States, 
Picea, (THE SILVER FIR.) 

WEBB’S PURPLE CONED, (Web- 
biana.) A noble species from the 
Himalayan Mountains, the finest of 
all the Silver Firs, somewhat ten- 
der when young, and like the Pec- 
tinata, liable to lose its leader, by 
the terminal buds being injured by 
the cold. 2. 

The Spruce Fir, (ABIES.) 
*“HIMALAYAN,OR SMITH’S, (mo- 

rinda or Smithiana.); A noble and 
elegant tree, recently introduced— 
has the character of the N orway in 
wood and foliage, but is distin- 
guished by a striking and graceful 
drooping habit in all stages of its 
growth. $1 per foot. 

Taxus, (THE YEW TREE.) 
*“ADPRESSA. A very distinct, dark 

green, small leaved species. $1. 
*ELEGANTISSIMA. Silver yarie- 

gated Yew. A very handsome ya- 
riety, having silvery white striped 
leaves,sometimes changing to straw 
color. 80c. to $1. 

*“BACCATA VARIEGATA. The 
variegated Yew. A very handsome 
variety, with leaves mostly edged 
with a golden yellow color. §1. 

*STRICTA. An erect, dense gTow- 
ing variety, with small, dark, shin- 
ing leaves thickly set on the 
branches: one of the finest of 
Yews. 50c. to $1. 

PYRAMIDALIS. A variety of the 
English, with smaller foliage and 
stiff, erect habit. 50c to $1. 

*FRUCTU AUREA. Oaly differs 
from the common in the color of 
the berries, which are yellow. 5(c. 

*ERICOIDES. A small, slender 
growing variety, with small foliage 
and rather erect habit. $1. 

“JAPONICA. A compact and up- 
right shrub, foliage large, thickly 
covering the branches. $1. 

HORIZONTALIS. A 
growing variety with 
branches. _50c to $1. 

*GLAUCA. A very distinct variety ; 
foliage dark green on the surface 
and bluish gray underneath ; vig- 
orous grower. §1. 

*DOVASTONIT PENDULA. A 
splendid weeping variety. $1. 

HIBERNIOA, (Irish.) A well known 
upright variety; foliage deep 
green; very distinct. 50c to $1. 

straggling 
spreading 

Torreya, TAXIFOLIA, Florida Yew. 
$1 to $2. 

Thuya, *MACROCARPA. An Arbor 
Vite, from California. $1. 

—— 
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ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS. 

IN FOUR CLASSES. . 

CLASS 1.—DECIDUOUS SHRUBS. 

CLASS 2.—VARIEGATED LEAVED SHRUBS. 
CLASS 3,—EVERGREEN SHRUBS. 

CLASS 4.—CLIMBING AND TRAILING SHRUBS. 

Class 1—DECIDUOUS SHRUBS. 

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Acacia, ae YB ae (hi 4 | Almond, (AMYGDALUS.) 
ROS S85 ispida. , 
A spreading, irregular shrub, with DWARF DOUBLE FLOWERING 
long, elegant ‘clusters of rose colored (Pumila.) A beautiful shrub, with 

flowers in Joly jon aiseecnvals a small double rosy blossoms, 

LARGE FLOWERED, (grandiflora.) | DWARF DOUBLE WHITE 
has much larger flowers and foliage | _ FLOWERING, (Pumila Alba.) 
than the preceding. ae = 

Althea Frutex, (HIBISCUS SYRIA- a. nae 
CUS.) Rose of Sharon. Azalea, HONEYSUCKLE or SWAMP 

. SINGLE PURPLE. PINK. 
» SINGLE VARIEGATED. ; 
DOUBLE VARIEGATED, or Paint- PINK FLOWERING AMERICAN 

ed Lady. (nudiflora.) 
DOUBLE BLUE. 

ANEMONE FLOWERED. A singular, erect growing shrub 
* DOUBLE RED. Aralia Japonica, ANGELICA TREE. 

SEMLDOUBLE VIOLET | ee teet CANE Sa beune Bwood 
- COMPACTUM DOUBLE. very prickly; flowers white, in 
PEONIA FLOWERED. large spikes in September. 

ELEGANTISSIMA. 
VARIEGATED LEAVED. A Amorpha, OR BASTARD INDIGO. 

con- Lie bis ; 
spicuous variety with foliage finely SHRUBBY, (fruticosa.) 
marked with light yellow and FRAGRANT, (fragrans.) 

double purple flow ers, $1. GLABRA 

The Altheas are fine, free growing and : 
free blooming ae aH the easiest cul- SINENSIS. 
tivation. Very desirable on account of ‘ s ’ 

blooming in the autumn months, when Fine, large shrubs, with long spikes of 
scarcely any Other tree or shrub is in blos- | violet purple flowers in July. 
som. August and September. 
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Amelanchier, ALPINE, (vulgaris.) A| Chionanthus, OR WHITE FRINGE, 
medium sized shrub, 5 or 6 feet 
high, with glossy leaves, flowers 
white, blossoms in May, succeeded 
by small purple fruit. 

Berberry, (BERBERIS ) 
COMMON EUROPEAN, (vulgaris.) 
Red fruited. 

AMERICAN, 
fruited. 

PURPLE LEAVED, (purpurea.) An 
interesting and beautiful variety, 
With violet purple leaves and fruit, 

WHITE FRUITED, (alba.) 

VIOLET FRUITED, (violacea. ) 

NEPAL, (nepalensis.) A fine, showy, 
tall, free growing ,species, with 
broad leaves; tender. 

The Berberries are a most interesting 
family of shrubs, varying in size from 2 to 
6 feet high, rich in variety of leaf, flower 
and habit. Their showy orange and yel 
low flowers, in May or June, are succeed- 
ed by bright and various colored fruit, 
very ornamental in the Autumn and Win- 
ter. 

Buckthorn, (RHAMNUS.) 
PURGING, (catharticus.) The pop- 

ular hedge plant, a fine, robust, 
hardy shrub, with dark green foli- 
age, white flowers and small black 
fruit. 

BROAD LEAVED, (latifolius.) A 
beautiful species from the Azores ; 
glossy, finely crimped foliage, stiff, 
erect habit. 

Bramble, RUBUS (alba fl. pl.) The 
double white flowering. 

Calycanthus, SWEET SCENTED 
SHRUB OR ALLSPICE. 

CAROLINA, (floridus.) 

SMOOTH LEAVED, (levigatus.) 
VARIOUS LEAVED, (heterophyl- 

Ta.) Sib. 
PLUM LEAVED, (prunifolia.) $1. 

OBLONG LEAVED, (oblongifolia ) 
$1. 

LARGE FRUITED, (macrocarpa.) 
$1. 

PRACOX. 

All the species and varieties of the Ca- 
lycanthus are very desirable. The wood 
is fragrant, foliage rich, flowers of a rare, 
chocolate color, and have a peculiar 
agreeable odor. They blossom in June, 
and at intervals afterwards. 

(canadensis.) Red 

(Virginica.) A fine shrub, or small 
tree, with large foliage, and racemes 
of delicate greenish white flowers ; 
resembling cut paper. 

Colutea, OR BLADDER SENNA. 
TREE, (arborescens.) A large shrub, 

with small, delicate foliage, and 
yellow pea blossom shaped flowers 
in June, followed by reddish pods 
or bladders. 

REDDISH FLOWERED, (cruenta.) 
Similar to the preceding, but flow- 
ers are marked with red. 

Corchorus, (KERRIA.) ey, 
JAPAN, (japonica.) A slender, 

green branched shrub, 5 or 6 feet 
high, with globular yellow flowers, 
from July to October. 

SILVER VARIEGATED LEAYV- 
ED, (japonica argentea variegata. ) 
A new variety from Japan, with 
small, green foliage edged with 
white; very slender grower. 

Cornus, OR DOGWOOD. 
RED BRANCHED, (sanguinea.)— 

Very conspicuous and ornamental 
in winter, when the bark is blood 
red. 20¢. 

VARIEGATED LEAVED, (varie- 
gata.) Desirable for its distinctly 
variegated foliage. This and the 
preceding have white flowers in 
June, and make large spreading 
shrubs. 

MASCULA, (cornelian cherry.) A 
very early flowering shrub, flowers 
bright yellow. May. 

MASCULA VARIEGATA. Differs 
only from the preceding in having 
the foliage beautifully variegated 
with white; decidedly the prettiest 
variegated shrub in cultivation. 
$1. 

SIBERIAN GOLDEN VARIEGA- 
TED LEAVED, (Siberica fol. aur. 
var.) Foliage dark green with yel- 
low stripe in centre; bark striped, 
red and yellow. 

Cytissus, THREE FLOWERED, (tri- 
florus.) Yellow flowered. 

BLACK ROOTED, (nigricans.) Yel- 
low flowered. 

DOWNY LEAVED, (hirsutus.) 
LONG BRANCHED, (elon gatus.) 
HEADED FLOW ERED, (capitatus.) 

These are quite dwarf, pretty shrubs, 
bloom profusely in June and July. 
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Cotoneaster, DOWNY NEPAL, (affin- 
nis.) A beautiful shrub, 5 or 6 feet 
high, with smooth, soft leaves, and 
elegant white flowers in profusion 
in May. 

NUMMULARIA. 

OVALIS. 

The two last are worked 4 to 6 feet high 
on the Mountain Ash, and make very 
handsome small lawn trees. $1. 
Currant, (RIBES.) 

CRIMSON FLOWERING, (sangui- 
nea.) 

YELLOW FLOWERING, (aurea) 
25 cents. : 

GORDONS, (Gordoni.) <A hybrid 
between the two preceding, with 
beautiful pendant bunches of crim- 
son and yellow flowers in May. 
Hardy, and a most profuse bloom- 
er. 290€.: 

FINE LEAVED, (tenuifolia.) Has 
beautiiul smooth leaves and showy 
yellow flowers. 20c. 

DOUBLE CRIMSON, (sanguinea fi, 
plena.) <A variety of the crimson, 
with double flowers. $1. 

WHITE FLOWERED, (albidum.) 
The flowering currants are gay, beauti- 

ful shrubs in early spring, and of the easi- 
est culture. 

Deutzia, ROUGH LEAVED, (scabra.) 
One of the most beautiful, profuse 
white flowering shrubs. June. 25c. 

SLENDER BRANCHED, (gracilis.) 
A charming species, introduced 
from Japan by Dr. Siebold, flowers 
pure,white. Fine for pot culture, 
as it flowers freely in a low temper- 
ature inthe winter. 2dc. 

VARIEGATED, (gracilis var.) A 
variety of the preceding with varie- 
gated foliage. 

CRENATE LEAVED,(crenata.) A 
fine shrub, nearly as strong as the 
scabra, and profuse flowering as the 
gracilis. 5c. 

CRENATA, (fl. pl.) Similar in 
growth. and habit to the above; 
flowers double, white, tinged with 
rose. The finest flowering shrub 
in cultivation. 75c. See cut, page 

CORYMBOSUM. A vigorous, up- 
right grower, with large, shining 
foliage. 

| Elder, (SAMBUCUS.) 
BLUE BERRIED, (nigra.) 
VARIEGATED LEAVED, (varie- 

gata.) 
CUT LEAVED, (lasciniata.) 

Showy large shrubs, quite ornamental 
te flowers, fruit and foliage; blossom in 
une. 

Huonymus, STRAWBERRY TREE, 
OR SPINDLE TREE. 

AMERICAN, (americanus.) <A very 
ornamental, large shrub, or small 
tree, covered with glowing crimson 
fruit from August to November. 

EUROPEAN, (europeus.) Fruit 
rose colored. 

WHITE FRUITED, (europeeus fruc- 
tu alba.) Fruit white. 

BROAD LEAVED, (latifolia.) <A 
rare, fine, broad, shining leaved 
species. 

The Euonymus are all highly ornamen- 
tal in Autumn, when covered with showy 
fruit. 

Filbert, (CORYLUS.) 
PURPLE LEAVED, (purpurea.) A 

very conspicuous shrub with large, 
dark purple leaves; distinct and 
fine. 

CUT LEAVED, (lasciniata.) A very 
ornamental shrub with deeply cut 
foliage. 

Forsythia, VIRIDISSIMA. Leaves 
deep green, flowers bright yellow, 
very early in spring. A fine, hardy 
shrub, introduced by Mr. Fortune, 
from China. 25c. 

SUSPENSA. A straggling shrub, 
resembling the preceding, but much 
more slender and delicate grower ; 
native of Japan. 

FORTUNEIL A_ new variety, 
growth more upright than the pre- 
ceding, foliage deep green, flowers 
bright yellow. $1. 

Halesia, OR SILVER BELL. 
FOUR WINGED FRUITED, (te- 

traptera,) A beautiful large shrub, 
with pretty, white, bell shaped flow- 
ers in May. 

Hawthorn, (CRATAGUS.) See orna- 
mental trees. 

Horse Chestnut, (PAYVIA.) 
DWARF WHITE, (macrostachya.) 
A beautiful spreading shrub, pro- 
ducing numerous large showy 
spikes of flowers in July and Au- 
gust. $1. 
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Hypericum, OR ST. JOHNSWORT. | J aemuine. (JASMINUM.) 
KALMIA LEAVED, (kalmianum.) 

20C. 
LARGE FLOWERED, (calycinum.) 

Succeed well in the shade. Fine, low 
spreading shrubs, with gay, bright yellow 
flowers in August. 
Hydrangea, GARDEN, or CHANGE- 

ABLE, (hortensis.) An elegant, 
well known plant with large leaves 
and large globular heads of rose 
colored flowers; usually grown in 
pots or boxes; in the North re- 
quires protection out doors in win- 
ter. 

SILVER STRIPED LEAVED. 

GOLD STRIPED LEAVED. 

These are remarkable and beautiful va- 
rieties of the hortensis. 

OAK LEAVED, (quercifolia.) A 
hardy, showy plant with large 
leaves, and large spiked heads of 
whitish flowers. 

JAPAN, (japonica.) Resembles the 
hortensis, but is more robust and 
showy. 

HEART LEAVED,.(cordata.) Large 
foliage. A fine, hardy, free bloom- 
ing shrub. 

INVOLUCRATA. Very fine, rich 
foliage, very erect, and one of the 
hardiest. 

HOARY LEAVED, (canescens.) 
. Large leaves, white or gray under- 

neath. 

Honeyaueieee: Upright, (LONICE- 

RED TARTARIAN, (tartarica ru- 
bra.) A well known shrub; flow- 
ers bright pink, which appear in 
May. 25c. 

WHITE TARTARIAN, (tartarica 
alba.) Like the preceding, but has 
dull, white flowers. 25c. 

BLUE BERRIED, (coerulea.) 25c. 
LEDEBOURS (Ledebouri.) A very 

distinct species from California. 
25 cents. 

PINK FLOWERING, (pulverulen- 
ta.) A beautiful shrub; flowers 
bright red veined with white ; very 
showy. 2oc. 

STANDISHII. A newvariety from 
China; flowers reddish outside and 
white within ; fragrant. 

FRAGRANTISSIMA. A fall flower- 
ing variety; flowers small, yellow- 
ish white; very fragrant. 25c. 

FFICINALE. A very fragrant and 
beautiful shrub ; flowers yellow. 

Lilac, (SYRINGA.) 
COMMON PURPLE, (vulgaris.) 25c. 
COMMON WHITE, (vulgaris alba.) 

25c. 
CHARLES THE Xr. A strong, 

rapid growing variety, with large 
shining leaves; flowers reddish 
purple. 

PRINCE NOTTGER, delicate bluish 
purple, early. 

EMODS,(emodi.) Delicate purplish 
lilac, very large and fine, free 
bloomer. 

CHIONANTHUS LEAVED, (josi- 
kea.) A fine, distinct species, with 
dark, shining leaves, and purple 
flowers. 

VALLETTEANA. Has long spikes 
of flowers of various shades of lilac 
and red. 

DOUBLE PURPLE (vulgaris pleno.) 
Similar to the common, but has a 
double row of petals. 
cee MARIE. Pale bluish 

uC. 
PERSIAN PURPLE, (persica.) Fo- 

liage very small, flowers bright 
purple. 

PERSIAN WHITE, (persica alba.) 
A variety of the preceding, with 
delicate white flowers shaded with 

- crimson. 
CUT LEAVED.—A variety of the 

Persian, with delicate deep cut 
leaves; very distinct ; dwarf habit. 

CHINESE, (sinensis.) A fine reddish 
purple species, resembling the Per- 
sian, but has larger leaves. 

CHINESE, (sinensis alba.) Like the 
preceding, only the flowers are 
white with a purple shade. 

CHINESE, (rothmagensis 
Reddish, distinct. 

STEENCRUYSI Dark reddish 
purple, large clusters; resembles 
the preceding. 

DE LOUVAIN. A very fine variety ; 
a profuse bloomer; flowers light 
purple, very distinct. 

PHILEMON. Flowers purple lay- 
ender in large spikes ; quite distinct; 
habit dwarf. 

DUCHESSE DE NEMOURS. Very 
light purple, distinct and fine. 

DWARF, (nana.) Dark reddish pur- 
ple, spikes very large and compact; 
distinct. 

rubra.) 
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Lilac, (SYRINGA.) | 
SPECIOSA. Bright reddish flowers. 
VIRGINALIS. Flowers pure white. 
GOLD LEAVED. Flowers light 

purple; very large yellowish green 
foliage. 

COLMARIENSIS. Very fine glossy 
foliage; flowers very large. 

WASHINGTON. Flowers very dark 
purple, with a bluish shade. 

GIGANTEA. Very large spikes of 
flowers of a dark bluish purple; 
rich foliage; distinct; one of our 
seedlings. 

LARGE FLOWERING, (granditlo- 
ra.) Very large bright purple flow- 
ers; opens freely. 

CHARLEMBERG. A distinct varie- 
ty; flowers,very small, light purple 
shaded with pink; compact truss. 

CROIX DE BROBY. Small, pur- 
plish red flowers ; truss large. 

GLOIRE DE MOULINS, (new.) 
CC2RULEA. Flowers light purple 

in bud, but when fully open a clear 
blue; truss very large; the finest of 
its color in cultivation. $1. 

SANGUINEA, Flowers deep red 
shaded with violet; truss very 
large; distinct and fine. $1. 

GLORY OF MT. HOPE. Flowers 
very delicate, deep red shaded with 
violet; truss very compact. $1. 

The last three are seedlings of ours; 
will be for sale in the fall of 1868. 

All the varieties of the common Lilac, 
(syringa vulgaris,) have stout, stiff, erect 
branches, and large leaves. The Persian 
and its hybrids, slender branches and 
small leaves; the former attain the height 
of 10 or 12 feet, and the latter not over 6 
to 8 feet. Their hardiness, the beauty of 
their foliage, and the profusion of showy, 
fragrant flowers, which they never fail to 
yield, make them one of the most desira- 
ble families of shrubs in the Catalogue ; 
all bloom in the latter end of May or be- 
ginning of June. 
Mezereon Pink, (Daphne Mezereon.) 

Blooms in March. Very pretty. 
WHITE. A variety with white 

flowers. 
‘Magnolia, CHINESE PURPLE, (obo- 

vata.) A dwarf species, with showy 
purple flowersin May and June. $1, 

CHINESE RED, (rubra.) A variety 
of the preceding; branches more 
slender, of more erect habit ; flow- 
ers much larger, of a deep purple. 
$1. 

\ 

Oleaster, or Bohemian Olive, (EL- 
EAGNUS.) 
SILVERY LEAVED, (argentea.) A 

beautiful, erect, silvery leaved 
shrub, with yellow flowers; July. 

GARDEN, (hortensis.) Quite strik- 
ing; shoots and leaves white and 
woolly. 

SMALL FLOWERED, (parviflora. ) 
Foliage small, not quite so silvery 
as the preceding. - 

REFLEXA VARIEGATA. Not 
quite hardy. 

Prunus Trilobata. A highly inter- 
esting and desirable addition to 
hardy shrubs; flowers semi-double, 
of a delicate pink, upwards of an 
inch in diameter, thickly set on the 
long slender branches; native of 
China; hardy. $1. See cut, page 44. 

Privet, or Prim, (LIGUSTRUM.) 
COMMON, (vulgare.) Has pretty 

spikes of white flowers, succeeded 
by bunches of black berries, like 
currants ; makes beautiful hedges. 
20C. 

WHITE BERRIED. A variety with 
white berries. 25c. 

BOX LEAVED, (buxifolium.) 25c. 
PYRAMIDAL, (pyramidalis.) 25c. 
LAUREL LEAVED, (laurifolium.) 

Very distinct and fine. 25c. 
GOLDEN, (aureum.) Yellowish 

wood, foliage, &c. 25c. 
The Privet, in all its varieties, deserves 

attention as an ornamental plant. It is 
almost an evergreen, and grows freely in 
all soils; is compact and regular in its 
form, and bears shearing to any extent. 
The whole collection which we offer, 
make a very interesting group on the lawn. 
Purple Fringe Tree, or Veretian 

Sumach,(RHUS COTINUS.) A 
much admired shrub, for its curious 
fringe or hair like flowers, that 
cover the whole surface of the plant 
in midsummer, It grows 10 to 12 
feet high and spreads so as to re- 
quire considerable space. 

Quince, Japan, (CYDONIA.) 
SCARLET, (japonica.) Has bright 

scarlet crimson flowers in great 
profusion in the early spring; one 
of the best hardy shrubs in the 
Catalogue. 

BLUSH JAPAN, (japonica alba.) A 
very beautiful variety of the pre- 
ceding, with delicate white and 
blush flowers; always scarce. 
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Quince, Japan, (CYDONIA.) | 
DARK CRIMSON, (atrosanguinea.) 
A vigorous variety, with large 
glossy foliage and dark crimson 
flowers. 

ORANGE SCARLET, (aurantiaca.) 
Not quite so vigorous as the pre- 
ceding; flowers orange scarlet; 
distinct. 

MALLARDIIL. Flowers white, beau- 
tifully stained toward the centre 
with rosy crimson; very distinct. 

DOUBLE FLOWERING. A vari- 
ety of the scarlet, with semi-double 
flowers. 

PRINCESSE EMILE SONTZA. A 
very distinct variety, with dark 
blood red flowers, and large rich 
green foliage. 

UMBELICATA. Flowers brilliant 
rosy red, succeeded by large showy 
fruit; forms a large shrub; one of 
the finest. 

St. Eoters Wort, (SY MPHORICAR- 
S.) 

SNOW BERRY, (racemosus.) A well 
known shrub, with small, pink 
flowers, and large white berries, 
that hang on the plant through part 
ofthe winter. 25c. 

RED FRUITED, OR INDIAN 
CURRANT, (8. vulgaris.) Has red 
fruit, that hangs on all winter ; 
quite showy. 5c. 

VARIEGATED LEAVED. A va- 
riety of the red fruited, with leaves 
variegated green and yellow. 285c. 

Stuartia Pentagynia. A native shrub 
of great beauty, found on the moun- 
tains of Tennessee and Virginia, 
flowers large, pure white, with pur- 
ple center, resembles the Magnolia; 
blooms in August. $1. 

Spirea. 
DOUBLE FLOWERING PLUM 
LEAVED, (pruniflolia, fl. pl.) Very 
beautiful ; its flowers are like white 
daisies; from Japan; blossoms in 
May. 25c. 

NICONDERT?’S, (niconderti.) Small, 
smooth, soft leaves, small spikes, 
white flowers; early. 295c. 

OBOVATE LEAVED, (obovata.) 
Smalland glossy toothed leaves and 
small spikes of white flowers. July 
and August. 25c. 

GERMANDER LEAVED, (cham- 
sedrifolia.) A beautiful species, 
with small, wiry branches, covered 
in June with clusters of white flow- 
ers. 205¢. 

Spirza. 
LARGE FLOWERED,erandifiora.) 

Of the willow leaved species; has 
larger rose colored blossoms than 

20C. any of the others. 
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EXIMIA. Flowers bright rose color. 
July. One of the best. See cut. 



Spirea. 
BELLA. Flowers beautiful bright 
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Pp 
CALLOSA ALBA. A new white 

flowering variety of dwarf habit, 
very fine. 

NOBLEANA. A hybrid between Cal- 
losa and Douglassi, very handsome, 
flowers rosy purple like the latter, 
but more flattened, is exactly in- 
termediate between the two pa- 
rents, with fine foliage. 

HAWTHORN LEAVED (crenata.) 
Flowers: dull white, dwarf habit, 
free bloomer. 295c. 

SMOOTH LEAVED, (leevigata. ) 
Quite distinct in appearance, leaves 
smooth,bluish green ; flowers white, 
in branched spikes; from Siberia ; 
May. 20dc. 

WHITE BEAM TREE LEAVED, 
(erifolia.) An elegant species from 
North West America; habit dense 
and bushy ; plant entirely covered 
with greenish white blossoms in 
July. 

CHINESE, (sinensis.) A Chinese 
species, with small, glossy leaves, 
and large clusters or spikes of white 
flowers ; July and August. 

SILVER LEAVED, (argentea.) A 
very distinct species, with small, 
round leaves, covered with a sil- 
very down. 20c. 

ELM LEAVED, (ulmifolia.) Leaves 
somewhat resembling an elm, and 
large round clusters of white flow- 
ers. 25c. 
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Spirea. 
LANCE LEAVED, (lanceolata, or 

Reevesii.) Narrow pointed leaves 
and large round clusters of white 
flowers, that cover the whole plant; 
a charming shrub; blooms in May. 
25c. See cut. 

REEVES! ROBUSTA. A new, su- 
perior variety of the preceding; of 
more vigorous growth, and flowers 
much larger; blooms in June and 
September. | 

DOUGLASS, (Douglassi.) Hasspikes 
of beautiful deep rose colored fiow- 
ers in July and August. 25c. 

LANCE LEAVED DOUBLE (lance- 
olata, or Reevesii fl. pl.) A beauti- 
ful double flowering variety. 25c. 

FORTUNES, (Fortunei, or callosa.) 
Has large panicles of deep rosy 
blossoms ; grows freely, and blos- 
soms nearly allsummer; fine. 25c. 

BILLARDI. Rose colored, blooms 
nearly all sammer. 

AUREA, (opulifolia aurea.) An in- 
teresting variety, with golden yel- 
low tinted foliage, very conspicu- 
ous. 

PROFUSE FLOWERING, (flori- 
bunda.) Flowers white; a most 
abundant bloomer. 295c. 

HOARY LEAVED, (canescens.) 
Flowers dull white. 28c. 

The Spireeas are all elegant, low shrubs, 
of the easiest culture, and their blooming 
extends over a period of three months. 

Sloe, (PRUNUS SPINOSA.) 
DOUBLE FLOWERING. A small 

tree, or large shrub, covered in 
spring with small double daisy like 
white flowers, succeeded by small 
dark purple fruit. 

Staphylea, or Bladder Nut. 
STAPHYLEA COLCHICA. Flow- 

ers white, disposed in clusters. 

Syringa, or Mock Orange, (PHILA- 
DELPHU 8.) 

GARLAND, (coronarius.) A well 
known shrub, with pure white 
sweet scented flowers. 25c. 

DOUELE FLOWERING. A varie- 
ty of the preceding, with partially 
double flowers. 

DWARF, (nanus.) 
species. 20¢. 

HOARY LEAVED, (pubescens.) 
Has large downy leaves, and large 
white flowers; a beautiful shrub. 

20C. 

A low, bushy 
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Syringa, or Mock Orange,'(PHILA- 
DELPHUS.) 

ZEHYR’S, (Zeheri.) A large flower- 
ed. odorless species or variety. 25c. 

HEART LEAVED, (Cordatus.) Has 
large, heart shaped leaves and large 
flowers. 

COLUMBIAN, (Columbianus.) Has 
smooth silvery gray foliage. | 

GORDON'S, (Gordonianus. ) A vig- 
orous grower and profuse bloomer; 
flowers slightly fragrant, and 
blooms 10 days later than other 
varieties. 

PROFUSE FLOWERED, (flora- 
bundus.) A free blooming variety 
of the Grandiflora. 

LARGE FLOWERED, 
rus.) Has very showy large flowers, 
slightly fragrant, branches some- 
what straggling, 

SPECIOSUS. Has very showy flow- 
ers. 25c. 

All the species and varieties of the Sy- 
ringa have white flowers, many of them 
quite fragrant. The above collection em- 
braces ali worth having. 
Tamarix. AFRICAN, (Africana.) 

GERMAN, (Germanica. ) 
FRENCH, ’(Gallica.) 
ROSEMARY LIKE, (libanotica.) 
CASPIAN, (caspica.) 
ALGIERS (Algerica.) 
NORBONNE. 

‘These are very beautiful shrubs with 
small leaves somewhat like the Juniper, 
and delicate small flowers in spikes. The 
African and Algiers blossom in May, and 
others toward Autumn. 
Trefoil Tree, (Ptelea trifoliata.) A 

large shrub or small tree of rapid 
growth and robust habit. 

Viburnum, SNOW BALL, (opulus.) A 
well known favorite shrub, of large 
size, with globular clusters of white 
flowers in June. 25 to 50c. 

HIGH, OR BUSH CRANBERRY, 
(oxycoccus.) Both ornamental and 
useful Its fruit is esteemed by 
many ; resembles the preceding in 
weod and foliage. 25c. 

EARLY WHITE LANTANA 
LEAVED, (laptanoides.) A large, 
robust shrub,with soft hoary leaves, 
and large clusters of white flowers 
in May, retainsits foliage very late; 
quite ornamental in all respects. 

ROUGH LEAVED,(rugosum.) Has 
larger and rougher leaves than the 
preceding ; distinct, 

(Grandiflo-, 

Viburnum. 
PLUM LEAVED,  (prunifolium.) 

Has smooth glossy foliage, and 
white flowers. May and June. 

PEAR LEAVED, (pyrifolium.) A 
native shrub, flowers white; fra- 
grant. 

ANGLICUM. A beautiful dwarf va- 
riety, with bright, glossy green 
foliage, and white flowers; very 
distinct. 

Weigela. 
ROSE COLORED, (rosea.) An ele- 

gant shrub, with fine rose colored 
flowers, introduced from China by 
Mr. Fortune, and considered one of 
the finest plants he has discovered. 
Quite hardy, blossoms in May. 

ie 
Po 

AMABILIS, OR SPLENDENS. Of 
much more robust habit, larger foli- 
age and flowers, and blooms freely 
in the autumn ; a great acquisition, 
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Weigela. Weigela. 
LUTEA, (Diervilla.) A native shrub, ISOLINE. Flowers clear white 

with handsome yellow flowers. when first open, changing to blush ; 
DESBOIS. A beautiful new variety, habit like alba; a Heaatal Cheap. 

with deep rose colored flowers, re- 
sembles rosea, but flowers much 
darker ; vigorous crower. FES ; 

VARIEGATED LEAVED, (Fol. va- inside when fully open. 
riegata.) A desirable hardy shrub, STELTZNERII. Flowers dark red s 

leaves bordered with yellow ish a profuse bloomer. 

HORTENSIS RU BRA, Flowers deep 

white, flowers biight pink, very STRIATA. Has rosy red flowers 

red when in bad, and nearly white 

fine. See frontispiece. with blood red stripes, sometimes 
ALBA. Flowers white, changing to blotched. 

a light, delicate blush ; foliage light 
green; very distinct. 

GRENEWGENIL. Has rose col- 
ored flowers, sometimes streaked 
with a deeper red; form and habit 
of the Rosea. 

VAN HOUTTI. Flowers carmine ; 
differs little from rosea. 

FLORABUNDA, (new.) Has deep, 
puryAish crimson flowers, a profuse 
bloomer; very distinct. $1. 

Ciass 2—FLOWERING SHRUBS WITH VARIEGATED FOLI- 
AGE DESCRIBED IN THEIR RESPECTIVE 

-PLACES IN THE CATALOGUE. 

Althea, (Hreiscus.) VARIEGATED, Daphne, CNEORUM VARIEGATED LEAV- 
LEAVED. ED. 

Aucuba, Gop BiorcHep LEAVED, (ja- | Euonymus, (latifolius fol. albo var.) 
ponica.) Euonymus, (radicans fol. var. margin- 

GOLD STRIPED AND BLOTCHED atus. ) 
LEAVED, (latimacul:ta.) Fuonymus, (japonicus fol. argenteus.) 

Elder, (Sampucts.) GOLDEN VARIEGA- Cornus or Dogwood. SILvEr Srrip- 
TED LEAVED. ED LEAVED, (Variegata. 

MascuLta V ee ATA. Byes. ST ded STRIPED LEAVED, 
(fol. var. 

Corchorus, (KeRRIA.) SILVER VARIE- GoLD STRIPED LEAVED, (Aurea Va- 
GATED LEAVED. riegata.) 

Cissus, (Quinquefolia variegata.) Va- | gt. Peter’s Wort, (SYMPHORICARPUS.) 
RIEGATED LEAVED CIssvs. VARIEGATED LEAVED, (variegata.) 

Deutzia, VARIEGATED. (Gracilis var.) ! Weigela, VARIEGATED, (alba yariegata.) 

Class 3.—-EVERGREEN SHRUBS. 

"PRICE 50 CENTS, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED. 

Aucuba, JAPAN GOLD DUST TREE. | Ashberry, (MAHONIA.) 
(Japonica.) A beautiful shrub, HOLLY LEAVED, (aquifolia.) <A 
with large shining gold blotched distinct and beautiful shrub, with 
foliage; requires pr otection in win- purplish prickly leaves and showy 
ter. bright yellow flowers in May. (See 

STRIPED LEAVED, (latimaculata. ) cut, page 49.) 
Has both wood and foliage dis- CLUSTER FLOWERED, (fascicu- 
tinctly marked. $1. laris.) Very little different from 

VIRIDIS PYGM.®. A new dwarf the preceding. 
variety with deep green foliage. $1. 
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Ashberry, (MAHONTA.) 
CREEPING ROOTED, (repens.) A 

dwarf species, similar in foliage and 
flowers to the preceding. 

These are, without any exception, the 
finest evergreen shrubs which resist our 
winters. They bloom profusely very early 
in spring. 

MAHONTIA. 

Box, (BUXUS.) 
DWARF, (suffruticosa.) The well 
known sort used for edging. 30c. 
per yard. 

TREE BOX, common. 
ef Gold striped leaved. 

Silver striped leaved. 
Broad leaved ,(latifolia.) 
Myrtle leaved, (myrti- 

folia.) 

The species and varieties of the Tree 
Box are beautiful lawn shrubs or small 
trees, well adapted to small places. They 
flourish best when partially shaded. 
Cotoneaster, BOX LEAVED, (buxi- 

folia.) 

20UND LEAVED, (rotundifolia.) 
Beautiful, low, spreading shrabs, with 

small foliage, white flowers, and red ber- 
ries. 

Daphne. 
CNEORUM. A beautiful evergreen 

shrub of dwarf habit, with bright 
pink flowers in June and October. 

CNEORUM FOL. VAR. A variety 
of the preceding, with yariegated 
foliage of a golden yellow. 

Huonymus, STRAWBERRY or SPIN- 
DLE TREE 

SILVER STRIPED LEAVED, (ja- 
ponicus fol. argenteus.) 

GREEN LEAVED, ( japonicus.) Has 
* bright green, elossy foliage. 
NARROW, OR FLAX LEAVED, 

(linifolius.) A beautiful, very dwarf 
species. 

CREEPING, (japonicus radicans 
variegatus.) A new trailing variety 
with silvery, variegated foliage. 
$1. 

JAPONICUS LATIFOLIUS ALBO 
VAR. The finest of all the large 
leaved, white, variegated Euony- 
mus. $1. 

These are all beautiful evergreen shrubs, 
quite hardy, without protection around 
New York city, but requiring protection 
at Rochester. 

Holly, EUROPEAN, (Ilex aquifolium.) 
A beautiful prickly leaved, small 

tree, does best in a shaded situation . 
_ <A fine collection. $1. 
AMERICAN. Our well known na- 

’ tive tree. 

Kalmia, BROAD LEAVED, (latifolia. ) 
A fine American shrub; requires a 
peaty or leaf mould soil. $1. 

Laurel, ENGLISH, (Laurocerasus.) One 
of the finest evergreen trees, with 
broad, shining leaves, too tender for 
our winters. 

Pyracantha, EVERGREEN THORN 
OR BURNING BUSH, (Crategus 
pyracantha.) A low, bushy plant, 
retaining its foliage all winter, bears 
orange scarlet berries—makes a 
very ornamental hedge. 

Rhododendron OR ROSEBAY. 
CATAWBA, (catawbiense.) Varie- 

ties. $1 to $2. 
The Rhododendrons are the most mag- 

nificent flowering Evergreen Shrubs we 
possess. All prefer a peaty soil and some- 
what shaded situation. The Catawbiense 
varieties are the most hardy and succeed 
in our climate better than any other. 
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Class 4.-CLIMBING AND TRAILING SHRUBS. 

A most useful class of plants for this country, for covering cottage verandas, 
walls, trellises, &e. 

PRICE 50 CENTS, EXCEPT OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Ampelopsis, American Ivy, OR| Clematis, or Virgin’s Bower. 
VIRGINIA CREEPER, (Ampelop- 

sis hederacea.) -Has beautiful digi- 
tate leaves, that become rich crim- 
son in autumn—a very rapid grow- 
er; like the Bignonia- and Ivy it 
throws out roots at the joints, by 
which it fastens itself to anything 
it touches. 

PEPPER VINE, (bipinnati.) One 
of the best of the Ampelopsis for 
covering walls, arbors, &c. 

Birthwort, TUBE FLOWERED, (Aris- 
tolochia sipho.) A very rapid 
climber, with magnificent dark 

- green foliage 10 to 12 inches in di- 
ameter, and curious pipe shaped, 
yellowish brown flowers. $1. 

DOWNY LEAVED, (tomentosa.) 
Has downy, heart-shaped leaves. 
S1 

Bignonia, or Trumpet Flower, 
RADICANS. A splendid, hardy- 
climbing plant, with large trumpet 
shaped, scarlet flowers in August. 

DARK RED, on PURPLE, (atrosan- 
guinea.) A new variety from 
France, with purplish crimson 
flowers. 

TENDRILLED, (capreolata.) A 
beautiful southern species, flowers 
reddish yellow, tender. 

Celastrus, or Staff Tree, (scandens.) 
A native climbing or twining plant, 
with fine large leaves, yellow flow- 
ers, and clusters of orange capsuled 
fruits. It grows 10 or 12 feet ina 
season. — 

Cissus, (Quinquefolia Variegata.) A 
handsome running vine like a 
grape, with variegated leaves, and 
small clusters of dark colored fruit. 

Clematis, or Virgin’s Bower. 
EUROPEAN SWEET, (flammula.) 

Flowers white and very fragrant. 
2dC. 

BLUE FLOWERED, | (viticella.) 
Flowers purplish red, very showy ; 
an abundant bloomer from June to 
September. 25c. ee SS ee ee eee ee ee SS a eee EE Ee 

. 

VITICELLA VENOSA. Flowersa 
rich purple, each petal veined with 
crimson, a constant bloomer; one 
of the finest. $1. July to Octo- 
er: 

VITICELLA FL. PL. A much es- 
teemed variety ; flowers deep pur- 
ple, double. Juneto October. $1. 

SWEET SCENTED, (odorata.) One 
of the finest of this class; flowers 
light purple and fragrant. June to 
October. $1. 

LARGE AZURE FLOWERED, 
(azurea grandiflora.) Very large 
and showy, azure blue flower. 

SOPHIA. Very showy, flowers pale 
blue with a broad green band down 
the back of each septal; very large. 

HELENA. Flowers very large, 
white, with yellow stamens; dis- 
tinct and fine. 

LANUGINOSA. Pale blue, very 
large and fine. 

AMERICAN WHITE, (Virginica.) 
A remarkable rapid climbing plant 
growing to the height of 20 feet, 
producing an immense profusion of 
flowers in August. 25c. 

The Clematis are elegant slender branch- 
ed Shrubs, of rapid growth, pretty lowers 
of various colors, white, blue, purple and 
two colored, and some of them are quite 
fragrant, especially the flammula and its 
varieties. 
Honeysuckles, (LONICERA.) 

MONTHLY FRAGRANT OR 
DUTCH, (Belgica) Blooms all 
summer, very sweet. 

COMMON WOODBINE, (periclyme- 
na.) A strong, rapid grower, flow- 
ers very showy, red ottside, buff 
within. Juneand July. 

YELLOW TRUMPET, (aurea.) A 
well known variety with yellow 

. trumpet flowers. 25c. 
CHINESE TWINING, (japonica.) 

Holds its foliage nearly all winter ; 
blooms in July and September, and 
is very sweet. 
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Honeysuckles, (LONICERA.) 
SCARLET TRUMPET MONTHLY, 

(sempervirens.) A strong, rapid 
grower, blooms all summer, very 
showy. 

SUPERB DO.. (sempervirens super- 
ba.) A variety with larger leaves 
and blossoms than the preceding. 

BROWN’S DO., (semp. Browni.) 
Large, dark foliage, and scarlet 
flowers. 

SMALL FLOWERED, (parviflora 
coccinea.) Crimson, fine. 

PALE FLOWERED,  (pallida.) 
White and straw colored, beautiful. 

CANADA, (Canadensis.) A very ro- 
bust, rapid grower, with large glau- 
cous leaves, and yellow flowers. 

FLAVA NOVA. A variety with 
bright yellow trumpet shaped flow- 
CNSt uk: 

JAPAN GCLDEN  LEAVED, 
(brachypoda aurea reticulata.)— 
Beautiful foliage sprinkled with 
golden spots. 

LATE DUTCH, (serotina.) <A pro- 
fuse flowering variety of the month- 
ly fragrant, or Dutch. 

MAGNEVILLEA Whiteand straw 
colored; very sweet; a beautiful 
evergreen variety. 

HALLIEANA. A new evergreen 
variety ; flowers pure white chang- 
ing to yellow, very fragrant ; and is 
covered with flowers from June to 
November. <A strong and vigorous 
grower. 

Ivy, (HEDERA.) 
IRISH, (canariensis.) The well 
known old sort. 

VARIEGATED LEAVED, (folia ar- 
gentea.) Has smaller leaves than 
the preceding. 

GIANT, (ragneriana.) A very hardy 
variety, wi h immense leaves. 

ALGERICA. Very large foliage, ro- 
bust growth. 

TAURICA. Small foliage, but vigor- 
ous habit. 

NEW BROAD LEAVED VARIE- 
GATED. 

The Ivys are evergreens, and frequent- 
ly suffer from exposure to the sun in win- 
ter, for this reason the north side of a wall 
or building is a better situation than the 
south. . 

Moonseed, (MENISPERMUM.) 
CANADIAN. A pretty, native, 

twining, slender branched shrub, 
with small yellow flowers and black 
berries. 25c. 

Periploca, or Virginian Silk, (gre- 
ca.) rapid growing, beautiful 
climber, will twine around a tree or 
other support to the height of 30 or 
40 feet; foliage glossy, flowers curi- 
ous; brown. 

Roses, Prairie, Boursault, Ayrshire, &c., 
see special list. 

Wistaria, or Glycine. 
CHINESE, (sinensis.) One of the 

most elegant and rapid growing of 
all climbing plants ; attains an im- 
mense size, growing at the rate of 

15 or 20 feet in a season, has long, 
pendulous clusters of pale blue flow- 

ers in Spring and Autumn. $1. 

CHINESE WHITE, (sinensis alba.) 
Recently introduced by Mr. For- 

tune, from China, and regarded as 

one of his greatest acquisitions. $2. 

BRACHYBOTRIA. Has shorter 

clusters of flowers than the preced- 

ing, light blue and fragrant. $1. 

FRUTESCENS, SHRUBBY, OR 
CLUSTER FLOWERED. Flow- 
ers pale blue, bunches short, habit 

less vigorous than the Chinese. 

FRUTECSENS ALBA. Flowers 

clear white, bunches short, free 

bloomer. <A seedling of ours. 

BRACHYBOTRIA RUBRA. Re- 

sembles Brachybotria in every re- 

spect, but the flowers are reddish 

purple. $1. 

MAGNIFICA. Flowers in dense 

drooping racemes of a pale lilac, of 

the same size as the Chinese, with 

the graceful foliage of the Ameri- 
can, vigorous and perfectly hardy. 

$1. 
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IN TWO DIVISIONS. 

Division 1.—HARDY SUMMER ROSES, including the Provence, Damask 
Hybrid China, Austrian or Capucin, and Yellow Roses, Moss, Prairie, Boursault 
Multiflora, and all those that bloom but once in the season. 

Division 2.—PERPETUAL OR REMONTANT ROSES, including Hybrid 
Perpetual, Perpetual Moss, Bourbons, Noisettes, Bengals and Teas. 

Purchasers unacquainted with the different varieties of Roses, wil! do well to 
leave the selection to us, stating for what situation, purpose, &c., they intend them, 
and whether June or Perpetual blossoming varieties. In such cases we can send 
strong and fine plants, and pledge ourselves to send only good sorts, that cannot fail 
to give satisfaction. Those who make their own selections, are requested to state if 
any others may be sent, in case those named cannot be had. 

Those who are interested in Rose culture, are invited to visit eur grounds from 
the middle of June till the beginning of July, when all classes are in bloom. The 
Perpetuals can be seen from June to October. 
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‘Division I.---HARDY 

Class 1---HYBRID CHINA ROSES. 

rRici 60 CENTS EACH; 

These are free, 
for Pillar Roses; 
season after planting. 

AURETI, P. Bilackish purple; globular | 
and double. 

BONNE GENEVIEVE, P. Purple and 
crimson shaded, very double. 

BIZARRE DE LA CHINA.- Crimson 
purpte. globular and double. 

BLAIRO. ‘Rosy crimson, large, full and 
‘double. 

BRENNUS. Bright crimson, free bloom- 
er, a Superb pillar rose. 

COCCINEA SUPERBA. Brilliant crim- 
son, blooms in clusters, superb. 

CHARLES DUVAL. Deep rose, large 
and finely tormed. 

COMTE DE BOUBERT. 
large, free bloomer. 

COUPE DE HEBE, P. Brilliant glossy 
pink, large and beautifully formed. 

CHEN EDOLLE, P. Very large, double 
and fragrant; light crimson, of daz- 
zling brightness. 

CHARLES LAWSON. 
large and fine form. 

CELINE, P. Rose; cupped; very large 

Rosy red, 

Bright rose, 

and fine. 
CERICETTE, P. Beautiful bright red ; 

very double. 
COUTARD. Pale rose; globular, large 

and double. 
ELIZABETH. 

and fine. 
Light blush; double 

FULGENS OR MALTON. Piety crim- 
son, globular, double. 

GEORGE IV., P. Dark velvety crimson, 
shaded with purple; very large and 
fine. 

co 

SUMMER ROSES. 

$4 PER DOZEN VARIETIES. 

rapid growers, with long, flexible shoots, generally well adapted 
they usually attain the height of five or six feet, first or second 

The tallest growers, and best for pillars, are ‘designated ty aP. 

GEN ERAL FOY. 
son. 

GREAT WESTERN, P. Purplish red ; 
large, and blooms in great clusters ; 
showy. 

KING OF PRUSSIA, P. Large and 
double, purplish red. 

KING OF ROSES. Rosy lilac, white 
striped, double. 

LA TOURTEREILE, OR PARNY, P. 
Beautiful aove color, cupped and 
double. 

LADY STUART. Delicate blush ; 
ular and large. 

LONDON PRIDE, P. 
changing to purple. 

MIRALBA, P. Blackish crimson, com- 
pact and double. 

MADAM PLANTIER. Pure ae 
blooms in great clusters; very fine. 

PAR‘GOT. Brilliant crimson, cupped 
and double. 

Dark purplish crim- 

glob- 

Bright pink, 

|PAUL RICAUT. Bright rosy crimson. 
RUSSLEYANUM, P._ Brilliant red, 

blooms in large clusters. 

STADTHOLDER SINENSIS. Blush, 
large and double. 

TRIOMPHE D’ADBEVILLE, P. Full 
and double, rosy purple, very bright 
and fine. 

VIOLET BLUE. Fine violet purple. 

VICTOR HUGO. Rosy lilac, globular, 
large and double. 

VIOLACEUM. Violet red. 



Class 2.—PROVENCE, DAMASK AND FRENCH ROSES WITH 
THEIR HYBRIDS. 

The PROVENCE Roses, of which the old “Cabbage” is the type, are the most 
fragrant of any in the Catalogue, and also lerge and globular. The DAMASK Roses 
are also beautiful, mostly of pure white or light colors; Madam Hardy is a good ex- 
ample of this class; the foliage is rough and hard, and of a remarkable light green 
compared with others. The GALLICA, or FRENCH ROSES, so designated, are 
remarkable for their stiff, erect growth. Their flowers are large, of regular and per- 
fect outline, and of various and brilliant colors. The finest striped or carnation roses 
we have are in this class, as @ILLET PARFAIT, and also the very dark ones, as 
TUSCANY. 

The following list eae a choice selection of each, and we have thought it un- 
necessary to class them under separate heads. Each class is designated as follows : 
P. Provence, D. Damask, F. French, H. P. Hybrid Provence, and H. D. Hybrid 
Damask. 

PRICE 00 CENTS EACH. $4 PER DOZEN. 

BLANCHE FLEUR, P. Pure white,;, HYBRID BLANCH,H.D. Pure white, 
blooms in large clusters. blooms in clusters, very sweet. 

BOULE DE NANTEUIL, P. Crimson; LEDA OR PAINTED DAMASK, D. 
purple, large and fine. Blush, edged with cherry ; compact 

CELESTIAL, SWEETBRIAR, D. Semi- | and fine form. 
double, pale flesh color, delicate and 'LA RUBANI, P. Violet, striped with 
beautiful. white. 

COMMON PROVENCE,P. Rose eid | MADAM HARDY, D. A beautiful, large, 
large, double and very sweet. full and double ‘white rose. 

CONVESARD, P. Crimson, large and MADAM CAMPAN,F. Pure white, fine. 
double. MARGINED HEP, H. D. ‘A very beauti- 

CHANCELLOR -. D’ ANGLETERRE, | ful semi-double rose, white, delicately 
P. Pale rose or blush. edged with pink. 

COUNTESS OF HARRINGTON, F.| @ILLET PARFAIT, F, (perfect carna- 
Pure white, globular and fine. tion.) Red, striped with white, likea 

CENTIFOLIA CRESTATA, D. Light | carnation. 
blush, very large ; a superb rose. (EILLET FLAMMAND, F. (Flemish 

DOUBLE MARGINED HEP, H.D. A. carnation.) Striped white and deep 
creamy white, edged with purplish | rose, very pretty. 
red; a magnificent rose. 

UK ANS PRINCE WM. THE FIFTH, D. Blush, 
DUKE OF ORLEANS, F._ Bright rose, edged with red ; compact and fine. 

spotted with white, ‘large. 
DUCHESS OF CUMBERLAND, F. PERLE DE PANACHE, P. White, 

Deep rose, large, expanded and | striped with red or violet. 

double. PRINCESSE CLEMENTINE, P. Pure 
DUCHESS DE BERRY, P. Pale rose, | white. 

large and double. YUNCULA PUNCTUA, P. Ver 
DOUBLE WHITE SWEET BRIAR, D_. eg ante purplish red spotted with 
F AVARIOUS: Beany white ; very sweet. white ; the petals turn over; beautiful. 

Deep rose color, prvpRs’ SUPERB TUSCANY, F. A very perfect form, large and beautiful. | ich and striking a k rose, vel- 
GLOBE WHITE, H. P. “A beautiful glo-} Very Teh and’ striking dar 

bular rose, white, tinged with jeavanill yety crimson : cupped and double. 

GEORGE VIBERT, P. Striped red and pene, OR WHITE PROVENCE. 
white. Pure white, very iarge and double. 
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Class 3.-MO8S ROSES. 

Great acquisitions have recently been made in this most popular class of Roses. 
The following selection comprises the most beautiful, distinct and valuable, of both 
new and old, that are in cultivation. 

t 

PRICE 75C. EACH. TWELVE VARIETIES, OUR CHOICE, $6. 

ALICE LEROY. Rosy lilac, large and| LUXEMBOURG. Large cupped, fine’ 
double. - purplish crimson ; a luxuriant grower 

AGATHE LHA:VED, (a feuille agathe.) and tree bloomer. 
Flesh color; blooms in large clusters. MARIE DE BLOIS. Clear satiny lilac ; 

BARON DE WASSENARER. — Bright large and fine. 
glossy pink, large, double and full. MALYVINA. Rosy pink ; blooms in large 

BOURSIER DE LA RIVIERE. Bright clusters. 
deep red, large, finely cupped. MADAME DE LA ROCHELAMBERT. 

CELINA. Red, changing to violet; very Bright red, large and double. 
fine. MADAME ALBONT. Clear bright pink, 

COUNTESS OF MURINAIS. Pure changing to blush, very mossy ; su- 
white, large and double, blooms in perb. 
clusters. MRS. WOOD, Bright rose, very mossy ; 

COMMON BLUSH. Large, full and vigorous. 
double ; grows freely and blooms pro- NUITS DE YOUNG. Dark, velvety 
fusely. urple, quite distinct. 

CRIMSON. New, semi-double, very}; PARMENTIER. — Bright red. 
bright and showy. ESS ELIZA. Folj 

CRIMSON. Double; bright crimson, ANE ae Cute voy atge 
and mossy. 

a aioe PRINCESS “ALICE. R 
CRESTED cristata.) Rose, beautiful, De grower and blo ee carmine ; 

and curious mossy fr inged calyx. PURPUREA RUBRA. Purplish ee a 

CAPTAIN JOHN INGRAM. Dark crimson ; vigorous and a tree bloomer. 
purplish crimson, velvety and fine. LIFIC. D f in habit, 

DUCHESSE D’ YSTRIE. ‘Color of the POR IC. Dwar PA Habs Blobular ; 
common moss ; very large; cupped 
arch eniieate a: very vigorous. Beer ee red, sometimes eotted 

DUCHESSE D’ ABRANTES. — Bright Sy Se. 
rose, very mossy ; vigorous and free PRINCESS ADELAIDE. Blush, becom- 

bloomer. ing quite pale, very double and well 
DUC DE BORDEAUX. Crimson, showy, formed ; the most vigorous grower of 

and fine grower. all the Mosses. 

ETNA. Crimson, becoming carmine,| PRINCESS ROYAL. Purplish crimson; 
bright and beautiful. a free grower and bloomer. 

ECLATANTE. Deep pink, large and| REINE BLANCHE. Pure white, very 
double, vigorous grower. large ; vigorous. 

SAO Shae Re potted UNIQUE. Pure white; lar ge and full. 

FONTENELLE. Rosy red, spotted. WHITE BATH. Purew hite, very beau- 

GLORY OF MOSSES. Pale rose, yery | __ til s plant rather delicate. 
large, full and beautiful. WM. LOBB. Light crimson purple ; 

JEAN BODIN. Rosy blush; full and large and double. 
double; free bloomer. Nort.—The Moss Roses should have 

L’OBSCURITE. Deep crimson, medium | the richest soil that can be given them, 
size; double; distinct. and every way a liberal treatment. The 

LANEIL Rosy crimson, shaded with| more delicate sorts should be closely 
purple ; grows well; a superb rose. | pruned every year. 
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Class 4.-CLIMBING ROSBS.. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS EACH. $4 PER DOZEN. - 

These are admirably adapted for covering walls, trellises, old trees, unsightly build 
< o b ) ’ ta) J 

ings, XC. Among them the PRAiRIe Roses takesrthe first rank. Their rapid growth, 

perfect hardiness, luxuriant foliage, immense clusters of beautiful flowers, and their 

late blooming, commend them at once to every one who wants a splendid Climbing 

. Rose. 

The Ayrshires, from their slender growth, are, properly speaking, running roses, 

and are the best for covering banks, buildings, or unsightly objects ; 

remarkable for growing and flourishing in 
a single season. 

Ayrshire Roses. 
BENNET’S SEEDLING, pure white. 
PINK. 
QUEEN 

Pure white. 
RUGA. Pale <esh ; 

. and fragrant. 
SPLENDENS. Creamy white; fine. 

free bloomer, 

QUEEN OF AYRSHIRES. Dark 
purplish crimson. 

BoursaultRoses. 
CRIMSON. Bright purplish crim- 
son ; showy. 

Evergreen Roses, (eee ee | 
SS) 

FELICITE PERPETUELLE. — 
Creamy white, small and double as 
a Ranunculus ; requires slight pro- 
tection here. 

PRINCESSE LOUISE. 
blush. 

.Multifiora Roses. 
DE LA GRIFFERAIE. Purple and 

carmine, changing to rose, large 
and fine; very vigorous. 

EUGENE GREVILLE, or SEVEN 
SISTERS. Clusters large, flowers | 
of various colors, from blush to | 
crimson. 

The Multifloras are fine, profuse, flower- | 
ing Roses, but are somewhat tender, and | 
require slight protection here. 

Prairie Roses, (RUBIFOLIA.) 
ANNA MARIA. , Blush, tinged with 

flesh in the centre ; well formed ; 
clusters large. 

BEAUTY, OR QUEEN OF THE 
PRAIRIES. Bright rosy red, fre- 
quently with a white stripe, large, 

Creamy 

OF THE BELGIANS. | 

compact and globular. 

they are also 

the poorest soil. They run twenty feet in 

Prairie Rceses, (RUBIFOLIA.) 
ANNA ELIZA, (Wiliams.) Dark 

purplish red ; free bloomer ; distinct. 
BALTIMORE BELLE. Pale blush, 
becoming nearly white; very com- 
pact and double; the finest of the 
class. 

CARADORI ALLAN. Bright pink, 
semi-double, well cupped; distinct. 

ELEGANS OR SUPERBA. Pale 
rose, changing to blush ; compact 
and ‘double ; distinct. 

JANE. Rosy blush, double and fine- 
ly shaped. 

KING OF THE PRAIRIES. (Feast.) 
LINNEAN HILL BEAUTY. Pale 
blush ; blooms in large clusters. 

MRS. HOVEY. Pale delicate blush, 
becoming almost white ; resembles 
Balt. Belle. 

MRs. PIERCE. Fleshy blush, deli- 
cate and pretty. 

MISS GUNNELL. Pale blush. 
MILLEDGEVILLE. Pale blush, 

tinged with flesh color. 
PRIDE OF WASHINGTON. Rath- 

er small, deep rose ; very double ; 
distinct. 

PERPETUAL PINK. Rosy pink, 
changing to purple. 

PRESIDENT. Blush, 
rosy centre. 

RANUNCULIFLORA. Blush tinged 
With flesh ; small, compact, and 
well formed. 

TRIUMPHANT. Deep rose, very 
double and compact ; distinct. 

with deep 

For climbing roses not hardy, see _Noi- 
settes, Banksias, &c. 
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Class 5.-AUSTRIAN OR YELLOW RGSES., 
ane 

PRICE 5U CENTS EACH. 

Austrian, YELLOW. 
yellow ; early. 

COPPER. Single, orange and red. 
HARRISON’S. Double yellow, very 

showy and fine. 

MISS TWEED. Pale yellow ; free 
bloomer. 

Single, bright Austrian. 
PERSIAN. Double, deep, golden 

yellow, and much the finest of all 
hardy yellow roses ; blooms early. 

All the Austrian Roses are very desira- 
ble, being distinct, hardy, and blooming 
quite early. The Harrison and Persian 
are the two best. 

Division II---PERPETUAL, OR AUTUM- 
NAL ROSES. 

[Blooming at intervals from June to November. ] 

Class 1.—PERPETUAL MOSS ROSES. 

PRICE $1 EACH. 

No class of Roses at this time attracts more attention than the Perpetual Moss. 
It now contains many fine varieties. 

ALFRED DE DALMAS. Blush with 
rosy centre, blooms freely. 

DELILLE. Rose, with crimson shade, 
very mossy. 

EUGENE DE SAVOIE. Bright rose, 
large and full. 

EUGENIE GUINOISEAUX. (New.) 
JEANNE MONFORD. Light blush, 

very double; free bloomer. 

MADAME BOUTON. Nearly the color 
of the old moss. <A free grower and 
bloomer. 

MADAM PLATZ. 
mossy. 

MICAELA. Cherry red, very mossy. 

Rosy purple, very 

The following are the best yet introduced. 

MADAM EDWARD ORY. Bright rosy © 
carmine ; large and fine; one of the 
best. 

MADAME EMILE DE GIRARDIN. 
Delicate rose ; beautiful form and 
free bloomer. 

MARIE DE BOURGOYNE. Clear red, 
full and fine; blooms freely. 

POMPONE. Dark crimson, blooms free- 
ly in Autumn. 

PERPETUAL WHITE. Pure white, 
with often a pink stripe; large clus- 
ters of buds and flowers; blooms 
freely. 

SALET. Bright rosy red, a free, vigorous 
grower and abundant bloomer. 

———————_ + 0 —__—__—_ + 

Class 2.—HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES. 

PRICE 50 CENTS, EXCEPT WHEN NOTED—TWELYE VARIETIES, OUR CHOICE, $5: 

Many of the varieties of this class can only be furnished as Dwarfs, budded at the: 
ground on MANETTI stock. We find that plants on this stock bloom more profusely, 
grow more rapidly and endure the heat of summer better than on their own roots. 
Those who do not wish budded plants will please state so in their’ orders. The 
older sorts can generally be supplied on their own roots. 
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ADMIRAL NELSON. Brilliant car-| CHRISTIAN PUTTNER. Vivid pur- 
mune ;\ large and fine. 

AUGUSTE MIE. Clear rosy pink ; very 
1pree and finely cupped ; vigorous ; 

ALEX ANDRINE BACHMETEFF. 
Bright rose, very large and full; vig- 
orous and a free bloomer. 

AMANDINE. Pale blush, large and fine; 
rotust habit. 

ANNA DE DIESBACH. Bright rosy 
carmine ; beautiful form, very large 
and double. 

ANNE ALEXIEFF. A fine, clear, rosy 
blush ; fine form and free bloomer. 

ANNIE HOGG. (New.) §1. 
ARDOISE DE LYON. Deep purplish 

red, sometimes clouded; very dis- 
tinct : vigorous. 

plish red,shaded with crimson; large 
and full; free bloomer and vigorous 
grower. ° 

COMTE DE NANTEUIL. Bright rose, 
darker edges, large and full ; vigor- 
ous. 

CLEMENT MAROT. Bright rose, large 
and double. 

CAROLINE DE SANSAL. Clear, deli- 
cate flesh color, becoming blush ; a 
magnificent variety, the best rose of 
its color in the catalogue, surpassing 
even the Victoria, which is very simi- 
lar in color; erowth vigorous, and 
foliage luxuriant. 

CARDINAL PATRIZZI. Dark velvety 
crimson, a striking and beautiful va- 
riety. 

ADMIRAL GRAVINA. Blackish pur-| DUCHESSE DE CAMBACERES— 
ple, shaded off to amaranth, large 
and full; vigorous. $1. 

ALEXANDRE FONTAINE, Deep rose 
purple shaded, finely cupped ; very 
fragrant. 

BARONNE DE MAYNARD. (New.) 
Pure white, edge of petals slightly 
tinged with pink. $1. 

BEAUTY OF WALTHAM. Bright 
rosy crimson, very large; free bloom- 
er; very distinct : one of the best. 

BELLE D’ANGLETERRE. Clear rose, 
globular ; very large and fine ; free 
bloomer ; extra. 

BARON GONELLA, Pink, with lilac 
shade. 

BEAUTE .DE ROYGHEM. 
glossy pink; fine form, superb. 

BUFFON. Darkcrimson; very full and 
fine ; vigorous grower. 

BARONNE PREVOST. Deep rose; 
very large and full; a vigorous gr ow- 
er and abundant bloomer: one of the 
oldest and finest of this class. 

BARONNE HALLEZ. Light crimson ; 
perfect form; free grower and ploom- 

-osoer 3 first-rate. 
BLANCHE. DE BEAULIEU. Pale 

silvery blush. 
BLANCHE VIBERT. Pure white. 
COLLARDEAU. Violet red. 
CELINE TOUVAIS. Violet red, globu- 

ular and fine; blooms in clusters ; 
fragrant. 

CATHARINE GUILLOTT. Bright 
rosy pink, very compact, fine form, 
blooms in clusters. 

COMTESSE DE CHABRILLANT. 
Bright pink, beautifully cupped, large 
and full ; ; very fragrant. 

Bright 
r=) 

Bright rose, finely formed and free 
grower. 

DOCTOR ARNAL, (Margoitin.) Bright 
crimson, large, double and finely 
formed ; vigorous grower and free 
bloomer, one of the best. 

DUC D’ OSSUNA. Purplish rose. 
DAMAIS. (New.) §1. 
DUC DE CAZES. Deep crimson, scar- 

let shade, globular, vigorous. 
DUCHESS OF NORFOLK. Rich TOSY 

carmine with scarlet shade, very 
double ; one of the finest. 

DUC D’ALENCON. Bright purplish 
rose, large and fine, and a free 
bloomer. 

DR. MARX. Rosy carmine; full and 
large, superb. 

DUC PD’ A MAULE, Brilliant purplish 
crimson; very large, full and dou- 
ble, superb. 

DUCHESS DE NEMOURS. Pale deli- 
cate rose; very full ard double; a 
vigorous grower. 

DOCTOR LINDLEY. Bright red, pur- 
ple centre; large and full. 

EDWARD JESSE. Lilac rose, large and 
beautiful; very vigorous. 

EMPEROR NAPOLEON IIf. Bright 
reddish crimson,clouded with dark- 
er velvety shades, large and full. 

EMPEREUR DE MAROC. Bright red 
with purple shade; fine. 

EVEQUE DE } NIMES. Bright crimson, 
shaded with scarlet; compact ; one 
of the best. 

ETENDARD DE SEBASTOPOL. Very 
dark velvety red; double; medium 
size; fragrant. 
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EUGENE APPERT. Rich velvety crim- 
son; double and compact; one of 
the best. 

EDWARD ORY. New, $1. 
EUGENE BOURCIER. Reddish pur. 

ple, velvety, large and full; vigorous. 
FRANCOIS PREMIER. Dazzling crim- 

son, shape of Giant of Batt es, but 
much larger and retains its color ; 
superb. 

FRAN COIS ARAGO. Rich velvety 
maroon, full and good form ; vigor- 
‘OuS. 

FRANCOIS LACHARME. Bright rosy 
carmine, large and full, globular 
and a free bloomer. BI. 

GENERAL WASHINGTON. Brilliant 
rosy Carmine, approaching to scar- 
let ; very large and fine form; free 
bloomer, one of the finest. 75c. 

“« LAMORICIERE. 
‘* SIMPSON. Bright carmine, fine 

form, and free bloomer. 
“ DELAAGE. Light rose, large and 

fe 
“ JACQUEMINOT. Brilliant crim- 

son scarlet; superior to Geant- 
des Batailles in brilliancy, and re- 
tains its color ; free bloomer, one of 
the best. 

GEANT DES BATAILLES, (Giant of 
Batties.) The most popular of all 
this class of roses; brillfant, fiery 
crimson, fading toa purple; ‘habit 
dwarf, but vigorous and free bloom- 

mer: unsurpassed by any of the new 
Roses. 

GLORY OF SANTENAY. Brilliant 
crimson, shaded with scarlet ; large 
and double: a superb rose. 

GENIE DE CHATEAUBRIAND. Very 
large, dark crimson, shaded with 
urple; very fine, blooms: freely. 

GIGAN TESQUE. Bright TOSy, carmine, 
; very large. 
GEORGE PRINCE. Fine dazzling red, 

tinged with rose, largezand full, 
form of the old cabbage; vigorous. 
$l. 

IMPERATRICE EUGENIE. White, 
slightly tinged with blush, medium 
size. full and fine form. ‘5c. 

JAMES DIXON. Crimson shaded with 
purple, very large. 

JEAN BAPTISTE GUILLOT. Dark 
clouded crimson, fine form, very 

fragrant. 
JOHN HOPPER. Deep rose with crim- 

son centre, large and fine form, a 
splendid rose. 75c. 

JULES MARGOTTIN. Carmine pur- 
ple; very large, full, and beautiful. 

JOASINE HANET. Purplish red, very 
full and double, blooms in clusters. 

JACQUES LAFITTE. Rosy carmine, 
edges light; large, full and sweet. 

LUDOVIC LETAUD. Light rose, deli- 
cate color and beautiful form ; very 
sweet. 

VENFANT DU MONT CARMEL. 
Deep purplish red; very large and 
full; vigorous grower. 

LA BRILLIANTE. Transparent car- 
mine, blooms in clusters, vigorous; 
a free bloomer in fall. 

LA FONTAINE. Purplish red, large 
and full. - 

LA DUCHESSE DE MORNY. Pale 
rose, reverse of petals, silvery, large 
and ‘full, globular, very vigorous. 

LA REINE. "Deep rosy lilac, very large, 
full, double and sweet ;: superb. 

LALIA. Rosy pink, large and full; 
vigorous. 

L’ELEGANS. Pink changing to blush, 
very compact, fine form. 

LYEBLOUISSANTE. Dazzling red, full 
ae ey large, free bloomer ; vig- 

LORD. "PALMERSTON, Cherry red, 
medium size, distinct and fine; 
vigorous. 

LORD WARD, (New.) Rosy blush, 
very double, large, one of the best. 
$1. 

LORD ELGIN. Brilliant crimson, dou- 
ble. 

LOUIS D’ORLEANS. Flesh color with 
salmon shade, double and compact ; 

- medium size, blooms in clusters. 
LORD RAGLAN. Fiery crimson, with 

a purple shade; finely formed; a 
ae bloomer and every way first 

LOUIS "BONAPARTE. Rosy crimson ; 
very large; full and sweet. 

LION DES COMBATS. Reddish scar- 
let, brilliant and showy. 

LOUIS CHAIX. Brilliant crimson, with 
fine rich foliage; a seedling of 
Geant des Batailles; the flower is 
more compact and holds its color ; 
a free bloomer; a superb rose. 

MAD. BOLL. Bright rose, fine form, very 
sweet, vigorous. 

“ DAMENE. © Satiny rose, large, full 
and fine. 

'  FREMION. Brilliant rosy car- 
mine, distinct and beautiful; a free 
bloomer. 
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MAD. LAFFAY. Rosy crimson, large 
and full; one of the oldest and best. 

“ LAMORICIERE. Fleshy pink, 
full and double, exquisite in form 
and color. 

“« TRUDEAU. Light crimson, dou- 
ble and well formed; vigorous and 
blooms freely. 

“ RIVERS. Pale flesh, nearly white, 
finely formed and blooms freely. 

« ANDRE LEROY. Pale rose, large 
and double. 

-« CHARLES WOOD. | Brilliant red, 
changing to bright rose, vigorous ; 
a superb rose. e 

“ OHARLES CRAPELET. Bright 
rosy crimson, large, free bloomer 
and vigorous; very fine and distinct. 

« BOUTIN. Vivid red, large, full 
and good form; a profuse bloomer 

and rich foliage; superb. ‘75c. 
“ ERNEST DREOL. Light rose 

with purple shade, good form. 
‘“ CLEMENCE JOIGNEAUX. 

Bright cherry red, globular, very 
large; fine form and vigorous. 

“ BOULLEAU. (New.) 7odc. 
“ JULIE DARAN. Vermillion red 

large and full, fine globular form. 
“ CHEVANDIER. (New.) Scarlet 

changing to crimson, very compact, 
distinct and fine. oc. 

‘“ HENRIETTE DUBUS. Rose 
with purple shade, double and very 
fine. 

“« LOUISE CARIQUE. Brilliant 
rosy carmine, full habit, vigorous ; 
a superb rose. 

“ HECTORJACQUIN.  Roseshad- 
ed with lilac. 

“« JOLLY. (New.) dc. 
“ MOREAU. (New.) Bright crim- 

son shaded with violet, very large 
and full; vigorous. 7dc. 

“ VICTOR VERDIER. Rich bright 
rose, very large and compact, fine- 
ly cupped, blooms in clusters, free 
bloomer. 75c. 

MARGUERITE D’ANJOU. Pale satiny 
rose, large, full and beautiful. 

MARSHALL VAILLANT. Deep red 
with purple shade, blooms in clus- 
ters; very fine. 

MAURICE BERNARDIN. Beautiful 
clear vermillion, imbricated, large, 
blooms in clusters; one of the best. 

MARSHALL BAZAINE. Rosy carmine. 

MICHAEL BONNET. Light rose, large 
and full. 5c. 

MRS. ELLIOT. Rosy purple, very large, 
full and sweet; fine grower and 
abundant bloomer. 

MRS. STANDISH. Deep crimson, cloud- 
ed with purple, fine form, very frag- 
rant, distinct and fine. 

MONTE CHRISTO. “ Rich rosy purple, 
large and full. 

ORDERIC VITAL. Delicate rose ; habit 
and growth the same as Baronne 

wha PE reMost. 
PAHONIA. Clear cherry red; brilliant; 

ood grower and free bloomer. 
PAULINE LANSEZEUR. Light crim- 

son shaded with violet; very large 
and fine form; a superb rose. 

PORTLAND BLANCHE. Pure white; 
flowers like Blanche Vibert, said to 
bloom more freely in the fall. 

PANACHE D’ORLEANS. Blush striped 
with rose and purple; large and 
showy ; tree bloomer a sport from 
Baronne Prevost. 

PIUS TEE NINTH. Bright purplish 
red, changing to violet; very large 
and full, robust and a profuse 
bloomer ; one of the best. 

PRINCE ALBERT. Deep rose chang- 
ing to violet; large and full. 

PRINCE DE GALLES. Rosy lilac; 
large and full. 

PRINCE ‘LEON KOTSCHOUBEY. 
Bright red, clouded, large and full ; 
superb. 

PRUDENCE RISER. Roseand pink, 
changeable; blooms in large clus- 
ters; distinct and fine. 

POURPRE D’ORLEANS. Deep pur- 
plish red, blooms in clusters. 

PAUL FEVAL. Pink, very large, fine 
form ; distinct. 

PRINCE CAMILLE DE ROHAN. Rich 
velvety maroon, shaded to deep 
red, large and fine; a superb new 
rose. 7dc. 

PRINCESS MATILDA. Rich velvety 
maroon, free bloomer; extra. 

PRESIDENT LINCOLN. Dark red 
with crimson shade, large and full, 
vigorous; a superb rose. Tdc. 

PROFESSOR KOCH. Rosy crimson, 
large and full, beautifully cupped 
and very fragrant. 

RED ROVER. Fiery red, not very dou 
ble; vigorous. 

REINE DES VIOLETS. Deep violet 
red, very double, fine form ; a seed- 
ling from Pius LX.; vigorous. 
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RICHARD SMITH. Purplish red shad- 
ed with crimson, flowers in large 
clusters, vigorous and. a profuse 
bloomer; one of the very best. 

RIVERS. Brilliant rosy crimson, large 
and full; superb. 

ROBERT BURNS, (Paul) Flowers 
bright carmine, scmetimes edged 

mn with purple. 
RUBENS, (New.) Deep velvety crim- 

son, very showy and fine. ‘5c. 
SENATEUR VAISSE. Bright red, 

beautiful shape and free bloomer ; 
superb. 

SOUVENIR DE LADY CARDELAY. 
Deep rosy crimson, richly shaded 
with scarlet, large and very showy. 

SYDONIE. Light pink ; very large and 
full; one of the finest roses in the 
Fall. 

SOUVENIR HENRY CLAY. Bright 
rosy pink ; large and fine; a hybrid 
Scotch rose and a streng grower. 

SOUVENIR DE LA REINE DES 
BELGES. Brilliant rose, resembles 
Prince Albert in foliage; flowers 
more brilliant; a free bloomer; 
very fine 

SOUVENIR DU PETIT CAPORAL. 
Brilliant rose; full and large. 

SOUVENIR DE LA REINE D’ANGLE- 
TERRE. Bright rosy red; very 
larze and full; beautiful. 

SOUVENIR DE LEVISON GOWER. 
Bright shaded crimson; very lar ge 
and double: superb. 

TURENNE. Brilliant red with large 
smooth petals, fine form, blooms in 
clusters, 

TRIOMPHE DE CAEN. Brilliant red 
with scarlet shade, resembling Gen. 
Jacqueminot in habit and form of 
flowers. 

TRIOMPHE D’AMIENS. Vivid crim- 
son, sometimes clouded, large and 
double, (new.) 75c. 

TRIOMPHE DE FRANCAIS. Brilliant 
crimson, shaded with dark. red, 
beautifully cupped, very double; 
one of the best, (new.) $1. 

TRIOMPHE DE BEAUTE. Deep rose; 
blooms in large clusters. 

VICTOR VERDIER. Clear rose, globu- 
lar, fine form and free bloomer; 
superb. 

VICTORIA. Pale blush, nearly white ; 
very large, full and double; strong 
grower and abundant bloomer ; in- 
froduced by Paul asa WHITE LA 
REINE. 

VAINQUEUR DESOLFERINO. Bright 
maroon clouded with dark purple, 
very full; an abundant bloomer. 

VULCAN. Rich clouded crimson, with 
scarlet shade, medium size; an 
abundant bloomer. 

WILLIAM PRINCE, (New.) 

WILLIAM GRIFFITH. Rosy lilac, 
large and beautifully formed; vig- 
orous and profuse bloomer; one of 
the best. 

WILLIAM JESSE. Rosy crimson, very 
large and full; vigorous and free 
bldomer... * 

YOLANDE D’ARAGON. Rosy blush; 
full and double; blooms in large 
clusters. 

Class 3—-BOURBON ROSES. 

PRICE 60 CENTS EACH. 12 VARIETIES OUR CHOICE, $6. 

These are not quite so hardy as the preceding class, requiring slight protection in 
the North, 
uriant foliage. 

They are continual bloomers, of vigorous, rapid gr rowth, with rich, lux- 

The flowers are produced i in large clusters; are well shaped, bright and varied in 
colors ; fragrant, and from the peculiar thickness of the petals, quite lasting. 

The autumn, say from Angust to November, or until frests cut them off, is the 
season of their. greatest perfection. 
satisfaction to cultivators than this. 
distinct varieties, 

No class of roses taken together, gives greater 
The following list comprises the best and most 
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APOLLINE. Light pink, double and; JUPITER. Deep velvety crimson ; beau- 
compact ; a profuse bloomer. 

AURORE DU GUIDE. Bright red, 
. changing to violet. 
BELLE ISADORE. 

showy and fine. 
BELLA NOVA. Clear rose; very 

double; fine form; a vigorous 
crower. 

BLAN( CHE LAFITTE. Pale flesh color; 
full; a beautiful rose. 

COMTE D’EU, Bright red. 
CHARLES MARTEL. Violet red. 
CAROLINE RIGUET. aso: shaded 

with blush. 

tiful; one of the deepest colored 
Bourbons. 

LOUISE ODIER. Clear rose; full and fine. 
Rosy crimson;|} LA CHOICE. Light rose; large and fine 

LADY CHANNING. Rosy iilac, large” 
and full; fine form. 

LEVESON GOWER. Deep rose; very 
large and full. ~ 

LE GRENADIER. Crimson, changing 
to violet red. 

MADAME NERARD. Rosy pink, full 
and beautiful. 

MADAME LACHARME. Clear flesh 
color; full and fine. 

COMICE DE TARN-ET- GARONNE. MARIANNE. Light rose; very fine. 
Bright rosy crimson, shaded with 
scarlet, very large and double; su- 
perb. 

CAMILLE DE CHATEAUBOURG. 
Clear rose shaded with violet; very 
double and fine. 

DR. LEPRETRE. Bright purplish red, 
changing to crimson ; superb. 

“ BERTHET. Brilliant rose; 
shape; rich foliage. 

DECANDOLLE. Velvety purplish red ; 
beautifully imbricated ; 
grower and free bloomer. 

good 

DUCHESSE DE THURINGE. White, 
lightly shaded with lilac. 

DUPETIT THOUARS. 
son; large and showy. 

DUBOURG. Violet purple; very showy. 
DUBRIEL. Purplish rose; large. 

ETOILE DE MATIN. Deep violet; 
changing to rose, compact and fine. 

EDOUARD DESFOSSES. Deep rosy 
pink; large, full and fine. 

EMILE COURTIER. Bright rose shaded 
with crimson; very double and 
distinct ; superb. 

FERDINAND DEPPE. Rosy crimson; 
fine form and sweet. 

GEORGE PEABODY, (Pentland.) Rich 
dark velvety crimson, with a scar- 
let shade; one of the best Bourbons 
that has been raised in America 

GEN. aes ANCHARD. Transparent red; 
y fine. 

GLOIRE: DES ROSAMENES. Bright 
dazzling carmine scarlet; rativer 
open centre ; very showy. 

GEO. CUVIER. Rosy carmine ; beautiful. 
HENRY CLAY. Deep bright rose ; fine. 
HERMOSA. Light blush or flesh color: 

large, full and double, grows freely 
and blooms pr ofusely ; fine. 

vigorous 

Bright crim- 

MONSIEUR JARD. Clear cherry red; 
large and full. 

MRS. BOSANQUET. Pale flesh color ; 
large, double; perfect form; beau- 
tiful. 

MARSHAL VILLARS. Deep purplish 
crimson ; showy and fine. 

MON FILS CHERI, (Stassin.) One of 
the most perfectly formed of all the 
Bourbons; very double, imbricated 
like a camellia, light purplish rose; 
very beautiful. 

MARQUISE DE BALBIANO. Bright 
rose; large, and one of the best 
shaped roses in the collection, 
blooms in large clusters and is quite 
fragrant. 

PAUL ET VIRGINIE. Shaded; incar- 
nate rose. 

| PHCENIX. Bright rosy purple; large 
and fine. 

PIERRE DEST. CYR. Palerose; large 
and double. 

PAULJOSEPH. Violet purple; change- 
able. 

PROSERPINE. Rich dark crimson very 
full, decidedly the best of its color. 

QUEEN OF THE BOURBONS. Fawn 
colored rose, beautiful, and 4 pro- 
fuse bloomer. 

SIR J. PAXTON. Deep rose, shaded 
with crimson; very strong grower, 
fine rich foliage, and free “ploomer. 

SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON. 
Pale flesh, with a fawn shade; very 
large, full and beautiful. 

SOUVENIR DEL’EXPOSITION. Dark 
crimson, very fine; free bloomer. 

TOUISSAINT LYOUVERTURE. Dark 
purplish red, very large with rich 
foliage. 

VICOMTE DE CUSSY. Deep rose; 
very large and fine. 

JOSEPH GOURDON. Rosy flesh color. | YEBLES. Sapie rosy Carmine. 
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Class 4—NOISETTE ROSES. 

This is one of the finest classes of Autumnal blooming roses. The growth is rapid 
and vigorous, and the flowers are produced in large clusters. 

Some of them, the true Noisettes, such as Champney’s Pink Cluster, &c., are so 
hardy as to require very little protection here, but those like the Chromatella, pro- 
duced by crossing with the Tea Rose, are more tender, and ought to be laid down 
and covered with leaves or straw. 

PRICE, 60 CENTS EACH EXCEPT OTHERWISE NOTED. 

AIMEE VIBERT. Pure white, blooms 
in large clusters, beautiful, and one 
of the hardiest of the class. 

AMERICA, (Ward.) Creamy yellow, 
with -a salmon tinge; a vigorous 
grower and free bloomer; raised by 
T. G. Ward, . Washington; very 
fragrant. 

AUGUSTA. (See Solfaterre.) 
ADMIRAL RIGNY. Vivid crimson. 
BELLE MARSEILLAISE. Delicate 

clear blush; large clusters; fra- 
grant and fine. 

BEAUTY OF GREENMOUNT. Bril- 
liant crimson; blooms in large 
clusters. 

CHAMPNEY’S PINK CLUSTER. Pale 
blush, blooms in immense clusters 
quite hardy. 

CAROLINE MARNIESSE. White, 
tinged with flesh, small, double and 
perfect, and a most profuse and 
constant bloomer. 

CELINE FORESTIER. Pale yellow, 
deeper towards the centre, free 
bloomer; extra fine. 

CORNELIA. Pink with purple shade, 
flowers in large clusters; very fine. 

CLOTH OF GOLD. (Chromatella.)— 
Deep yellow, very sweet, large and 
beautiful ; growth vigorous and ro- 
bust. 

CINDERELLA, OR THE FAIRY NOI- 
SETTE. <A salmon pink, deepen- 
ing towards the centre, blooms free- 
ly, is as fragrant as the Devonien- 
sis Tea ; foliage small, and shoots 
very slender. 

DESPREZ. Rosy buff; very sweet. 
DR. KANE. Sulphur yellow; fragrant 

and fine bloomer ; one of the best. 
EUPHROSYNE. Pale rose, with a saf.- 

fron tinge; fine. 
FELLEMBERG. Brilliant crimson. 
FORTUNES YELLOW. (See Banksia 

Roses.) 

ISABELLA GRAY. Clear golden yel- 
low ; very sweet, the deepest yel- 
low of all this class; originated in 
Svuth Carolina. 

12 VARIETIES, OUR CHOICE, $6. 

JEANNE D’ ARC. White, centre flesh 
color; beautiful. 

JACQUES’ ARGENT. Rosy lilac. 
JANE HARDY. Bright golden yellow ; 

very double, beautiful rich foliage, 
free bloomer, tea scented. One of 
the best of this class. 

LAMARQUE. Pale lemon yellow, very 
large and beautiful. 

MISS GLEGG. Pure white, blush centre ; 
blooms in large clusters. 

MADAM DESLONGCHAMPS. Fleshy 
white, tinged with yellow. 

NARCISSE. Pale yellow ; a beautiful 
tea scented rose. 

MADAM MASSOT. Delicate blush, 
nearly white; perfect form ; an ex- 
cellent rose. $1. 

MADAMOISELLE AUSLINE. Rose, 
shaded with lilac. 

OPHIRIE. Buff, with a tinge of red; 
distinct and fine. 

PUMILA. Salmon, changing to white; 
free bloomer. 

PHALOE. Creamy white, changing to 
blush ; distinct and fine. 

SIR WALTER SCOTT. Deep rose. 

SOLFATERRE. Saffron yellow, fragrant 
and fine. 

TRIOMPHE DE LA DUCHERE. Pale 
rose. 

TRIOMPHE DE BOLLWYLLER.— 
Creamy white, tinged with purple; 
fine. 

VICOMTESSE D’AVESNE. Rosy pink, 
beautiful form, and robust. 

WM. WALLACE. Pale blush, nearly 
white. 

WOODLAND MARGUERITE, (from 
Balt.) Pure white ; free bloomer ; 
one of the best white Noisettes. 

WASHINGTON. White, tinged with 
blush, blooms in very large clus- 
ters ; vigorous. 

YELLOW, (Lutea) Sulphur yellow, 
rather feeble grower. 
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Class 5.—_-CHINA OR BENGAL ROSES. 

These are of dwarf habit, and very appropriate for beds on a lawn, and for pot 
culture in the house. They bloom all summer and autumn in the open ground. 
They may be protected with a covering of leaves, or be put in a cold frame. 

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH. 12 VARIETIES OUR CHOICE, $5. 

AGRIPPINA, OR CRAMOISE SUPE- | IMPERATRICE EUGENIE. Clear rose 
RIOR. Rich velvety crimson. shaded with salmon ; large and very 

ANTHEROS. Blush, tinged in the cen- | sweet. 
tre with rose and yellow. | JACKSONI, Bright red, fall and double. 

ARCH DUKE CHARLES. Rose, chang-| LOUIS PHILIPPE. Rich, dark crim- 
ing to crimson. son. 

ALICE WALTON. Rosy -pink ; free} LAWRENCEANA. Very small, rosy 
bloomer; fine. pink ; very dwarf habit; belongs 

BURET. Deep rose ; fine. to a class called * Miniature roses.” 
BELLOA. Rich dark crimson. ‘MADAME BU ark Light blush, 
BEAUHARNOIS. Bright amaranth ; changing to whit 

distinct and beautiful. “MON THY ABBAGE, Bright rose ; 
COURONNE DES POURPRES. Deep | very large. 

purplish red, changing to light rose. | NAPOLEON. Deep red, with purple 
CELS. Blush, a most profuse bloomer. | shade, very fine, 
CYTHERI. Rosy pink, fine, and a most | PRINCE EUGENE.  Richcrimson, fine. 

profuse bloomer. |PRESIDENT D’OLBECQUE. Deep 
CAMELLIA, (Obry.) Pure white ; fine. | rosy crimson, superb. 
DAILY ORCOMMON.. Bright rose ; a | | PU RPLE CROWN. Deep purplish erim- 

most profuse and constant bloomer. son, free bloomer. 
DUCHESS-OF KENT. Blush, Saran QUEEN OF LOMBARDY. Deep rose; 

with rose. free bloomer. . 
ELIZA FLORY. Rosy pink, with sal- | 'SANGUINEA. Deep crimson ; a most 

mon shade; very fine. profuse and constant bloomer and 
EUGENE PIROLLE. Delicate pink free srower. 
FIVE COLORED. Striped and mottled, TRIUMPHANT. Rosy red, profuse 

various colors; distinct. bloomer. 
GENERAL SOYEZ. Violet or purplish | VIRIDESCENS. Deep green flowers; a 

red; large. great curiosity. 
GEORGE DEPIGEON. Mottled red. | WHITE DAILY. Creamy white, pretty, 
GRANDVAL. Bright crimson. but a slender grower. 

Class 6.—TEA ROSES. 

The perfume of these roses is most delicate and agreeable ; indeed they may be 
called the sweetest of all roses. The flowers are also large and very delicate in their 
colors, such as white, straw and flesh color, and various tints of rose co1:bined with 
these. They are more tender than any other roses in the Catalogue, requiring a 
house or pit in winter. They are the most desirable for pot culture. 

PRICE §0 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT OTHERWISE NOTED— 12 VARIETIES, OUR CHOICE, $6. 

AMABILIS. Pale rose, under side flesh | BOUGERE. Bronzed rose, a superb and 
color, delicate and beautiful. distinct variety. 

SCE e EE re 7 | CAROLINE: ew aed, lamze ani hess. white, with yellow centre. | aye y “= ‘ 
1) eee 

ai rere OC eG | CANARY. Bright yellow, very fine, free 

ARCHIMEDE. Pale blush shaded w ith | | bloomer. 
salmon, fine form, very fragrant. | GLARA SYLVAIN. Pure white, chane- 

BARBOT, Yellow, with shaded edge. | ing to blush; large and perfect. 

- ie 
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DEVONIENSIS. Creamy white, centre] MADAME HELPIN. Pure white, very 
yellow, large and fine. 

D’ ANTHEROSE Light rose, with buff 
#7 cenure, tree bloomer. 

FLEUR DE CYPRIS. Bright rose, shad- 
ed with salmon; very strong grow- 
er and free bloomer. 

GLORY OF DIJON. Yellow, shaded 
with salmon and rose; large, full 

; and distinct. 
GEN. TARTAS. Deep rose, shaded 

with salmon, very large and fine. 
GIGANTESQUE. > Flesh color, shaded. 
GERARD DESBOIS. Bright red, large 

and full. 
HOMER. Rosy pink, with salmon shade ; 

fine form and free bloomer ; superb. 
HYMENEE. Blush, yellowish center. 
ISABELLA. ~ Pure white, with creamy 

center. 
ISABELLA SPRUNT. A sport from 

Safrano, an exceedingly vigorous 
grower. $1. 

LOUISE DE SAVOIE. Bronzy yellow, 
very large. 

LADY WARRENDER. Pure white, 
creamy center ; very fine. 

LA PACTOLE Lemon yellow, beauti- 
ful. 

LEVESON GOWER. Pale yellow, large 
and doubie. 

LOUIS CLEMENS. Bright rose, deeply 
shaded in center with salmon; very 
compact and fine. 

MARECHAL NEIL. The finest yellow 
Tea Rose inexistence. A vigorous 
Se and most abundant bloom- 

$2 
MADAME BARILLET DESCHAMPS. 

White, shaded with yellow ; large 
and fine. 

MADAME BRAYVY. Creamy white ; 
large and fine. 

MADAME MAURIN. Pale yellow, good 
shape 

ie DAMAZIN. Pale _ yellow, 
tinged with pink; large, 
double ; very fine. 

sweet. 
Hy FALCOT. — Bright 

shaded with crimson. 
DE VATRY: Deep 
shaded with crirason ; 

- darkest Tea Rose. 
A SERTAT. Pale yellow, tinged 

with salmon. 
NINA. Creamy white, tipped with rose; 

fragrant. 
NIPHETOS. Pale yellow, large and 

globular; a splendid rose. $1. 

PAULINE LOBANTE. Bronzy yellow > 
large, and very sweet 

PAULINE PLANTIER. Wm tinged 
with yellow. 

PHILADELPHIA. Rosy purple. 
PRESIDENT. Rose, shaded with salmon. 
PRINCESSE MARIA. Creamy white, 

tinged with rose. 
ROYAL TEA. White, slightly tinged 

with yellow. 

SOUVENIR D’UN AMI. Rose.and sal- 
mon shaded, beautiful. 

SAFRANO. Fawn, shaded with rose. 

SYLPHIDE. Blush, tinged with rose. 

SOMBREUIL. Creamy white, with a 
rosy tint. 

TRIOMPHE DE LUXEMBOURG. Sal- 
mon buff, shaded with deep rose ; 
distinct and fine. 

TRIOMPHE DE RENNES. _ Rosy sal- 
mon, very large and full, vigorous 
grower and free bloomer. ‘St. 

VICOMTESSE DE CAZES. Yellow, 
shaded with copper ; distinct and 
fine. 

VICTORIA MODESTE. Rosy blush, 
delicate and sweet. 

WHITETEA. Pure white; free bloomer. 

YELLOW TEA, (Smithii.) An old and 
general favorite; pale yellow or 
straw color ; very sweet. 

yellow, 

rose, 
the 

a ee 

BANKSIA ROSES, 
00 CENTS 

FORTONIANA. Blush white. 
GRANDIFLORA. White; lar ger flow- 

ers than the others. 

WHITE. Pure white, very double and 
prett 

YELLOW. Clear 
very double. 

yellow ; small and 

EACH. 

FORTUNE’S DOUBLE YELLOW. 

Bronzed yellow, or copper and 

fawn color; a free blooming climb- 

er, but not more hardy than the 

Banksias. 
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MYCROPHYLLA ROSES. 

MYCROPHYLLA ALBA. Pure white, very sweet; plants require age before they 
bloom freely. 50c. 

PAONIES. 

Class 1.—TREE PHIONIES, (PHONIA ARBOREA.) 

PHIONIA BANKSII. (Chinese double 
blush.) Rosy blush, centre pur- 
plish; very large and sweet. ¢1. 

PAZONIA, PAPAVERACHA, (Poppy 
flowered.) Pale blush, centre pur: 
ple, very large, single, showy. $1. 

NEW VARIETIES. 

$2 TO $3 EACH, EXCEPT OTHERWISE NOTED. 

ARETHUSA. Light rose, shaded with 
purple very large and fragrant; a 
vigorous grower. 

ALBA VARIEGATA. Outside petals 
pure white, centre a purplish red, 
very double ; one of the best. 

BIJOU DE CHUSAN. ° 
CORNELIE. 
CHAUVERII Rose, shaded with pur- 

ple; very large and fine. 
CARLII. Delicate blush, with deep rosy 

centre ; semi-double, but very fra- 
grant. 

EXTENSA. Very large rose, clouded 
with purple ; distinct. 

GIGANTEHA. Rose, with purple shade, 
very large and double ; distinct. 

GUMPPERIL. Bright rosy pink, very 
large and full, plant vigorous ; one 
of the very best in all respects. 

HELDIL. 
INCARNATA FL. PLENA. Pure white, 

with violet centre ; fragrant. 
JOSEPHINE IMPERATRICE. 

rose, with a purple shade. 
Dark 

KOCHLERIL Very dark rose color ; 
very large sadly vigorous. 

LE SOLEIL. 
LE FEVREIANA. Bright pink,with rosy 

centre ; very large and showy. 
MIRABILIS. Rosy carmine, with dark 

centre. 
MAGNA. Light rose, with dark red cen- 

tre. 
MAXIMA PLENA. Rosy carmine; very 

double and compact. 
MYRTUS MULTIFLORA. Rose, with 

dark centre, very large and com- 
pact. 

12 VARIETIES OUR CHOICE, $18. 

NEWMANI. Light blush, centre deep 
rose ; fine form, very fragrant. 

PH@NICIA. Dark rose, clouded with 
purple; very fine. 

PRIDE OF HONG KONG. Light cherry 
red, with purple centre, very large 
and distinct. $3 to $0. 

PAPAVERACEA ALBA. Outside pe- 
tals pure white, centre dark purple. 

PAPAVERACEA MULTIFLORA.— 
White, with centre marked with 
purplish red ; profuse bloomer. 

PAPAVERACEA RUBRA. Rose, cloud- 
ed with purple. 

PARMENTERI. Light pink, clouded 
with dark red purplish centre ; 
very fine and distinct. 

ROBERT FORTUNE. Clear cherry red, 

centre shaded with purple; fine 
-and distinct. 

ROSEA FL. PL. MINOR. Deep rose, 
medium size, compact and fine. 

ROSEA ODORATA. Rose tinged with 
lilac ; very large and fiat. 

REINE ELIZABETH. Rosy crimson in 
centre, shaded off to a light rose 
towards the margin, of immense 
size. $0. 

ROSEA SUPERBA PLENA. Dark rosy 
violet, very fine. 

ROSEA GALLICA. Deep rose ; large. 

ROI DES CERISES. Light rosy pink. 

SCHULTZII. Carmine, deeply shaded 
with rosy lilac ; fine form, beauti- 
ful and fragrant, a 
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SCHULTZII LASCINIATA. A cut-; VICTORIA. Blush, with purple centre 
leaved variety of the preceding. fine form. 

THURSTON LIEHEINSTEIN. Light e 
blush, with purple centre ; very WALLNERII CARNEA. Blush, with 

ne rosy centre; very fine. 

Class. 2—-HERBACEOUS PHIONIES. 

PRICE 50 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT OTHERWISE NOTED—12 VARIETIES, OUR CHOICE, $4. 

These are showy, beautiful and easy cultivated plants, that recommend themselves 
to every one who has a garden. We place them in three divisions; the first, the 
Officinalis and its hybrids; the second, Paradoxa. These are European, and bloom 
from the middle to the end of May. The third is Chinese, and blooms throvgh June 
and July. A selection from the three divisions will give a fine display of flowers 
during three months, 

FIRST DIVISION—PAIONIA OFFICINALIS. 
4 

ANDERSONT, (Anderson’s.) Single rosy | RUBRA. Double crimson, of monstrous 
blush, very early and showy; dwarf. Size. 

ALBICANS PLENA. Double rosy pink; | SCHILLER, (E. & B. seedling.) Purplish 
changing to white or blush; blooms red, double and very fine. 
early and late. SMOUTI. Large, single, bright violet, 

HUMILIS. Spanish dwarf, bright rose, showy, cut leaves. 
single, very showy, blooms early.| TENUIFOLIA. Fine lcaved; single 
25¢. dark crimson; very rich; foliage 

L'ORIFLAMME. Beautiful cherry red, and flowers distinct. 
centre petals very small and com-| TENUIFOLIA FLORE PLENA. Dou- 
pact. $1. ble fennel leaved, flowers ofa bright 

MAXIMA. Double red, changing to scarlet crimson, and quite double 
blush, large and double. and globular; rare and fine. 

SECOND DIVISION—PARADOXA PAZONIES. 

AMARANTHESCENS SPHERICA. $1. | PULCHERRIMA PLEN A. Crimson with 
ERIGON iE. Dark crimson, centre petals purple shade, centre petals small 

delicately cut, very fine. $1. 
ETOILE DE PLUTON. Dark crimson, Se ! 

centre petals very small and curled | RUBRA STRIATA. Very dark purplish - 
and striped with yellow. crimson; compact, fine. 

FIMBRIATA PLENA. Light crimson,| sANGUINEA PLENA. Dark purplish 
beautifully imbricated. 

NEMESIS. Dark crimson, flowers very crimson ; distinct and superb. 
small, double and very fine. VIOLACEA SPHERICA. Violet crim- 

POMPADOURA. Dark crimson, centre son, centre petals finely cut; com- 
delicately cut, compact and fine. - pact, fine. 
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THIRD DIVISION.—CHINESE PASONIES. 

ANEMONEFLORA STRIATA. Outer 
petals large, rosy violet ; inside ones 
small, rose and salmon; very large 
and fine. a 

AMABILIS. Onter petals rose; inner, 
smaller, and creamy white or straw | 
color; delicate. 

| DELACHII. Dark purplish crimson, re- 
sembling Pottsii, but more double 
and richer foliage; one of the best, 
dark. §$1. 

DR. BRETONNEAU. Rosy violet; very 
large and fine; resembles Comte de 
Paris 

AMABILIS GRANDIFLORA. Outside| DUCHESSE D’AMAULE. Light rose; 
petals flesh color; inside delicate 
straw color; large and fine. 

BICOLOR. Deep rose, yellow in the 
centre and marked with red. 

centre straw color, tipped with red; 
beautiful. 

ELEGANS. Outside petals flesh color; 
centre yellowish, marked with small 
spots of red. 

BUYCKII. Rose, shaded in the centre EDULIS OR FRAGRANS. Violet rose; 
with salmon; large and regularly 
formed. 

BARON JAMES ROTHSCHILD. Out- | 
side petals rose, centre salmon, very 
large and fine. 

BEAUTE FRANCAISE. Outside deep 
rose, centre shaded with salmon ; 
short and delicately cut; superb. 

CARNEA STRIATA. Flesh color, 
striped with red, very fine. E. & 
B. $1. 

CHARLES MOREL. Dark purplish red, | 
centre petals tringed, very fine. 

CARNEA ELEGANS, (Guerin.) Flesh 
color, with a few carmine marks in 
centre. 

CLAPTONIANA. Creamy white; in- 
side petals straw color. 

CENTRIPETELA. Outside row of pe- 
tals large, deep rosy pink; second 

all of one color; very full and 
sweet. 

ELEGANTISSIMA. Outside petals blush; 
inside salmon ; anemone fiowered. 

|FESTIVA. Pure white; a few marks cf 
carmine in the centre; perfectly 
lobular, beautiful and sweet. $1. 

FESTIVA MAXIMA. Resembles the 
preceding. but flowers are much 
larger and in clusters. $1. 

FULGENS. Dark crimson. $1. 
GRANDIFLORA CARNEA PLENA. 

Very large; outside petals delicate 
blush; centre fringed, yellowish; 

- sweet and fine. 
GLOBOSA. Pure white; full, globular 

and large. Beautiful. $1. 
GEN. BERTRAND, (Guerin.) Rosy 

violet ; centre salmon; large and 
showy. 

row narrow, fringed: centre ones| HERICARTIANA, OR REINE HOR- 
broad and full; distinct and fine. 

COMTE DE PARIS. Purplish rose; 
* full and fine. 

DIVERSIFLORA. Outside petals white, 
inside fringed, straw colored ; ane- 
mone flowered; dark distinct foliage. 

DELICATISSIMA. Delicate fine rose; 
very large, full and sweet. 

DUCHESSE DE NEMOURS. Outside; ISABELLA KARLITZKY. 
petals clear violet; centre fringed, | 
lilac; very large and sweet; plant 
vigorous and showy. 

DUCHESSE D’ORLEANS, (Guerin.) 
Violet rose ; centre salmon. 

TENSE. Outside petals rose; in- 
side rose and salmon; fine. 

HUMEI. Purplish rose; very full and 
double; has no stigma and never 
produces seed; very large and 
showy, and one of the latest in 
bloom: as much as three weeks 
later than the earliest of the Pzeonies. 

Deep rose, 
centre petals smaller, shaded with 
salmon. $1 

LATIPETELA. Outside petals flesh 
color ; centre ones yellowish white ; 
very large and fine. 
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LILACINA PLENA. Pale rose; centre 
petals tinged with salmon, narrow 
and fringed ; very pretty. 

LUTEA ROSEA. Rose, tinged with 
yellow. 

LUTEA VARIEGATA. Outside petals 
delicate flesh; centre ones yellow- 
ish and fringed. 

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Dark crimson, 
very compact. $1. 

MRS. DAGGE. Pure white, centre beau- 
tifully marked with red; very com- 
pact, of dwarf habit and one of the 
earliest bloomers. $1. 

MODESTE, (Guerin.) Deep rose, bright, 
showy, very large; distinct and 
fine. $1. 

NIVALIS. Pure white, centre petals 
yellow, small and fringed. 

ODORATA, (Lemon.) White, tinged 
with yellow; large and beautiful. 

PULCHERRIMA. Rose and salmon, re- 
sembles Hericartiana. 

PAPAVERIFLORA, (Lemon.) White, 
lightly tinged with yellow and 
marked with red in the centre; 
very fine. 

POMPONIA. Outside petals large, pur- 
plish pink; centre ones salmon; 
very distinct and beautiful. 

PLENISSIMA ROSEA SUPERBA. 
Very large, globular and full ; deep 
rose, slightly tinged with salmon ; 
superb. 

PAPILLIONACEA. Outside petals rose, 
centre ones yellow changing to 
white; superb. 

POTTSI. Dark purplish crimson; dis- 
tinct and fine, the darkest of this 
class. $1. fil 

PERFECTION. Outside petals violet 
rose, inside salmon marked with 
purple; very fine. 

POITEAU. Clear rosy blush, large, very 
sweet. 

PURPUREA SUPERBA. Purplish crim- 
son, outside petals large, centre 
small and compact. $2. 

QUEEN VICTORIA. Immense size; 
outside petals rose, inside flesh, 
nearly white; superb and sweet. $1, 

ROSEA MUTABILIS. Deep and pale 
rose, changeable, distinct and fine. 

REEVESI. Delicate rose, clouded, centre 
petals fringed. 

REINE DES ROSES, (Queen of Roses). 
Deep rosy lilac, large and full; su- 
perb. 

REINE DES FLEURS. Deep rose; cen- 
tre salmon ; large and well formed. 

RUBRA TRIUMPHANS. Dark pur- 
plish crimson, petals large, very 
sweet. $1. 

REINE DES FRANCAIS, OR UM- 
BELLATA, (Guerin.) Clouded 
rose, shaded with yellow in the 
centre. 

RICHARD FETTERS. Pure white. 
STRIATA ROSEA ALBA. Blush, 

nearly white; inside petals fringed, 
slightly marked with red. 

STRIATA SPECIOSA. Palerose; cen- 
tre whitish, very large and sweet. 

SULPHUREA ALBA. Ouitside ‘petals 
pale rose, centre ones suiphur yel- 
low; very full and fine. 

TRIOMPHE DE PARIS. Pale flesh; 
centre yeilow changing to straw 
oe tipped with red; one of the 
est. 

TRIOMPHE DU NORD, (Mielliez.) 
Violet rose, shaced with lilac; beau- 
tiful. 

VICTORIA MODESTE. Outside petals 
rose violet; centre ones marked 
with a line of salmon; very fine. 

VARIEGATA PLENISSIMA EXTRA. 
Rose and pink shaded; very large, 
full and sweet. 

| VIOLACEA. Deep violet purple, very 
large and full. 

VICTORIA TRI-COLOR. Outer petals 
pale rose, mottled with pink; cen- 
tre ones yellowish white, witha few 
red marks, very large and full; su- 
perb. 

VICOMTESSE DE BELLEVAL. Blush, 
centre bright salmon, beautifully 
fringed; fine. 

WHITTLEJI. . White, centre slightly 
yellowish; very large; clusters 
large; sweet. 

WASHINGTON. Violet rose, centre 
shaded with salmon, very large and 

— full; alate bloomer. $1. 
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PHLOXES. 

The Phlox is one of the most interesting of all our herbaceous perennial plants, 
and commends itself to every one, by, 1st, its variety and beauty; 2d, its hardiness 
and easiness of culture; and 3d, its cheapness—placing it within the reach of the 
humblest lover of flowers. 

4 

They are divided in two classes—Ilst, Decussata, with 
strong and erect flower stems which vary from 1 to 4 feet in height : 2d, Suffruticosa, 
with siender stems, and smooth and glossy foliage, from 1 to 2 feet in height. We 
annually introduce all new and desirable varieties of home and foreign production. 

Ciass I—DECUSSATA. 

PRICH acs aoc waa Er aoe aaa 2) CENTS EACH—$2 PER DOZEN. 

("The newer varieties are printed in full face. 

ALICE ALAIN. Rosy violet; 
centre. 

Alba Perfecta. 
with purple. 

Ariequin. Striped rosy purple and 
white; deep centre. 

Azurea Compacta, (E.& B.) Purple 
shaded with azure. 

Baron D’Avesune. Rosy lilac with 
dark crimson centre. 

Belle, (EH. &B.) White with distinct 
urplish crimson star. 

BRILLIANT. Purplish rose; deep centre, 

BOULE DE NEIGE, Creamy white; 
compact and good. 

Charles Miez. Rosy purple and white 
stripes. 

Charles Rouillard, Fine rose slightly 
tinged with purple; deep centre. 

Dumont de Courset. ,Rosy purple with 
deep centre. 

Exquisite, (BE. & B.) Rosy lilac with 
deep centre, well imbricated. . 

EMPEROR OF THE RUSSIANS. 
Bright rosy lilac, with a deep centre. 

EMEERICH. Rosy lilac, striped centre ; 
large. 

ELIZA FONTAINE Rosy purple, pen- 
cilled with white rosy centre. 5 

GLOIRE DE PUTEAUX. Rosy lilac; 
. distinct white centre. 

deep 

White, slightly tinged 

GUSTAVE WASSA. White, slightly 
tinged with purple, deep centre. 

HENRIETTE L’AUVERGNE. Lilac 
shaded with rose, crimson centre. 

JI-EM-JE. Rosy lilac, white star centre, 
fine; late. 

LA CANDEUR. A beautiful white. 
LA COMETE. Shaded rose, white star 

centre ; large and showy. 

LAURENT DE ST. CYR—Rosy lilac, 
light centre. 

LEON CORBAY. Purplish rose, lilac 
centre. 

MADAM CLERGET. White, with pur- 
ple centre; late. 

Madam Bernian. 
cilled with lilac. 

MADAM HERINCQ. Vermillion rose 
with deep centre. 

MADAM MARSAUX. White, with dis- 
tinct rosy scarlet centre. 

MADAM FONTAINE. White, tinged 
with rose; distinct rosy centre. 

MADAM AUBIN. Beautiful lilac rose, 
with white centre. 

MADAM CORBAY. White, with a 
bright rosy centre. 

MADAM BASSEVILLE. Pure white, 
deep rosy centre; unique and showy. 

MADAM ARGUILLIERE. White, 
touched with rose; star centre; dis- 
tinct andbeautiful. 

Rosy scarlet, pen- 
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MADAM DE VATRY. White, tinged 
with purple ; deep centre ; distinct ; 
foliage very remarkable. 

MADAM FLANDRE. Rosy salmon and 
creamy white; centre striped ; late. 

MADAM WENDELL, White, with large 
purple centre. 

MADAM MOISSON. White, with dis- 
tinct rosy crimson centre. 

MADAN AUBRY. Rosy crimson, deep 
scarlet centre. 

MADAM GULDENSCHUCH. White, 
clouded with rose and deep crim- 
son, distinct centre. 

MIGNONETTE BLUSH. Striped and 
mottled with purple. 

MINERVA. Rosy lilac, superb crimson 
centre ; large and pretty. 

MACRANTHA. White and violet cen- 
tre; late, 

MONSIEUR CAMBACERES. Rosy 
lilac, mottled with white; crimson 
centre ; late. 

Monsieur Chaupiets’ 
: with crimson centre. . 
MONSIEUR LEFEBORE. Clear rosy 

lilac. 

Monsieur Quihou. Purplish crim- 
son tinged with azure. 

MORGENSTERN. Rosy crimson, touch- 
ed with lilac. 

PASCATORE. White, shaded with rose, 
purple star centre. 

Purplish rose 

PRESIDENT WCARROL. Rosy lilac’; 
compact. 

PRESIDEN T PAYEN. Vermillion, 
touched with lilac, deep and scarlet 
centre. 

RENDATLER. White, distinct, purple 
centre. 

SOUVENIR DEM LOTH. White, pen- 
cilled with purple. 

SALLIERE. Deep purplish rose, large 
and compact. 

SOUVENIR D’ UN AMI. 
touched with lilac. 

STRIATA ALBICANS. White, with 
ape stripes; very large flower. 

SPECTABILIS. Lilac, veined with pur- 
ple; white star centre; distinct 
foliage. 

SUPERBA. Rose tinged with violet; 
deep centre. 

Victory, (H. & B.) Clear lilac, well 
reflexed, large and compact. 

Vicomtesse de Belleval. Brilliant 
crimson, slightly striped with 
azure. 

VICOMTE ADELBERT DE BEAU- 
MONT. Rose, with crimson eye. 

VICTORINE VATEL. White, tinged 
with lilac; late. 

WILHELM SCHUTE. Rosy crimson; 
mottled and pencilled with white. 

Vermillion, 

Class II.-SUFFRUTICOSA. 

ALBA MAGNIFICA. Creamy white; 
large, compact truss. 

EPIDON. Rose and lilac; clouded and 
mottled; larve. 

Amabilis, (E. & B.) Pure white, well 
formed. 

ABDUL MEDJID KHAN. Clear white, 
with light purple marks at the base 
of each petal; flowers very large, 
distinct and beautiful. 

- CAPTIVATION. Dark purplish lilac, 
clouded and mottled. 

CARDINAL DE BONALD. White, 
shaded with violet; large. 

CONRAMEIL White, clouded with pur- 
ple; deep centre. 

DELECTA. Rich dark purple crimson. 
ESMERALDA. Purple and white clou- 

ded, 

4eeeeececeee ee ce ee 882 eee Fe FO 25c. BACH; $2 PER DOZEN. 

GRACILIS. Slender and dwarf in habit; 
blush, clouded with dark rose, with 
a deep crimson eye; distinct and 
pr etty. 

HEBE. White, with rosy purple centre. 
IMBRICATA. Blush, clouded with deep 

rose ; petals imbricated. 
LAMIE GOUTRY. Lilac, shaded with 

white. 
LE CROIX DHONNEUR. A distinct 

purple and white cross; flowers 
and truss very large and beautiful. 

MR. WINFIELD. Purple and white, 
clouded with distinct crimson pur- 
le centre. 

MAGNIFICA. Purple and white, with 
violet centre. 

MADAM DOUBLAT. White, mottled 
with rose; crimson centre. 

aoe 
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MADAM NERARD. Blush and white,| SURPASSE IMBRICATA. White, 
with a crimson eye. clouded with lilac; petals imbri- 

PATULA. Bright purplish rose ; flowers cated. 
large, showy and beautiful. SURPRIZE. White, pencilled and cloud- 

ROI DES ROSES. Rosy purple, with ed with rosy lilac; crimson eye; 
crimson eye. : flowers large, habit robust ; beauti- 

ROSE CHERI. White, striped and mot: | ful. 
tled with rose. THERESA MILANELLO. White, mot- 

RAINBOW. Lilac and white, shaded tled with rosy lilac. 
with maroon; the largest flower| VARIABILIS. White, tinged and mot- 
out. tled with rose; variable. 

Reve D’Amour. White, with purple} VENUS. White, shaded with rose; large 
tinge and deep centre. and fine. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 
These are among the most handsome of Autumnal Flowers, and of easy cultivation, 

they are almost hardy, but succeed best cultivated in pots. The period of Flowering 
is from October to Christmas. They are now divided into two classes; ist. The 
tall-growing, large-flowered varieties. 2d. The Pompone or Daisy sorts, attaining a 
height of from 18 to 24 inches. Upwards of 75 varieties of the newest and best. 
See Catalogue, No. 3. . 

Price, 30 cents each. $3 per dozen. 

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES. 

Next to the Rose, the Carnation stands pre-eminently at the head of flowers. It is 
universally admired, and for brilliancy and beauty of color, and delicacy of fragrance, 
is unsurpassed by any other plant. A new class called Perpetual, or Tree Carnation, 
has recently been introduced. These are particularly suitable for house culture, or 
forcing in winter, as they exhibit a constant succession of bloom. They will also 
flower freely during the entire summer months when turned out in the border. 
They flourish in any ordinary garden soil, made rich and deep by a generous appli- 
cation of well rotted manure. 

CARNATIONS) <Sc/e0)s ce ere 30 cents each ; $3 per dozen—assorted and named. 
PICOTRHS: 2.199. ccbe, Se: 30 cents each ; $8 per dozen—assorted and named. 

PERPETUAL OR MONTHLY CARNATIONS. 

Our collection contains over 40 of the best varieties in cultivation. See Catalogue 
No. 3 

Price 40 cents each. $4 per dozen, 

HOLLY HOCKS. 

Considerable attention is now given to this superb but neglected flower. We can 
furnish a collection of fine double named sorts, of all colors. d0c. each; 4 per doz. 
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DOUBLE DAHLIAS. 

A collection of upwards of ONE HUNDRED VARIETIES, the newest and best 
that can be procured in Europe or America. 
New varieties are sent out every spring about the first of May, in pots. We make 

regular.annual importations of new sorts from England and France, so that our col- 
lection will not be w anting in any desirable novelty. See Catalogue No. 3. 

PRICE—DRY ROOTS. 

Fine sorts, $3 per dozen. New sorts, $6 per dozen, our selection. 

HARDY HERBACEOUS FLOWERING PLANTS. 

We have recently hdded to our collection of Hardy Border Plants, many new 
species and varieties, making the following list very full and complete. They are 
showy and beautiful, of very easy culture, ‘and of various seasons of flowering, from 
May to October. 

PRICES OF ASSORTMENTS. 

LZ SPECIES ANG AMATI CULES NOU CLOG, oss os ves do css wae sce vse $ 2 00 
OR i aeercil (> Soil ik seat on th ere cA aD nl 3 50 
50 ie e TORN 2 po S00 tA AN an eR 6 00 

100 Plants, of 50 species and varieties, 0w7 chotce,.............. 12 00 

Single plants 25 cents, except where otherwise noted. 

Aconitum, (THE MONKSHOOD OR| Aconitum: 
WOLFSBANE.) 

ANTHORA. Yellow, tinged with 
reen. loin. July. 

CALIFORNICUM. Pale blue, veined 
with purple; robust. 2 to 8 feet. 
Sept. to Oct. 

CAMMARUM. Creamy white, edg- 
ed with blue. 18 in. July and 
Aug. 

DECORUM. Soft blue. 
JAPONICUM. Deep blue. 18 in. 

Aug. 50c. 
LEBEGINUM. White, 

with blue. 
LAXIFLORUM. Light blue, veined 

with purple. 2to3ft. Sept. 
MELICHOFERII. Large and con- 

spicuous foliage; very late. 2 to 3 
feet. | Oct: o0c. ; 

NAPELLUS. Pale azure,tipped with 
yellow. 18in. June. 

bordered Achillea. 

ORIENTALE. Creamy white, tip- 
ped with yellow. 18in. July. 

SINENSIS SIEBOLDIL Azure 
blue. 18in. Sept. 50c. 

SEPTENTRION ALE. Purplish blue, 
edged yellow. 18in. Aug. ; 

SP. PANICULATUM. Azure tinged 
with yellow. 18in. August. 

TENUIFOLIUM. Deep azure. 12 
in. July. 

VERSICOLOR. Blue and white. 
18in. July and Aug. 

(THE MILFOIL.) 
AGERATUM. Yellow truss. 1 foot. 

June. 
AGERATUM MILIFOLIUM COM- 
PACTUM. 

FILIPENDULA. Hoary leaved, yel- 
low. 2 ft. July. | 

LINGULATA. Creamy white ; broad 
and glossy foliage. I ft. June. 
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Achillea. fe 
MILIFOLIA ROSEA. Rosy lilac. 

15 in. June to Aug. 
MILIFOLIA RUBRA. Deep red. 

15 in. June to Aug. 
MILIFOLIA VARIEGATA. White, 

with yellow striped leaves. 15 in. 
June. 

PTARMICA. White. 18in. July. 
PTARMICA PLENO. Double white. 

18in. July. 
TANACETIFOLIA. Tansey leaved, | 

white. 18in. July. 
MYCROPHYLLA. White; attrac- 

tive foliage. 2 ft. July.- 
Asperula. ODORATA. 
Amsonia. SALICIFOLIA. 
Asclepias, PULCHA. 

is TUBEROSA. Deep yellow. 
of INCARNATA. Flesh col- 

ored. 
Acorus. VARIEGATA, (Swordgrass.) 

Distinct ; white striped. 
Adonis. VERNALIS. Large, yellow 

flowers; blooms early. 50c. 
FOL. VARIEGATA. Distinct; 

yellow striped. 
Artemisia. (WORMWOOD.) 
Althea Rosea. (HOLLYHOCKS.) 

A superb collection of choice import- 
ed and native varieties, embracing 
every shade of color, from the 
purest white to jet black. Fine 
named sorts, per dozen, $4; fine 

| sorts without name, $3. 
Anemone, JAPONICA. 

rose; large. 2 ft. Sept. 
HYBRIDA. Rosy lilac. 2 ft. Sept. 
VITICELLA INCISA. ift. May, 

June. 
Aquilegia. (THE COLUMBINE,) A 

good collection of all shades and 
colors. 2 ft. July. 

Ajuga. PYRAMIDALIS. Fine blue. 
3in. May, June. 

Anthericum. LILIASTRUM. Has 
spikes of small lily shaped flowers. 
1 foot. June. 

Anthericum. RAMOSUM. White. 
50c. 

Aira. 

Purplish 

Antanaria. MARGRATHIZIA. A 
neat, white clustered everlasting. 

Antirrhinum. (THE SNAP-DRAG- 
ON.) Of different colors, mixed. 
1 ft. June to Sept. — 

Aster, COCCINEUS. Rosy crimson; 
showy. 2to3 feet. Sept. 

COCCINEUS NEVADENSIS, 
LILACINUS. * 

Aster. 
NOVA ANGLIA. 

cf CdiRULEUS. 
LANCIFOLIUM CALIFORICUM. 

Azure blue. 2to38tt. Sept. 
HYMALAYENSIS., Small white 

flowers. 1to2ft. Sept. 
Arundo, (THE REED.) 

DONAX. 10t0 12 ft. $1. 
VARIEGATA. $1. 

Arundinaria, (FOL. VAR.) 
grass. 

Arabis. 
with white flowers. 4in. May. 

Anchusa, ITALICA. Large and woolly 
foliage. 1 ft. 6 in. 

CAPENSIS. Large and smooth foli- 
age, fine blue flowers, with a white 
centre. 1 ft.6in. July. 

Arum. DRACUNCULUS. Luxuriant 
foliage. 50c. 

ee ITALICUM. Luxuriant foli- 
age. 9d0c. 

«NIGER.  50c. 

Ribbon 

Bupthalum, CORDIFOLIUM. Large 
foliage; yellow flowers. 2 to 8 ft. 
July. 

SALICIFOLIUM. 

Baptisia. CHARULEA. With fine blue 
Lupin-shaped flowers. 2ft. June 
and July. 

Bambusa. METAKE. A species of reed, 
said to be quite hardy. 50c. 

i VARIEGATA. 50c. - 

Borago. CRASSIFOLIA. With fine blue 
flowers, and rough or woolly leaves 
and stems. 2 ft. June, July and 
Aug. 

Bocconia. CORDATA. Large foliage 
and large spikes of white flowers ; 
attractive. 4todft. Aug. 

Calirhoe. INVOLUCRATA. Trailing; 
flowers like Portulacca. 

Campanula, (THE BELLFLOWER.) 
CARPATICA ALBA. White. 6 in. 

July. 
CARPATICA BICOLOR. White, 

tinged with azure. 6in. July. 
CORONATA. Clear white, semi- 

double, profuse bloomer. 1 ft. 6 in. 
July and Aug. 

GRANDIFLORA. Large, fine blue. 
1 to 2 feet. June and July. 

ALIARIFOLIA. White. July and 
Aug. 

PERSICIFOLIA ALBA. 
“ CQ@RULEA PLENO. 

Double blue. 50c ~ 

ALPINA. Woolly foliage, 
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Campanula. 
GRANDIS. Pale azure. 

June and July. 
GROSSEKILI. Purplish blue. 1 foot. 

July. 
LATIFOLIA. Purplish blue ; hes 

leaved. 1 ft.6in. July and Aug. 
LATIFOLIA FLORA ALBA. 

White. 1ft. July. 
LAMARQUEII. Pale azure. 1 ft. 

6in. June and July. 
NOBILIS. Large bluish purple, spot- 

ted like Digitalis. ift. July. 
OBLIQUIFOLIA. Oblique leaved ; 

lilac blue. 1 ft 6in. July and Aug. 
GRANDIFLORA ALBA SEMI 
PLENO. 

SPECIOSA. 
RUTANICA. Blue. 1 ft. July. 
BULLA ALBA. White. 4in. July. 
ROTUNDIFOLIA. Fine blue; slen- 

der habit. 8 in. June and July 
NITIDA. i 
SARMATICA. Bluish purple ; com- 

pact. 1ft.6in. July. 
TRACHELIUM. Large heart-shaped 

foliage, and double, blue flowers. 
2 ft. July and Aug. 

THROCELLUM. Gin. July. 
URTICIFOLIA. Nettle leaved; pale 

urple flowers. 2 ft. July. 
URTICIFOLIA FLORE PLENO. 

Double, pale blue. 2 ft. July. 
VERSICOLOR. Purple tinged with 

white. 2 ft. July. 

Clematis. 
BICOLOR SIEBOLDII. Azure blue 

and purple. 2ft. July. 
INTEGRIFOLIA. Fine blue, bor- 

dered with white. 2ft. June. 
SERRATIFOLIA ERECTA. White; 

largeclusters. 38to4ft. June. 

Convallaria. MAJALIS. (Lilly of the 
valley.) With large, luxuriant foli- 
age, and much esteemed for its per- 

1 ft. 6 in. 

fume. 3 in. May. 

Chrysostemma. TIPTERIS.  Yel- 
low. 3 to 4 ft. 

Campion. ROSEA ALBA. Roseand 
white. 

Calimeris. INCISA. Cut leaved, pale 
blue. 1ft. June and July. 

Catananche. CGARULEA. Pale blue. 
Gin. July and Aug. 

BICOLOR. 
Cassia. SCHRADERIL Yellow, dark 

spotted in racemes. 2 to 3 ft. July 
and Aug. 

Calystegia. PUBESCENS. Double 
pale rose; a trailing plant. May to 
August. 

Carnations. See Special Collection, 
Carnations and Picotees. 

Chrysanthemums. See Special Col- 
lections, Catalogue No. 3. 

Chelone. GLABRA. Scarlet flowers, 
surrounding a long stem. 3 ft. July 
and Aug. 

BARBATA COCCINEA. Fiery 
scarlet, habit like preceding. 3 ft. 
July and Aug. 

BARBATA. 

Centaurea. 
ARGENTEA. Silvery leaved. 
ATROPURPUREA. Purplish crim- 

son. 
DEALBATA. Clear lilac. 
LUTEO. Yellow. 

MACROCARPA. Large bright yel- 
low. 50c. 

Coreopsis. 
LANCEOLATA. Large golden yel- 

low ; profuse bloomer. 

TENUIFOLIA. Small golden yel- 
low ; dwarf; cut leaved. 

Corydalis. NOBILIS. Fine, yellow 
clusters with dark red_ blotches. 
50c. 

Cynoglossum. 
LONGIFLORUM. Fine, blue clus- 

ters; free bloomer. 

Dianthus. THE PINK. Several va- 
rieties. 

petra (FOXGLOVE OR THIM- 
BLE. 

ALBA PUNCTATA. 
ted. 38to 4 ft. 

50c. 

White spot- 
July to Sept. 

RUBRA. Red. 3 to4 ft. July to 
Sept. 

ALBA. White. 3 to 4ft. July to 
Sept. 

HYBRIDA. Creamy white; flowers 
small. 8to4ft. July to Sept. 

FERRUGINEA GIGANTEA. 

NEVADENSIS. 

Dictamnus, OR FRAXINELLA. 

ALBA. White. 12 to18in. June. 50c. 

RUBRA. Red. 12 to18in. June. 5Cc. 

Doronicum. CAUCASICUM. Large 
' foliage. 

Dracocephalum. VIRGINICUM. 

Dodecatheon. MEDIA. White Ameri- 
can cowslip. 3in. May. 
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Dielytra. SPECTABILIS. A _hand-| Delphinium. 
some, most curiously formed, rosy | 
crimson flower, with white and 
blue tinged protruding stamen ; one 
of the finest border plants; is quite 
hardy and of bulbous nature; well! 
adapted for blooming in the winter. 
1to2ft. May and June. 

SPECIOSA. Rosy purple. 6 in. 
May and June. 

Deiphinium. (LARKSPUR.) 

Cuass I.—PyRAmMIDAL oR TALL AND 
Ropust GROWERS. | 

BARLOWII. Azure blue>with pur- 
ple stripes. 2ft. June and July. 

BARTONIA. 
FORMOSUM. Deep azure, with a 

distinct, white centre, somewhat 
veined with purple; one of the 
very best of its class. 2 to3 ft. 
July and Aug 

HENDERSONII Azure blue, with 
yellow spotted centre. 2ft. July. 

HYBRIDUM. Fine blue, with a dis- 
tinct white centre. 2 to 3 ft. June 
and July. 

HYBRIDUM PLENUM. 
HIRSUTUM. Pale blue, with buff 

centre. 5ft. June and July. 
MAGNIFICUM. Light blue, with 

white centre. 4 to d feet. June 
and July. 

MESSOLEUCUM. Blue, with pale 
yellow centre. 4todft. July. 

MOREII. Deep blue, with violet 
centre, spotted with yellow. 4to5 
ite “duly: 

PYRAMIDALIS. Dark blue, with 
buif centre. 4tc 5 ft. July. 

WHEELERII. Light blue, with buff 
centre. 5 ft. July. 

SPLENDIDUM. Azure blue, with 
buff centre. 5 ft. July. | 

HYACINTHIFLORUM. 

Crass I] —SINENSIs, OR CHINESE, OF 
SMALLER FLOWERS AND DWARFISH 
GrowTH. Bioom JuLy AND AUGUST. | 

AURORA. Bluish purple, with crim- | 
| 

son spots. 2 it. 
ALBUM PLENUM. White; double. | 

2 ft. 
ALBUM. White; single. 2 ft. 
BICOLOR. Blueand purple. 2 ft. 
ALBUM LUTEUM. White, spotted 

with yellow, and tinged with blue. 
2 ft. 

ALBUM AND LUTEUM PLE- 
NUM. 50c 

PICTUM PLENUM. 50c. 

PUNCTATUM PLENUM. 
blue; very Gouble. 2 ft. 

GRANDIFLORUM HYBRIDUM. 
Of different colors; hybrids embrac- 
ing nearly the whofe class. 2 ft. 

Elymus. ARENARIUS. A long, nar- 
row, grey colored grass. 

HYSTRIX. 
Hrica, HERBACEA, (Heath.) Pink; 

profuse bloomer. 450c. 
Hringium. AMETHISTIANUM. Blue, 

shaped like a Thorn Apple. 2 ft. 
July end Aug. 

Hupatorium. CCLESTINUM. 
Echinacea. INTERMEDIA. 
Funkia. THE DAY-LILY. 

ALBA ODORA. White, large and 
fragrant flowers, with luxuriant 
yellowish green foliage. 1 ft. June 
and July. 

CGERULEA. Light blue, with dark 
green, glossy foliage. 1 ft. June 
and July. 

JAPONICA. Light blue; leaves 
smaller than preceding. 1ft. Aug. 

MARGINATA. With large and 
distinct sulphur striped leaves and 
stems; attractive. 1ft. Aug. 

GRANDIFLORA. _50c. 
i FOL. VAR. 50c. 

UNDULATA MEDIA PICTA. 50c. 
Gaillardia. ARIFOLIA. Bright yel- 

low. 2ft. July and Aug. 
“ SPLENDENS. Deep red and yel- 

low; showy. 50c. 
Galeza. BILOSA. 
Geum. COCCINEUM. 50c. 
Geranium. (Not Pelargonium or Scar- 

let Geraniums.) 
IBERICUM. Biuish purple. 1 ft. 

July and Aug. 
PRETENSE. Lilac purple ; crow- 

foot leaved 1 ft. July and Aug. 
PRATENSE PLENO. Crow-foot 
leaved ; double flowering. 1 ft. 
July and Aug. 

Deep 

SANGUINEUM.  Purplish red; 
spreading. 6in. June. 

Glaucium. PHCNICEUM. Yellow, 
pencilled with orange, with large, 
narrow, woolly foliage, and gray 
texture. 1 ft. July and Aug. 

Gillenea. TRIFOLIATA. White rose. 
1 ft. July and Aug. 

Genista. TINCTORIA PLENO. 
Hedysarum. CANADENSE, OR 

DESMODIUM.  Bluish purple 
spikes. lit. June to Sept. 
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Helianthus. ORIGIALIS. 
MULTIFLORA PLENO. Double 

yellow, like a Dahlia. 3 ft. June 
to Sept. 

Hemerocallis. FULVA. Orange, in 
large clusters. 2ft. July. 

GRAMINEA. Fine yellow; long 
and narrow leaved. 1 ft. July, 

FULVA FL. PL. 50c 
KWANZO FL. PL. . 50c. . 

Hesperis. MATRONALIS ALBA 
PLENO. Double flowering, white 
Rocket. 50c. 

Hepatica. TRILOBA. 
Heracleum. AMPLEXICAULIS. 
Helleborus. THE CHRISTMAS 

ROSE. 
OLYMPICUS. — d0c. 
NIGER. Blush. 50c. 3 in. Oct. 

and Novy. 

VIRIDIS. Green. 50c. 3 in. Oct. 
and Nov. 

FCTIDUS.  50c. : 
ATRORUBENS. 50c. 

These are all evergreen, and bloom in 
March or April. 
Hieraceum. AURANTIACUM. Or- 

ance. Lita rune. 
Hybiscus. GRANDIFLORUS. 

GRANDIFLORUS ALBUS. 
Hypericum. CALYCINUM. 6 in. 

50c. 
Iris. GERMANICA. (German Iris, or 

Fleur de Lis.) 
APOLLON. Golden yellow, striped 

with plum color. 18in. June. 
JAPONICA VARIEGATA. 50c. 
ARLEQUIN MILLANAIS. White, 

with blue and rose. 18in. June. 
BOUGERE. Lilac and velvety pur- 

DleLwtsiin.: June: 
DELOISMISON. White, tinged with 

purple and purple stripes. 18 in. 
June. 

EUGENE SUE. Creamy white, with 
purple spots and stripes. 18 in. 
June. 

FALCATA. Yellow, tinged with pur- 
- ple and purple stripes. 18 in. June. 

FLAVA. Pale yellow, with dull, 
green stripes. 18in. June. 

FLORENTINA. White, tinged with 
blue and yellow. !8 in. May. 

JACQUESIANO. Deep maroon vyel- 
vet, tinged with bronze and crim- 
son; a rare and remarkable color. 
2 ft. June. 

LA PACTOLE. Golden yellow, 
tipped with blue, striped with pur- 
ple. 18in. June. 

Tris. 
LEMON. White, spotted with pur- 

ple, and deep purple stripes. 18 in. 
June. 

OCHROLEUCA. Golden yellow. 
2ft. June. 

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Salmon, 
tinged and striped with purple. 2 ft. - 
June. 

PUMILA. Bluish purple; foliage 
more slender than the preceding. 
2ft. June. 

RETICULATA SUPERBA. Blue, 
with lilac ; striped with yellow. 2 
ft. June. 

NANA _ Bluish purple, fine for edg- 
in. June. 

The English, Spanish, and Persian may 
found among the collection of Bulbous - 

oots. 

Iberis. TENORIANA. (White Candy- 
tuft.) A spreading habit; good for 
edging. May to August. 

Lilium, (LILY.) See Special Collection. 

Lythrum,SALICARIUM. Rosy scar- 
let ; very showy. 2to8 ft. July 
and Aug. 

ROSEUM SUPERBUM. In habit 
similar to preceding. 2 to 3 feet. 
July end Aug. 

Lunaria. BIENNIS. 
Lysimachia. NUMMULARIA. For 

hanging baskets. 

Lindelhopia. SPECTABILIS. Blue 
flowers in clusters. 

Lotus, CORNICULATUS. 
trailing. 

Liatris, PUMILA. With a compact 
spike of purple flowers ; has root of 
a bulbous nature. 6in, July. 

ELEGANS. Bluish purple; in hab- 
it; like the, preceding, (1 ft. sAug. 

SCARIOSA. 3ft. Aug. and Sept. 

Yellow 

50c 
Lamium. PURPUREUM FOL. VAR. 

50¢. 

Latbyrus. 
SEMPERFLORENS GRANDI- 
FLORUS. (Ever blooming Pea.) 
Rose and White. 3 to4ft. June 
to Sept. 

Lychnis. CHALCEDONICA. Brilliant 
scarlet; large truss. July and 
Aug. 

CHALCEDONICA ALBA. 5Ge; 1 
ft. June to Sept. 

FULGENS. Bright scarlet; star- 
shaped. 50c. 1 ft. June. 
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Lychnis. Phil 
FLOS CUCULI PLENO, (Ragged 

Robin.) Double crimson. 1 ft. May. 
ALBA. White. 50c. 

OX. 

SUAVEOLENS. Purple ; 
din. May. 

PERFOLIATA ALBA. Very fine. 

trailing ; 

HAGEANA FULGENS. Deepscar- | Papaver, (Poppy.) ORIENTALE. Or- 
let. 50c. 

HAGEANA SPLENDENS. Bright 
scarlet. 50c. 

FIMBRIATA. Rose colored ; dwarf 
habit. 50c. 

Linum, PERENNE. (Flax.) 
blue. 1ft. July and Aug. 

Monarda, FISTULOSA. 
PURPUREA. 
VARIEGATA. i: 

Mimulus, MOSCHATUS. The Musk 
Plant. 

Mentha. DENTATA, (Mint.) Yellow 
clusters; the foliage is highly 
sweet scented. 2 ft. Aug. 

VIRIDIS FOL. VAR. (Variegated 
mint.) 

Myosotis, PALUSTRIS, (European 
Swamp Forget-me-not.) 3in. May 
to Aug. 

AZORICA. Fine blue ; preceding the 
other varieties by two weeks. 6 in. 
April to May. 

AZORICA ALBA. White. 
April or May 

GRANDIS. Fine blue, with white 
eye. 3in. June and July. 

Malva. MORENII, Rosy blush. 
July and Aug* 

Oxalis. FLORIBUNDA. Rosy lilac 
clusters; clover leaf. 6 in. June 
and July. 

Ginothera, MISSOURIENSIS.  Sul- 
phur yellow; large. 6 in. July 
to August. 

FRAZERII, (Frazer’s.) Yellow ; me- 
dium size. 6in. May. 

FRUTICOSA AMBIGUA. 
VIPARIA. Yellow; a free and con- 

stant bloomer. 50c. 

Orobus. LATHYSORDES. Very fine. 
50¢. 

VERNUS. Dark purple flowers ; 
early. 50c. 

Ononis, ROTUNDIFOLIA VERNA. 
Omphalodes. VERNA. Fine blue ; 

large heart-shaped foliage. 1 foot. 
May. on 

Phlox, PROCUMBENS. Delicate pink ; 
a trailing and herbaceous species, 
good for edging. 3 in. May. 

PERFOLIATA VERNA. Rosy li- 
lac, with small pointed, greenish 
foliage ; trailing. 3in. May. 

6 in. 

1 ft 

Fine | 

ange red; large. 18in. June. 
BRACTEATUM. 50c. 18in. June. 
PULCHERRIMA. 
CROCEUM. An early and free 

bloomer. By cutting them back 
in time, a second set of flowers 
may be obtained ; which also may 
be successfully applied to Lark- 
spurs, Dielytras, &c. 

Penstemon. COCCINEUS. 
scarlet. 2.ft. June and July. 

DIGITALIS. White, slightly tinged 
with purple. 15in. July. 

DIGITALIS EXCELSA. Lilac. 3 

Deep 

to4 ft. August. 
GRACILIS. Fine white, from the 
Rocky Mountaius. 

MACKAYANUM.- Rosy purple, 
with white. 18in. JuneandJuly, 

OVATUM. Azure tinged with pur- 
ple, with very luxuriant foliage. 18 
in. July and Aug. 

OPPOSITIFOLIUM. . White, with 
large foliage. 18in. July. 

PUBESCENS. Lilac and white. 1 
ft. June and July. 

GRANDIFLORUM. 
TORREYI. i 

Phalangeum. LILIAGO. White, in 
spikes. 1ft. July and Aug. 90c. 

Polemonium, ALBUM. White. (Ja- 
cob’s Ladder.) 1 ft. July. 

C@RULEUM. Blue. 1 ft. July. 
REPTANS. Blue. 6in. June. 
GRANDIFLORUM. 
VILLOSUM. 

Potentilla, ATROSANGUINEA 
Deep blood red. 1 ft. July and 
August, 

GARNERIANA Dark crimson. 1 
ft. July and Aug. 

O’BRIANA. Blush and salmon; 
fine. 1ft. July and August. 

RUSSELLIANA. Deep red, shaded 

with maroon. 1ft. July and Aug. 

FINKELMANII. Orange scarlet. 

1 ft. July and Aug. 

Primula. POLYANTHUS or PRIM- 

ROSE, in great variety of colors. 3 

in. May. 
AURICULA. 
May and June. 

Punica. SAXIFRAGA. White, blooms 

all the summer, of dwarf habit. 

A fine collection. 
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Pulmonaria. C@RULEA. 
Lungwort.) Fine drooping ; trum- 
pet shaped. 1 ft. May. 

MACULATA. Distinct blotched fo- 
liage. 

Pyrethrum, ATROSANGUINEUM. 
DELHAYIL. 3 
MULLERII. 
ATROPURPUREUM. 
EXIMEUM. 

Pyrethrum. Double quilled like an 
Aster, as follows. 50 cents each. 

BEAUTE DE LAKEN. Dark vel- 
vety scarlet. 

DELICATISSIMA. Delicate blush. 
GUSTAVE HIETZ. Dull brick. 
HERMAN STENGER. Rosy blush. 
MADAME BILLIARD. Pale rose. 

‘“ M. LOWITZ. Rose. 
MR. BONAY. Creamy white. 
MR. PELL. Dark crimson. 
ROSE POMPONE. Fine rose. 
WILHELM KEMPLER. Purplish 

rose. 
Ranuneulus. ACONITIFOLIUS LU- 

TEO PLENO. Double yellow 
Crowfoot. 1ft. May and June. 

BULBOSUS. 
Ruta. GRAVEOLENS. The common 

ue. 
GRAVEOLENS FOL VAR. The 

variegated Rue. 50c. 
Rudbeckia. HIRTA. Large yellow, 

with dark centre. lto2ft. June 
and July. 

Ruscus. ACULEATUS, 
Broom.) Evergreen. 

Salvia. AFASEA. Fine Blue. 
July and Aug. 

ARGENTEA. Very curious foliage 
large and wooly. 50c. 

RUBICUNDA. Rosy purple flowers. 
it. > June. 

BICOLOR. Blue and white. 

MULTIFIDA FOL. VARIEGATA. 
Variegated leaved catmint, with 
spikes of smal! white flowers. 1 
tt. Aue: 

PRATENSE. Distinct blue and 
white; exceedingly fine. 50c. 1 ft. 
June to August. 

SPELMINA. Deep blue. 1 ft. June. 

(Butcher's 

2 feet. 

VERTICILATA. Lilac blue. 1 ft. 
July. 

INDICA. 
BRACTEATA. Blue. June and 
July. 

For other showy and more tender vari- 
eties, see Bedding Plants. 

(Blue | Silene. VISCOSA PLENA. Bright rose 
and double. 1 ft. June. 

ORIENTALIS. Crimson, in large 
clusters, blooms all summer. 50c. 

Saxifraga, CRASSIFOLIA. Pink, in 
compact clusters. 3in. April and 
May. 

CORDIFOLIA. Blush, heart- -shap- 
ed foliage. 3 in. April and May. 

CUNCIFOLIA. 3 in. April and 
May. 

LINGULATA RUBRA. Red, with 
dark red foliage. 3 in. April and 
May. 

LANATA. 
LINGULATA ROSEA. 
SIBERICA. Siberian. 

and May. 
They are all of luxuriant foliage, fre- 

quently used for rock work. 

din. April 

Sedum. The Stone Crop. 
ATROPURPUREUM. Dark red fo- 

liage and flowers. 1 ft. Aug. 
AIZOON. Yellow flowers ; “large 

and long foliage. 6 in. June. 
ALBUM. White, with small foliage. 

SAN; ue Ie: 
ACKERII, (Iceland moss.) Good 

for edging. 

CRUCEATUM. White, cross- -shap- 
ed flowersand foliage. 3 ft. July. 

ELEGANS. Yellow, small foliage. 
din. June. 

- EVERSIL. Yellow, small foliage. 
din. June. 

HYBRIDUM. Pale yellow, small 
foliage. 3in. July. 

KAMSCHATKENS. Golden yel- 
low; lancet leaved. 4in. June. 

OPPOSITIFOLIUM. White, oppo- 
site leaved. 3in. July. 

POPULIFOLIUM. Poplar leaved; 
creamy white. 4in. Aug. 

PURPURESCENS. Purple; coarse 
habit. 1ft. July. 

REFLEXUM. (Tripmadam.) Straw 
color. 38 in. June. 

ROBUSTUM or MONSTROSUM: 
Fan shaped leaved; curious. 3 in. 
June. 

SIEBOLDIT MEDIUM PICTUM. 
50e. 

SPURIUM SIEBOLDIL. 
shaded with purple. 
and Sept. 

TELEPHIUM. Pink with dark red 
luxuriant foliage. 1ft. Aug. 

TELEPHIUM ALBIFOLIUM. Red 
flower and light foliage. 1ft. Aug. 

Rose, 
3 in. Aug. 
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Sedum. 
TELEPHIUM PURPUREUM. Pur- 

ple flowers and foliage. 1ft. Aug. 
TELEPHIUM HYBRIDUM.  Dis- 

tinct. 50c. 
VILLOSUM. White ; 

50c. 
The Sedums are of a spreading habit 

and well adapted for rock-works. 
Scutellaria. JAPONICA. 

pale blue flowers 4 inches high; 
foliace small. July. 

ALPINA BICOLOR. Blue and 
white: dwarf. 

Sempervivum. TABULAFORME. | 
50e, 

Scabiosa. CAUCASICA. 
Spirzea. Meadow Sweet. 

FILIPENDULA PLENO. White; 
double; a fine foliage. 1 to 2 feet. 
June 

FOLIA VARIEGATA. White, with | 
variegated foliage. 2 ft. June. 

JAPONICA. White spikes ; distinct 
and beautiful. 1 ft. June. 

LOBATA. Red; of a robust habit. 
2 ft. June. 

ROSEA. Finerose. 2 ft. June. 
ULMARIA. White; elm-leaved. 2 

ft. June. 
VENUSTA PLENO. Double white. 

2 ft. June. 
ARUNCA. White spikes. 2 ft. 
PEDATA. 
HUMBOLDIL. 

Stachys. LANATA. Purple spikes, 
with soft and woolly habit. 1 ft. 
July. 

COCCINEA. Rosy red. 8 to 4 ft. 
July. 50c. 

Statice. UNDULATA. Wavy-leaved: 
large trusses of pale lilac ‘flowers ; 
a profuse bloomer. 10in. August | 
and September. 

MARITIMA. Sea-pink, or Thrift. 
Rosy lilac; one of the best for edg- 
ing. 2in. June and July. 

ALBA. 
COCCINEA. 
GRANDIFLORA. 
MONSTROSA. ane 
RUBRA. 
LATIFOLIA. Broad luxuriant fo- 

liage. 0c. 

Symphitum. OFFICINALE. 

Thalictrum. AQUILEGIFOLIUM. 
Fine white. 

SPECIOSUM. 
TUBEROSUM. 5&c 

Spikes of | 

Tradescantia, VIRGINICA ALBA. 
| White. 1 ft. July and August. 

VIRGINICA C@RULEA. Blue. 1 
ft. July and August. 

RUBRA SEMI-PLENO. 

very dwarf) prillium. GRANDIFLORUM. White. 
ERECTUM. ° Maroon. 

Trollius. ACONITIFOLIUS. 40c. 
AFRICANUS. Double yellow; fine. 

d0c. 

| Thymus. (Thime.) Small lilac flow- 
ers, With a robust habit, of exceed- 
ingly aromatic flavor and fragrance. 
3in. June and July. 

Uvalaria. GRANDIFLORA. Pale 
yellow bells. 

Yaleriana, RUBRA. Red Valerian ; 
in large trusses. 3 ft. July and 
Aug. 

OFFICINALIS. Blush white, in 
large trusses. 3 ft. June. 

Verbena. MONTANA. Blooms all 
| the summer. 

Veronica, (Speedwell.) 
ALBA. White. 2ft. July and Aug. 
GENTIANOIDES. Pale blue, with 

azure; fine. 1ft. May and ‘June. 
PUMILA. Low, deep blue. 1 foot. 

- July. 
SPICATA. Deep blue spikes. 1 

| 
| 
| 

foot. July and August. 
ELEGANS. 
AMETHYSTIMA. 
FOL. VARIEGATA. Variegated 

leaved, light blue. 1ft. July. 

Verbascum. PHC@NICEUM. Purple 
and blush. 

PYRAMIDALIS Yellow ard pur- 
le. p 

Veratrum, NIGRUM. (Black Sneeze- 
wort.) Has spikes of blackish 
flowers. 2io3ft. d0c. 

VIRIDE. 
Viola Odorata, (Sweet Violet.) 

CCERULEA. Blue double. 
and May. 

PALLIDA PLENO, (Double Nea- 
politan.) This variety is best ad- 
apted for forcing. April and May. 

STRIATA CCHRULEA & ALBA. 
Striped blue and white; single. 
April and May. 

ALBA PLENO. Double white. 

SEMPERFLORENS SIMPLEX. An 
Italian variety, single and very ~ 
fragrant; fine ‘for forcing. 50c. 

Apri 
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Viola Tricolor, (Heartsease or Pansy.)| Ysopus. OFFICINALIS. 
A very large collection of the most| Yucca. (Adam’s Needle.) 

approved varieties. $1 to €2 per TOMENTOSA. Creamy white. 50c. 
; doz. 3 to 4 ft. July. 
Vinea, C@RULEA MINOR, (Perri- FILAMENTOSA. Thread leaved ; 

winkle. Blue flowering climbing creamy white. 50c. 3 to 4 feet. 
or trailing evergreen. July. 

PURPUREA PLENO. Doublepur-| They have a grand appearance; the 
ple flowering. stem is two feet above the ground, 

MAJOR VARIEGATA. covered with large bell shaped flowers 
MINOR AUREA VARIEGATA. on laterals, forming a perfect pyramid. 

® 

SUMMER AND AUTUMN FLOWERING BULBS. 

These require to be taken up in the Autumn, and kept from freezing in a dry cellar. 

Amaryllis, FORMOSISSIMA. (Jacob-| Amaryllis. LONGIFLORA ROSEA. 
can Lily.) Flowers large, and Rose colored. $1. 
deep red. 50c. Tigridia. PAVONIA, (Ferraria.) 

JOHNSONIA. Flowers dull brick Blooms from July to Sept. 25c. 
red, with a white star centre. $1. $2 per dozen. 

LONGIFLORA ALBA. White, of | Tritonia, AUREA. 25c. $2 per dozen. 
medium size, in clusters. $1. Tuberose, Double. 25c. $2 per doz. 

GLADIOLUS. 

A collection of 140 of the finest Hybrid Varieties, a Catalogue of which is issued 
every Spring. Price 25c. to 50c. each. $2 to $5 per dozen. Our selection of varie- 
ties. 

The following varieties are perfectly hardy. 

PRICE 25¢C. EACH. $2 PER DOZEN. 

BIZANTINUS. Purplish crimson. | COMMUNIS RUBRA. Crimson. 
COLVILLE. Purple, with scarlet ; low- «“ ALBA. White. 

er petals banded with sulphur. | 

BULBOUS FLOWERING ROOTS. 
HARDY. 

The following should be planted in the Fall. 

LILIUM. 

ATROSANGUINEUM. Deep orange, 
with dark red blotches. $1. 

AURANTIACUM. Orange red. 25c. 
each. $2 per dozen. 

BROWNIL Large, white with brown 
exterior. $2. 

BULBIFERUM. (Tiger, or Orange Lily.) 
voc. each. $2 per dozen. 

CANDIDUM. . Common white. 5c. 
each. $2 per dozen. 

CANDIDUM FL. PL. Double white 
flowering. 50c. 
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50c. 
50c. 

EXCELSUM, White. 
EXIMEUM. White. 
GIGANTEUM. 

9 

KAMSCHATKENSE. Orange, with red 
blotches. 50c. 

an.) $1. 
‘“ AURATUM. (From Japan.) Flow- 

ers very large, creamy white, gold 
banded and distinctly dotted with 
brown. $3 to $6. 

‘““ ROSEUM. (From Japan.) $1— | 

|LANCIFOLIUM 
(Cordifolium.) Spikes 

of white flowers, 2 to 8 feet high.) PHILADELPHICUM. 

LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM. (From Jap-|SEINENSIS LONGIFLORUM. 

RUBRUM. (From 
Japan.) $1. 

Deep orange, 
clouded with red. 25c. each. $2 

per dozen. ‘ 

Chinese 

long flowered. 50c. each. $4 per 
dozen. 

SUPERBUM. Vivid orange, with dis- 

MISCELLANEOUS BULBS. 

Anemone. Mixed. $1 per dozen. 
Allium. MOLY. Fine yellow, flowers 

in large clusters,6 in. June. $1 
per dozen. | 

MOLY ALBA. Fine, white flowers, 
large and conspicuous truss. 

Colchicum. AUTUMNALE. 
ROSEUM. Rose flowers. $1.50 per 
dozen. 
VARIEGATUM. Variegated flow- 

ers. $2 per dozen. ~ 
ALBUM. White flowering. $2 per 

dozen. 
Frittilaria. IMPERIALIS. (Crown 

Imperial.) 8 fine varieties. 25c. to 
d0c. each. 

IMPERIALIS. Mixed. 25c. each. 
$2.5 per dozen. 

MELEAGRIS. Mixed. 15c. each 
$1.50 per dozen.” 

Hyacinths. Finest named sorts; 
double and single. 40c. each. 
$3.50 per dozen. 

Hyacinths, Mixed. 25c.each. $2.50 
per dozen. 

Seilla, OR FEATHERED HYA- 
CINTHS. Mixed, $2 per dozen. 

Botriodes, OR GRAPE HYACINTH. 
xf ALBA. 25c. each. 
<< CG@:RULEA.| 15c. each. 
s PLUMOSA. Large pyra- 

midal spikes of azure blue 
flowers. June. 50c. 

Tris, OR FLEUR DE LIS. 
« SPANISH. Various colors ; mixed. 

$1.50 per dozen. 
“ PERSIAN. Various colors ; mtxed. 

Bloom very early in the Spring. 
$2 per dozen. 

25c | 

tinct, dark dots, medium size. 50c. 

each. $4 per dozen. 

| Iris, ENGLISH. Named varieties. $2 
per dozen. 

“ ENGLISH. Mixed, $1.50 per doz. 

Jonquils. Doubleand single; separate. 
$2 per dozen. c 

Narcissus. Doubleand single named. 
$2 per dozen. 

Ornithogalum. UMBELLATUM, 
(Star of Bethlehem.) $1.50 per 
dozen. 

Polyanthus. NARCISSUS. Twenty 
different varieties. $2.50 per doz. 

Tulips. Double; early flowering, in 
20 named varieties. $2.50 per doz. 

Double; mixed, without names. $1 
per dozen. 

Double; late fowering, in 20 named 
varieties. $2.50 per dozen. 

Single; early flowering, 40 named 
varieties. $2.50 per dozen. 

PARROTS in six named varieties. 
$2.50 per dozen. 

BYBLOEMS, in fifty named varie- 
ties. $2.50 per dozen. 

BIZARRES,. in forty named varieties. 
$2.50 per dozen. 

BIZARRES and BYBLOEMS, 
mixed and without names. $1 per 
dozen. 

TOURNESOL. Orange and red; 
double ; early. 2d5ct $2 per doz. 

DUC VAN THOL. Yellow end red; 
double, early. 20c. $1.50 per doz. 

DUC VAN THOL. Semi-double ; 
the very earliest. $20c. $1.50 per 
dozen. 



THE FRUIT GARDEN: 

A Treatise intended to illustrate and explain the Physiology of Fruit Trees ; 
the Theory and Practice of all operations connected with the Propagation, 
Transplanting, Pruning and Training of Orchard and Garden Trees as 
Standards, Dwarfs, Pyramids, Espaliers, &c.; the laying out and Arranging 
different kinds of Orchards and Gardens; the Selection of suitable varieties 
for different purposes and localities; Gathering and Preserving Fruits ; 
Treatment of Diseases and Destruction of Insects; Description and Use of 
Implements, &c.; illustrated with upwards of one hundred and fifty figures, 
representing different parts of trees, practical operations, forms of trees, 
designs for plantations, implements, &c.; by P. BARRY, of the Mount 
Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. 1 vol., 12mo. 

“Tt is one of the most thorough works of the kind we have ever seen, dealing in 
particulars as well as gener alities, and imparting many valuable hints relative to soils, 
manures, pruning and transplanting.” —Bosion Gazette. 

“ A mass of useful information is collected, which gives the work a value even to 
those who possess the best works on the cultivation of fruits, yet published.”— He- 
ning Post. 

“His work is one ot the completest, and as we have every reason for believing, 
most accurate, to be obtained on the subject.”— VV. Y. Hoangelist. 

““A concise manual of the kind here presented, has long been wanted, and we 
will venture to say, that should this volume be carefully studied and acted on by our 
industrious farmers, the quantity of fruit in the State would be double in five years, 
and the quality, too, greatly improved. Here may be found advice suited to all 
emergencies, and the gentleman farmer may find direction for the simplest matter, 
as well as those which trouble older heads. The book we think will be found 
valuable.”—Newark Daily Advertiser. 

“It is full of directions as to the management of trees, and buds, and fruits, and 
is a valuable and pleasant book.” — Albany” Hvening Jour nal. 

“The work is prepared with judgment, and founded on the practical experience 
of the author —is of far greater value to the cultivator than most of the popular 
compilations on the subject.”— WV. Y. Tribune. 

“This book supplies a place in fruit culture, and that is saying a great deal, 
while we have the popular works of Downing, Thomas and Cole. Mr. Barry has, 
then a field to himself, which he occupies with decided skill and ability.” — Prairie 
Harmer. 

PRICH, $1.50. By mail, pre-paid, $1.75. 
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